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PREFACE 

The MVS/Extended Architecture System Logic Library is intended 
for people who debug or modify the MVS control program. It 
describes the logic of most MVS control program functions that 
are performed after master scheduler initialization completes.
For detailed information about the MVS control program prior to 
this point, refer to MVS/Extended Architecture System
Initialization Logic. For general information about the MVS 
control program and the relationships among the components that 
make up the MVS control program, refer to the MVS/Extended
Architecture Overview. To obtain the names of publications that 
describe some of the components not in the System Logic Library,
refer to the section Corequisite Reading in the Master Preface 
in MVS/Extended Architecture System Logic Library: Master Table 
of Contents and Index. 

HOW 	 THE LIBRARY IS ORGANIZED 

SET 	 OF BOOKS 

The System Logic Library consists of a set of books. Two of the 
books provide information that is relevant to the entire set of 
books: 

1. 	 The MVS/Extended Architecture System Logic Library: Master 
Table of Contents and Index contains the master preface, the 
master table of contents, and the master index for the other 
books in the set. 

2. 	 The MVS/Extended Architecture System Logic Library: Module 
Descriptions contains module descriptions for all of the 
modules in the components documented in the System Logic
Library and an index. 

Each of the other books (referred to as component books) in the 
set contains its own table of contents and index, and describes 
the logic of one of the components in the MVS control program. 

ORGANIZATION OF THE COMPONENTS 

Most component books contain information about one component in 
the MVS control program. However, some component books (such as 
System Logic Library: Initiator/Terminator) contain more than 
one component if the components are closely related, frequently
referenced at the same time, and not so large that they require 
a book of their own. 

A three or four character mnemonic is associated with each 
component book and is used in all diagram and page numbers in 
that book. For example, the mnemonic ASM is associated with the 
book MVS/Extended Architecture System Logic Library: Auxiliary 
storage Management. All diagrams in this book are identified as 
Diagram ASM-n, and all pages as ASM-n, where n represents the 
specific diagram or page number. Whenever possible, the 
existing component acronym is used as the mnemonic for the 
component book. The Table of Book Titles in the Master Preface 
in MVS/Extended Architecture System Logic Library: Master Table 
of Contents and Index lists the book titles, the components
included in each book (if a book contains more than one 
component), the mnemonics for the books, and the order number 
for each book. 
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HOW 	 TO USE THE LIBRARY 

To help you use this library efficiently, the following topics 
cover 

• 	 How to find information using book titles and the master 
index 

• 	 What types of information are provided for each component 
• 	 How to obtain further information about other books in the 

System logic library 

FINDING INFORMATION USING THE BOOK TITLES 

As you become familiar with the book titles, MVS component names 
and 	mnemonics, and the book contents, you will be able to use 
the 	System logic library as you would an encyclopedia and go 
directly to the book that you need. We recommend that you group 
the 	books in alphabetical order for easy reference, or, if you 
are 	familiar with MVS, that you to group the books by related 
functions. 

The Table of Book Titles in the Master Preface in MVS/Extended 
Architecture System logic library: Master Table of Contents and 
Index contains a list of book titles and mnemonics. It provides 
a quick reference to all the books, and their corresponding 
components, in the System logic library. 

FINDING INFORMATION USING THE MASTER INDEX 

If you are not sure which book contains the information you are 
looking for, you can locate the book and the page on which the 
information appears by using the master index in System logic 
library: Master Table of Contents and Index. For the component 
books, the page number in an index entry consists of the 
mnemonic for the component and the page number; for System logic 
library: Module Descriptions, the page number consists of the 
mnemonic "MOD" and the page number. 

For 	example: 

ASM-12 	 refers to MVS/Extended Architecture System logic 
library: Auxiliary Storage Management, page ASM-12. 

MOD-245 	 refers to MVS/Extended Architecture System logic 
library: Module Descriptions, page MOD-245. 

INFORMATION PROVIDED FOR MOST COMPONENTS 

The following information is provided for most of the components 
described in the System logic library. 

1. 	 An introduction that summarizes the component's function 

2. 	 Control block overview figures that show significant fields 
and the chaining structure of the component's control blocks 

3. 	 Process flow figures that show control flow between the 
component's object modules 

4. 	 Module information that describes the functional 
organization of a program. This information can be in the 
form of: 

• 	 Method-of-Operation diagrams and extended descriptions. 

• 	 Automatically-generated prose. The automated module 
information is generated from the module prologue and 
the code itself. It consists of three parts: module 
description, module operation summary, and diagnostic 
aids. 
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FURTHER INFORMATION 


5. 	 Module descriptions that describe the operation of the 
modules (the module descriptions are contained in System
Logic Library: Module Descriptions) 

Some component books also include diagnostic techniques
information following the Introduction. 

For 	more information about the System logic Library. including
the 	order numbers of the books in the System Logic Library. see 
the 	Master Preface in MYS/Extended Architecture System logic
Library: Master Table of Contents and Index. 
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SUMMARY OF AMENDMENTS 

Summary of Amendments 
for LY28-1760-0 
for MVS/System Product Version 2 Release 2.0 

This publication is new for MVS System Product Version 2 Release 
2.0. It contains information that was reorganized from the 
System Resource 	Manager (SRM) section in MVS/XA System Logic
Library Volume 12 • LY28-1250-3, which applies to MVS/XA System
Product Version 	2 Release 1.7. 

This pUblication contains changes to support MVS/System Product 
Version 2 Release 2.0. The changes include: 

• 	 Module Description for the following new module: 

IRARMCBS 

• 	 The following changed modules: 

IRARMEVT IRARMFIP 
IRARMFPG IRARMSRV 
IRARMmM IRARMWLS 

• Minor technical and editorial changes throughout the 
publication. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The system resources manager (SRM) is a component of the base 
control program (BCP). The SRM is responsible for the efficient 
management of system resources and has two principal objectives: 

• 	 To distribute the use of the system's processor, I/O, and 
storage resources among individual users (address spaces) in 
a way that satisfies the installation's response time, 
turnaround time, and work priority requirements. (The 
installation specifies these goals in SYSl.PARMLIB member 
IEAIPSxx.) 

• 	 To optimize the use of resources by system users in terms of 
system throughput. 

The SRM achieves its objectives primarily through swapping 
decisions and dispatching priorities, using a number of 
algorithms to compute values on which to base its judgements. 
Swapping is the process of moving address spaces into and out of 
real storage. Dispatching is the process of initiating the 
execution of an address space. By making decisions that maximize 
the number of address spaces in real storage and assigning 
priorities that maximize the rate of their execution, the SRM 
contributes a great deal to the ability of the system to do more 
work. 

The process operates in the following way. When an address space 
is swapped out its entire working set (active user pages) moves 
to auxiliary storage or extended storage. The SRM uses the real 
page frames released by the swap for paging activity by other 
address spaces or for swapping in a swapped-out address space. 
When swapped in, an address space competes for system resources 
with all other swapped-in address spaces. 

Note: Extended storage and expanded storage are terms that have 
the same meaning. This book uses the term extended storage. 

To control this contention, the SRM assigns priorities to 
address spaces. These priorities may be fixed or governed by the 
mean-time-to-wait algorithm. An address space controlled by the 
mean-time-to-wait algorithm executes with a priority based on 
relationships between its use of processor and I/O resources. 
To provide more flexibility, an address space may be time-sliced 
between two dispatching priorities. The IPS defines the duration 
of a time slice. 

Page replacement and device allocation algorithms in the SRM 
further support effective use of time and system resources. In 
the page replacement process, the SRM finds which real frames 
show less activity than other frames and release the less active 
frames for different work. In the device allocation process, the 
SRM selects which devices can be used to store tape and DASD 
data sets having non-specific volume requests. 

The SRM obtains control as a result of the execution of a 
SYSEVENT macro instruction. The SYSEVENT macro instruction, 
signalling the occurrence of a user of system-related event, 
serves as an extended routing function based on the SYSEVENT 
code generated from the specified operand. Each SYSEVENT code 
represents a logically distinct interface to the SRM, with its 
own circumstances, its own input and output conventions, and its 
own resultant SRM actions. 

The SYSEVENT processing function receives control from the 
interface function to perform processing related to the 
SYSEVENT. Depending on the SYSEVENT type, either IRARMINT or 
IRARMFIP obtains control. IRARMINT is a generalized routine that 
passes control to IRARMEVT, which contains a separate processing 
routine for each SYSEVENT routed through IRARMINT. IRARMEVT 
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routes a device allocation SYSEVENT to IRARMEV2, an expansion
module of IRARMEVT. IRARMFIP contains separate entry points for 
SYSEVENTs whose execution time is critical. 

The 	SRM maintains the information needed for its functions 
primarily in the resource manager control table (RMCT), which is 
contained in IRARMCNS and located by a pointer in the CVT 
(CVTOPCTP). The SRM keeps track of user (address space)
information in user control blocks (OUCSs), user extension 
blocks (OUXBs), and user swap blocks (OUSBs). 

SRM 	 control is the dispatcher of the SRM, residing in the module 
IRARMCTL. Along with various other SRM routines, particularly
IRARMSWP, it schedules and processes requests for actions and 
algorithms related to swap analysis and swap processing. 

A set of resource-use algorithms manages the use of system-wide 
resources. Designed to improve overall system resource use,
these algorithms calculate values that promote effective storage 
management, I/O management, and processor management. The 
resource monitor supplies these algorithms with necessary system
information. 

The 	workload manager of the SRM, a collection of subroutines 
that monitor the rate at which individual address spaces use 
system resources, supplies the swapping recommendations that SRM 
control requests. The workload manager also collects data for 
resource measurement facility (RMF) workload activity reporting. 

The 	SRM consists of a number of modules whose names generally
begin with the prefix IRARM. Each module, however, does not 
directly correspond to a unique SRM function. Rather, separate 
entry points within the modules identify the various functions 
that make up the SRM component. 

The 	major functions of the SRM and the modules containing the 
entry points that perform them are: 

• 	 Swap analysis: IRARMSWP uses an algorithm to select which 
users from which domains to swap in or out. The swap
decisions are based upon domain targets and swap
recommendation values that the workload manager and resource 
use 	algorithms supply. 

• 	 Multiprogramming level (MPL) target adjustment: IRARMRMR 
uses algorithms to monitor system use and raise or lower 
domain MPLs accordingly. 

• 	 Storage management: IRARMSTM and IRARMST2 manage storage
using the following algorithms: 

Unreferenced interval count (UIC) update
Page replacement
Auxiliary storage shortage prevention
Pageable storage shortage prevention
SWA 	 storage shortage prevention
Storage isolation 
Storage load balancing 

• I/O load balancingl If the installation requests I/O load 
balancing, IRARMIOM uses an algorithm to assign I/O swap
recommendations to address spaces based upon their use of 
logical paths that are out of balance (underused or 
overused). 

• 	 CPU load balancing: If the installation requests CPU load 

balancing, IRARMCPM uses algorithms to measure processor

utilization and compute processor swap recommendations for 
address spaces. The CPU swap recommendations complement the 
I/O swap recommendations that I/O load balancing generates.
IRARMCPM contains other algorithms to control changing 
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SRM INTERFACE 


priorities (chapping) of address spaces that are in the 
mean-time-to-wait group or that have changed performance 
group periods. IRARMCPM also contains functions to activate 
and 	deactivate the time-slice algorithm. 

• 	 Time-slice: IRARMFIP invokes ASCBCHAP, which changes the 
priority of an address space on a dispatching queue. 

• 	 Workload management: IRARMWLM uses a timed algorithm to 
periodically compute new workload manager recommendation 
values for address spaces. IRARMWLM also contains routines 
for start, stop, suspend, and resume transaction processing
and period change processing. IRARMWLS contains the user 
ready swap-in scheduling routine. 

• 	 Workload reportingl IRARMWLS, IRARMWAR, and IRARMFIP perform
the workload reporting functions. IRARMFIP contains the 
subsystem transaction reporting routines. IRARMWLS contains 
a timed algorithm that manages the transaction reporting 
queues. IRARMWAR contains routines that update the workload 
activity measurement table (WAMT) for both MVS (TSQ, started 
task, and batch) transactions and subsystem transactions. 

Most system components use the SYSEVENT macro instruction to 
communicate with the SRM. SYSEVENTs fall into three classes: 

• 	 Address space SYSEVENTs: notify the SRM of a change in 
status for a particular address space 

• 	 System status SYSEVENTs: notify the SRM of a change in 
system status 

• 	 SRM service SYSEVENTs: request a particular SRM support
function 

The SYSEVENT macro instruction generates either a branch or SVC 
entry (SVC 95) into the SRM. By enqueueing a time queue element 
(TQE), the SRM can also invoke itself on a timed basis. When the 
period of time has passed, the TIME SYSEVENT issued by the timer 
SLIH drives the SRM. The SRM interface ensures that the SRM 
executes in 31-bit addressing mode and that the caller's 
addressing mode is restored on exit. 

Entries can be any of three SRM interface modules: IRARMINT, 
IRARMGLU, or IRARMFIP. IRARMGLU contains 24-bit entry points
that pass control to IRARMGLU and IRARMFIP in 31-bit addressing
mode. IRARMINT, a generalized routine, passes control to 
IRARMEVT, which contains a separate processing routine for each 
SYSEVENT routed through IRARMINT. For the device allocation 
SYSEVENT (DEVALLOC), the expansion module of IRARMEVT (IRARMEV2)
obtains control. IRARMFIP, the fast interface processor,
contains entry points for SYSEVENTs that require rapid
processing. 

Branch entry callers must be in supervisor state or key 0-7, and 
associated data areas must be page-fixed. Disabled page faults 
that occur when user data areas are referenced cause the 
SYSEVENT issuer to be abnormally terminated (abend code X 
115FI). Branch entry callers must also pass, in register 13,
the address of a 72-byte save area, which can be stored by using
the caller's key. The SYSEVENT issuer is responsible for 
serializing the use of this area (by means of disablement, 
global lock, or local lock). 

SYSEVENT 26 requires no authorization. For other SYSEVENTs,
authorization required for SVC entry depends on the SYSEVENT. 
Programs that issue SYSEVENTs 29 and 2A either must have APF 
authorization or must be assigned the nonswappable program 
property (PPTNSWP='l') in the program properties table. All 
other SYSEVENTs require that the calling program be 
APF-authorized or in supervisor state or protection keys 0-7; 
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also, its associated data areas must be page-fixed. Unauthorized 
use of the SVC entry, like disabled page faults that occur while 
referencing user data areas, causes the SYSEVENT issuer to be 
abnormally terminated (abend code X'15F'). 

The SRM interface passes control to the SYSEVENT processor
related to the particular SYSEVENT. Depending upon the SYSEVENT, 
the SRM might then perform further processing not necessarily
related to the invoking SYSEVENT. Thus, many SYSEVENTs serve 
both as status change notifiers, or service requestors, and as 
occasions for performing a wide range of SRM processing. 

Providing a common point of invocation and simplified access, 
the SRM interface also processes requests from internal SRM 
routines that service system components. These include such 
services as cross memory post, obtaining SQA storage, and 
issuing a write-to-operator (WTO) message. The service interface 
routines, each with its own entry point, reside in the module 
IRARMSRV. Figure 1 lists SRM entry points and identifies the 
module that contains them. This figure also includes the 
addressing (Ar10DE) and the residency (RMODE) attributes for each 
module. More detailed descriptions of each entry point can be 
found preceding the method-of-operation diagrams that illustrate 
each module. 
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SRM 
Modules a: a: ~ II)~ ...J a: I-a. :::l I- ~ II) I- I- > ~ N a. N ~ Cl 

SRM 0 0 N a. I- a: ...J a. ~ w a: l- I- ~ ...J ...J > J: a. 
~ > - z I.L.a. u u w W I.L. Cl Q !!: 0 a: II) II) II) II) ~ ;: w U0: 

II) ~Entry Z ill ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 
a: a: a: a: a: a: a: a: a: a: a: a: a: a: a: a: a: a: a: a: a: a:Point Name > 0 ~ 

~ w w ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 
and w a: a: a: a: a: a: a: a: a: a: a: a: a: a: a: a:~ ~ !!: !!: !!: !!: !!: !!: 
Type1 


AMODE2 A 31 31 31 31 31 31 A 31 31 31 31 31 31 31 31 31 31 31 31 31 31 


RMODE2 24 24 A A A A A 24 A A A A A A A A A A A A A A 


CHAP I X 


CKSIGUR I X 


CPLRVSWF I X 

CPUTLCK I X 


CPUWAIT I X 


DEFSWPIN I X 


IEAVNPIO E X 


IEEDISPD E X 


I GC095 E X 


IRARMACT E X 

JRARMAPl E X 

IRARMAP2 E X 

IRARMASM E X 


IRARMCAP E X 

IRARMCED E X 

IRARMCEL I X 

IRARMCEN I X 

IRARMCET E X 

IRARMCHF E X 


IRARMCLO E X 

IRARMCL1 E X 

IRARMCL3 E X 


IRARMCPF E X 

IRARMCPI I X 


IRARMCPO I X 

IRARMCPS I X 

IRARMCQT I X 


IRARMCRD I X 

IRARMCRL E X 

IRARMCRN E X 

IRARMCRT I X 

IRARMCRY E X 

IRARMCSF E X 

IRARMCSI E X 

IRARMCSO E X 

IRARMCVL I X 

IRARMDBS I X 


1 E - external entry points (called from outside the module) 
I - internal entry points (called from within the same module) 

2A indicates ANY 

Figure 1 (Part 1 of 4). SRM Module/Entry Point Cross Reference 
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Modules ..J a: I- Q. =>1- a: I- > ~N Q. a: ~ U) N ~ l!l~U) I 
..J..JSRM N ~ I- a: ..JZ Q. ~ W a: ;: <I: > J: Q.~O 

~ () > - Oil. o a: I- I 
Q.Q. () w wu. l!l_ U) U) U)U) ;:;: w () u. 

Entry z!!? is ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ::2:~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~ ~~ ~ ~ ~~ ~ 
Point Name >0 ~ a: a: a: a: a: a: a: a: a: a: a: a: a: a: a: a: a: a: a: a: a: a: 

« w w « « « « « «« «<I: « <I: <I: « « <I: « <I: <I: « «« « 
and ww w a: a: a: a: a: a: a: a: a: a: a:I!:!!: !!:!!: !!:!!: a: a: !!: !!: !!:-
Type1 ~ 
AMODE2 A 3131 31 31 31 31 A 31 31 31 31 31 31 31 31 31 31 31 31 31 31 

RMODE2 24 24 A A A A A 24 A A A A A A A A A A A A A A 


IRARMDEL E X 

IRARMEDD E 
 X 
IRARMEVD E X 

IRARMEVU E X 

IRARME01 E X 


IRARME05 E X 


IRARME28 E X 


IRARME50 E X 


IRARME51 E X 


IRARME53 E X 

IRARME54 E X 

IRARME55 E X 


IRARME60 E X 

IRARME64 E X 

IRARMExx I X 

IRARMFMA E X 
IRARMFPG E X 
IRARMFRE E X 

IRARMF05 E X 

IRARMF50 E X 

IRARMF51 E X 


IRARMF53 E X 


IRARMF54 E X 


IRARMF55 E X 


IRARMF56 E X 


IRARMF60 E X 

IRARMF64 E X 


IRARMGMA E X 

IRARMHIT E X 

IRARMIOO E X 


IRARMIOl E X 


IRARMI02 E X 


IRARMI03 E X 


IRARMI04 E X 


IRARMI05 E X 


IRARMI06 E X 


IRARMI07 E X 


IRARMI08 E X 


IRARMI09 E X 


IRARMl10 E X 

IRARMlll E X 


IRARMI16 E X 


IRARMI17 E X 


IRARMI20 E X 


IRARMI21 E X 


IRARMI48 E X 


IRARMILO E X 


IRARMILl E X 


IRARMIL3 E X 

IRARMIL4 E X 


IRARMILS E X 


IRARMIL6 E X 


1 E - external entry points (called from outside the module) 
I - internal entry points (called from within the same module) 

2A indicates ANY 

Figure 1 (Part 2 of 4). SRM Module/Entry Point Cross Reference 
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SRM 
Modules 

SRM 
Entry 
Point Name 
end 

$! ~ 
Q. cnz _ 
> Cl
<C w 
w w- -

N 

~ 
:E 
w 
w-

:E ...J 
Q. I
UU 
:E :E 
a:: a:: 
<C <C 
a:: a::- -

a:: 
a:: 
W 
:E 
a:: 
<C 
a::-

I :> I
> !:: ...J z 
W U. C1 _ 
:E :E :E :E 
a:: a:: a:: a:: 
<C <C <C<C 
a:: !!: a:: a::- - -

:Een t::Q!: 0 
:E:E :E
a:: a:: a:: 
<C <C <Ca:: a:: !!:- 

a:: 
:E 
a:: 
:E 
a:: 
<C
a::-

I-
w 
en 
:E 
a:: 
<C
a:: 

> :E Na:: I- Icn cnen 
:E :E:E 
a:: a:: a:: 
<C <C<Ca:: a:: a:: 

Q. a:: :Een 
3: <C ...J ...J 
cn3: 3:3: 
:E :E :E :E 
a:: a:: a:: a:: 
<C <C <C <C 
a:: a:: a:: a::- - -

N :E 
> ::c 
w u 
:E :E 
a:: a:: 
<C <C 
a:: !!:-

C1 
Q. 
u. 
~ 
a:: 
<C 
a::-Type' 

AMODE2 A 31 31 31 31 31 31 A 31 31 31 31 31 31 31 31 31 31 31 31 31 31 

RMODE2 24 24 A A A A A 24 A A A A A A A A A A A A A A 

IRARMIPS E X 

IRARMLDB I X 

IRARMLPI E X 
IRARMMSP E X 

IRARMMS2 E X 
IRARMMS3 E X 
IRARMMS4 E X 

IRARMMS5 E X 
IRARMMS6 E X 

IRARMMWR E X 
IRARMNOP E X X 
IRARMOPT E X 
IRARMPFE E X 
IRARMPRI E X 
IRARMPR5 E X 
IRARMPR9 E X 
IRARMRDR E X 

IRARMRMI E X 
IRARMRM2 E X 
IRARMRPS E X 
IRARMRRl E X 

IRARMRR2 E X 

IRARMRVT E X 
IRARMS47 E X 
IRARMST E X 
IRARMSIC I X 
IRARMSOP I X 
IRARMSQA E X 
IRARMSRE E X 
IRARMSWT E X 

IRARMSWI E X 
IRARMTRC E X 
IRARMTRT E X 
IRARMUPD E X 
IRARMUXB E X 
lRARMWMO E X 
IRARMWM1 E X 
IRARMWM2 E X 
IRARMWM3 E X 

1 E - external entry points (called from outside the module) 
I - internal entry points (called from within the same module) 

2A indicates ANY 

Figure 1 (Part 3 of 4). SRM Module/Entry Point Cross Reference 
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SRM 

Tvpe' 

A 31 31 31 31 31 31 A 31 31 31 31 31 31 31 31 31 31 31 31 31 31 
24 24 A A A A A 24 A A A A A AAAAAAAAfl 

IRARMWM4 E 
IRARMWM5 E x X 
IRARMWM7 I X X 

IRARMWM8 E X 
IRARMWM9 E X 

IRARMWMI I X 

IRARMWMJ I X 
IRARMWMK E X 
IRARMWML E X 

IRARMWMN E X 
IRARMWMO E X 
IRARMWMP E X 
IRARMWMQ E X 
IRARMWMR E X 
IRARMWR1 E X 
IRARMWR2 I X 
IRARMWR3 E X 
IRARMWR4 E X 
IRARMWR5 I X 
IRARMWR6 E X 
IRARMWR7 I X 
IRARMWR8 E X 
IRARMWR9 E X 
IRARMWRA I X 
IRARMXPE E X 

IRARMXPS X 
IRARMXVT E X 
NEWDP X 
RMRR2CKQ X 
RMRR2GST X 
RMRR21NT X 
RMRR2PER X 
RMRR2REQ X 

RMRR2RTY X 
RMRR2SPR X 
RMRR2VFB X 
RMRR2VLD X 
STEAL X 
STMFENCE X 
STORUSE X 

Modules 
SRM 
Entrv 
Point Name 
end 

1 E - external entry points (called from outside the module) 
I - internal entry points (called from within the same module) 

2A indicates ANY 

Figure 1 (Part 4 of 4). SRM Module/Entry Point Cross Reference 
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SVSEVENT PROCESSOR 

The SYSEVENT processor function (IRARMEVT or IRARMEV2) receives 
control from the interface function to perform processing
related to the SYSEVENT. In a multiprocessing environment, the 
system may not be able to perform some of these routines 
immediately because of concurrent SRM processing on another 
processor. Execution of the requested routines is then deferred 
until a subsequent invocation of the SRM. SYSEVENTs with 
critical execution time requirements use a special fast 
interface, IRARMFIP, rather than the SYSEVENT processor,
IRARMEVT. SYSEVENT IC (device allocation) receives control from 
IRARMEVT but the code that processes the request resides in the 
module IRARMEV2. 

SYSEVENT processors often invoke other SRM functions. Some of 
these functions are executed as subroutines of the SYSEVENT 
processor. Other functions, called actions and algorithms, are 
treated differently. An action is a user-related function, 
executed if the SRM lock is held, deferred if the lock is not 
held. An algorithm is a function executed on behalf of the 
system instead of the user; its execution is always deferred. 
SRM control (IRARMCTL) executes deferred actions, algorithms,
and timed (periodically invoked) algorithms. 

Depending upon what higher level locks are held by the SYSEVENT 
issuer, SYSEVENT processors might or might not obtain the SRM 
lock. SYSEVENTs that do not hold the SRM lock return directly to 
the SRM interface for return to the issuer. SYSEVENT processors
that hold the SRM lock generally exit by branching to the SRM 
control module, IRARMCTL. SRM control exits by returning to the 
interface module, IRARMINT, whether SRM control is entered via 
IRARMEVT or IRARMFIP. 

Figure 2 lists all SYSEVENTs in alphabetical order with their 
associated codes (in hexadecimal). 

AL TCPREC( 21) ICSCHK(3C) QSCEFUI2) SYQSCST(23)

AVQLoWCl7) INITATH OA) QSCESHOC) TERMWAIH 02)

AVQoKCl8) INITDEHOB) REQPGDAH27) TGETTPUT(22)

BRINGINC2C) J oBSELCH 08) REQSERVC(26) TIMEC 05)

CHANNEU 48) JOBTERM(09) REQSVDAH31) TIt1EREXPC 01)

CMDEND(40) MEMCREAH06) REQSI'JAP (2B) TRANSWAPCOE)

CMDSTARH 3F) MEMDEL C07) RESETPGClF) TRAXERPTC3S)

CONFIGCHCID) MIGCNSTR(42) RSMCNSTSCl6) TRAXFRPT(36)

COPYDMDH 28) MIGPURGEC 43) RSTORCMP(13) TRAXRPH37)

DDR( 47) MIGSWAP(44) SETDMN(25) UCBCHG(46)

DEVALLOCCIC) NEWICSC3D) SOUTSUSPC4S) USERRDY(04)

DIRECTPO(38) NEWIPS(20) SQALmHI9) VERIFYPGClE)

DONTSWAP(29) NEWOPH34) SQAOKClA) WKLDCHG(41)

EASINIH 1B) NIOWAIH 03) SWINFUI1) WKLDCOLU2E)

ENQHOLDCI4) NoHOLD(33) SWINSTAHIO) WKLDINIH2D)

ENQRLSEClS) OKSWAPC2A) SWOUTCMP(OF) I~KLDTERMC2F)

HOLD(32) QSCECMPCOD) SYQSCCMP(24) 


Figure 2. SYSEVENT List 
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Figure 3 lists the SYSEVENTs by hexadecimal code. For each 
SYSEVENT, the figure identifies the situations that cause the 
SYSEVENT to be issued, the information passed and returned, the 
internal SRM routines it might invoke, the functions of the 
invoked routines, and the actions taken as a result. In 
addition, this figure indicates whether the SRM interface 
routine obtains the SRM lock and where control passes after 
SYSEVENT processing completes. All SYSEVENTs receive the 
associated codes as input information (in byte 3 of register 0).
Bytes 0 and I in register 0 pass the ASIDs listed as input. In 
the following charts, the SYSEVENT names are listed with the 
hexadecimal code followed by the decimal equivalent. 
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•• 

r-

r-	 ."....-< 	 Infonn.tion 
N 	 ID 
00 	 C SYSEVENT When I.,ad.,I 	 P.... Returned... 	 CD 
...... TlMEREXP TOO clock Indication of None 

X'01' initialization is whether TOO 
0'\ 	 (,It 
0 
I 	 ... 

0 	 "'0 1 complete. clock initialization .,DI occurred (01) or ... 	 ,... not (00) (register
n 
..." 	 ... 1, byte 3) 

n 	 0 
0 -II 
'U 
0( 	 N., 0'\.... 	 ..." 

ID 
':T,... 

CJ) TERMWAIT Issued by TGET or 	 None• ASID 
1-1 	 -< X'02' TPUTwhena • Input (00) ortil CJ) 

3 m 2 user enters termi- output (SO) indi

< nal wait. cation (register 1,n 	 m 
z.,0 	 byte 0)-I 

'U NIOWAIT** Issued by WAIT 	 None
"'0 	 • ASID., X'04' macro processing... 	 0 

-0 n 4 when some task in 
00 CD an address space en...... 	 1/1

1/1 ters long wait. .,0 
USERRDY** An SRB has been 	 None• ASID 


X'04' scheduled for an 

4 address space for 


which QUIESCE is 

ru nning, or for a 

swapped-<>ut ad
dress space. 

"Note: This SYSEVENT can be invoked while executing in cross memory mode. 

1-1 
:J,...., 
o 
CL c 
n,...... 
o 
:;, 

CJ) 

~ 
I... 

ell 

(" 


Routh_ Invoked 
Function of Invoked I 

Routine SRM Action 

Periodic entry Resets the time due When TOO clock ini-
point initialization fields of the time tialization occurs, this 
IIRARMWMY) driven queue accord- SYSEVENT schedules 

ing to the current SRM's time driven rou
time. tines. Subsequent sche-------r------ duling is done through

Periodic entry See Diagram SRM-10. SYSEVENT 05 (TIME)'I
point scheduling 

When TOO clock ini- ,(IRARMCET) 
tialization occurs, SRM 
starts channel 
measu rements. 

Control swap-<>ut See Diagram SRM-12. 
IIRARMCSO) 

Control swap-<>ut See Diagram SRM-12. 
IIRARMCSO) 

User ready The ready user is User-ready processing 
processing placed on the OUT is performed through 
IIRARMHIT) queue. the action request 

routine. 

SRM Lock 
Held 


Yes 


Yes 

Yes 

No 

(" 


Exit To 


SRM control 

IIRARMCTL) 


SRM control 
IIRARMCTL) 

Invoker 
via 
IRARMI01 

Invoker via 
IRARMI01 

... :1...~ 
••.,
::Irt.. n. 

...a.::s, 
z. 
=.a. 
.z 
~=-....,
.... 

'a 

I~• 
.,0 
a .... 
CDH ".,~ 
... Z
'< :a 
a.. 

H 
~ 
Z 

I 



VI 
~ "TI 
3: 
I .... 

.c

..... 
Ie 
C., SVSEVENT When Issued 

Passed 

Information 

Returned 

Routines Invoked Function of Invoked 
Routine 

SRMAction SRM Lock 
Held 

Exit To 

~ 

3: 
< 
VI 

" X 
l> 

VI 
r-
r-

VI 
'<
UI 

~ 
~ 
UI 

3: 
Ie 
:3 
r+ 

toN 

,.... 
." 
III., 
r+ 

N 

0 
-n 
N 
a.. 
'-i 

(.I) 

-< 
(.I) 

rn 
< rn 
z 

TIME 
X'05' 

5 
(in module 

IRARMFIP) 

SRM timer 
interval 
has expired. 

None None Rotate algorithm 
(lRARMRT1) 

Time slice 
algorithm 
(lRARMTS1 ) 

Channel path 
status sampling 
(iRARMCPS) 

UCB queue 

Reorder the ASCB 
dispatching queue 
for those priorities 

due to be rotated. 

Change the ASCB 
dispatching priority for 

those address spaces 
due to be time sliced up 
or down. 

Sample the cu rrent 
channel path activity 
and increment the 
channel path counts 
for active paths. 

Accumulate the current 

Invoke the rotate and 
time slice algorithms 
if they are active and 

due to execute. 

Sample channel 
measurements if they 
are active and due to 
execute. 

Schedule all other 
SRM algorithms that 
are due. Set the time 
of the next invocation 
of this SVSEVENT. 

Ves SRM control 
(lRARMCTL) 
or invoker via 
IRARMI01 

-i length sampling UCB request queue Start or stop channel 

."., 
0 

(lRARMDBS) 

Set timer routine 

lengths. 

Queue a TQE to cause 

measurement if TOO 

clock status changes. 
0 
(I) (lRARMI05) the next SRM timer 

r
-< 
N 
C» 
I .... ...., 

I/) 
I/) 
0., MEMCREAT 

X'06' 
6 

An ASID has been 
associated wi Ih a 
new address space 
and space has been 
obtained for an 

• ASID. 
• START(Ol)/ 

LOGON(0211 
MOUNT(03) 
indication. 

Indication whether 
or not memory 
cn~ation shou Id 
proceed because of 
a resource shortage. 

Storage req uest 
(lRARMI04) . 

1------ 
User control block 

, interrupt. 
Ubta in storage for an 
OUCB and OUXB if 
no resou rce shortages 
exist.------
Place user on "in" 

------
User control block 

Ves SRM 
control 
IIRARMCTLI 

r.... 
a.. 
0 
I 

ASCB and OUSB. (register 1, 
byte 0) 

(OO~ proceed 
80 ~do not 

repositioning 
(IRARMRPS) 

queue. repositioning is 
performed through the 

n 
10 
:::J 

0 

,.... 
0 
'-i 

C") 
0 
'tl 
'<., ..... 
Ie 

MEMDEL 
TYPE; 

NOSWIN 
X'07' 

7 

MEMDEL 
TYPE;NOSWIN 
is issued by RSM 
early in address 
space termination 
prior to freeing 
the RSM control 

• ASID 
• NOSWIN 

indicator 
(register 0 
byte 2, bit 0) 

proceed) . 
(register 1, byte 0). 

None None NA 

action request routine. 

Set indicator in 
OUCB to prevent 
swapping during 
address space 
termination. 

Yps SRM 
control 
IIRARMCTLI 

III 
10 
a.: 

::0 
310 
III III 
rtrt 
10.,., .... 
...·n 
IlIrt 
.... 10
lila. 

~ 
r+ 

1-1 
t;J:I 
3 

C") 
0., 
'tl 

MEMDEL 
X'07 

7 

blocks. 

Storage associated 
with an ASCB is 
about to be fnwd, 
and an ASID is 
disassociated with 
all address space. 

• ASID Indication that 
memory delete may 
proceed. 
-00 (register 1, 
byte 3). 

OUCB and OUXB 
delete 
(IRARMDELI 

-

Free storage associated 
with OUCB and an 
OUXB. Make sure that 
the rotate and time 
slice tables have been 
updated for th is user. 

-

OUCB and OUXB 
delete is perform"d 
indireclly, through 
action request routin!! 

Yes SRM 
control 
IIRARMCTLI 

13 
0) 

"Ort 
.,10
0., 
"0 .... 
(00)., .... 
rtlll 
'< o 
O~ 
~ .... H 

\0 HtI:' 
C»...., tr:I3 

:3: : 

\., l., L 



------

-------

(" ("'. ('" 


r  "11 
-< 
N 
00 
I... 

~. 

10 
I:., 
CD 

SYSEVENT When Issued 
Passed 

Information 

Returned 
Routines Invoked 

...... 
CI\ 
Q 

I 
Q 

,... 

VI 
,... 
""0 
III., 
.... 

JOBSELCT 
X'08 

8 

All addrp.ss spacI' 
has begun usi n9 
systrll' sprvices, on 
behalf 01 a new job, 
ST AHT or MOUNT 

Address of the 
installation 
control 
specification 
parameter list 

NOll" Control swapout 
(I RARMCSOI. 

0 ..... VI 
cOlnlnClnd. or a 

TSO SI:ssioll. 
(ICSP) 
(register 1) 1---  -- 

n 
0 
'0 
'<., 
~. 

0 
-II 

N 
CI\ ..... 

Transaction stop 
routine 
(lRARMWMO). 

------ 
III
:r Assign report and 
.... 

V) 
control performance 

I-t 
1:1:1 
3 

-< 
V) 

"'< 

groups. 
(lRARMFPG) 

n 
0., "' :z 

-f 
'0 

... ""0., 
0 

..0 0 
00 
...... 

CD 
III 
III 
0., 

JOBTERM An address space • ASI!) NOlle Trarlsaction stop 

X'Og' 
g 

has completed 
using the system 
resources on behalf 

• AddlTss of job
llallH' Or lIser- id 

routine 
(IRARMWMO) 

of a job. START or 
MOUNT command, 
or a TSO session 

I-t 
::J ....., 
o 
Co 
I: 
n .... 
~. 

o 
::J 

V) 
;;C 
3 
I... 
'" 

Function of Invoked 

Routine 


Called to swapout an 
address space if a 
second level auxilimy 
pag.. shortage exists or 
an excess of fi xed 
frames exists. 

Updates th" acculllu
la\(~d tilllp. and selvice 
fOI a job. Also 
Indicates that the 
r:urrent transaction has 
ended 0 r been sus
pendrd. If workload 
activity reporting is 
act ive, i nvokes 
IRARMWR4 to 
acculllulate "'port 

information. 


Assigns the appro
priate control and 
report performance 
groups specified by 
the installation con
trol specification. 

Updates the accumu
lated time and service 
for a transaction. Also 
indicat.:s that the 
curmnt transaction has 
ended. If workload 
activity mporting is 
active, invokes 
IRARMWR4 to 
accumulate report 
Information. 

SRM LockSRM Action 
Held 

This SYSEVENT Yes 
authorizes thl: 
acr:lImulation ot s('rvicl: 
fnr thl: job. SRM 
validates the perfor
mane" group numbr-r 
indicated for th.! 
address space. I f it is 
not valid, a default 
vallie is assigned. 

This SYSEVENT Yes 
revokes authorilation 
for starting new 
transactions. 

Exit To 

SRM 
control 
(tRARMCTLl 

SRM 
control 
(lRARMCTLl 

r- =....;q
OCD 
CD en 
:::Jr+ en..,
CD ... 
110 

r+ 
3CD 
~11 
CD3
..,AI 
.... r+ ...AI CD.., 
en ... 

AI
I ... 

en 
." 
..,0 

0-41 

'U
CDH 
..,CIt
r+3 
'C : 

o 
-41 

H 
CIt:z 



CJ) 

;:0 
3: 
I 

I-' 
a

"'Tl 
f-'. 
IQ 
C., 
Il> 

SVSEVENT 

INITATT 

When Issued 

Whellp.vrr "n 

Information 

Passed Returned 

Address of the No,,,, 

Routines Invoked 

Transaction 

Function of Invoked 
Routine 

Resumes a suspended 

SRM Action 

SRM validates the 

SRM Lock 
Held 

Yes 

Exit To 

SAM 

3: 
< 
CJ) 

"
X 
l> 

CJ) 

r-
r-

VI 

iJ 
Q)., 
rI

.p. 

0 
-II 

X'OA 
10 

initiator allaches 
a task 

Installat ion 
control specifi
cation parameter 
list (ICSP) 
(register 1) 

resume processing 
(lAAAMWMA) 

f-----.
Assign report 
and control 
performance 
groups. 
(lAAAMFPG) 

transaction. if the 
performance group 
number lor a new nOIl-
TSO job step is the 
same as for the 
previous stpp; other
wise starts a new 
transaction. ----

performance group 
number indicated lor 
the address spao!. II it 
is Ilot valid, a default 
value IS assigned. I I 
th" input dispatching 
priOrity is in the APG. 
th(~ SRM will follow 

control 
IAAAMCTU 

CJ) 

'<
In 

;:0 
CD 
In 

3: 
IQ 
:I 
r+ 

N a
>,J 

CJ) 

-< 
CJ) 

m 
< 
m 

, 

-------
Start new 
transaction 

Assigns the appropriate 
control and report per
formance groups speci
fied by the installation 
control specification. 
-------
Indicate the start 01 
a new transaction. If 

the IPS specification 
for this user. Time 
slice ann rotate 
information is 
updated. 

:z: 
-I 

IIAAAMWMN). workload activity 
reporting is active, 

iJ., 
0 

calls IRARMWR6 to 
indicate that a 

C'l 
Il> 
In r-.-- - --

transaction has ended. 
-- --

r
-<
N 

In 
0., Time slice/ 

rotate switch 
(IAAAMSWn 

Adjusts the user counts 
in the time slice and 
rotate tables. 

00 f---- -- - -------
I 

I-' 
..... 
a
0 
I 

0 

..... 
C'l 
>,J 

(") 
0 
'tl 
'<.,.... 
IQ 

Time slice/ 
rotate 
activation 
(lAAAMACTI 
f-- - -

Change dispatching 
priority 
(JRARMI02) 

Sets the rotating or 
time sl icing status 
as active or inactive. 

------
Move ASCB to correct 
position on dispatcher 
queue. 

r
~. 

n 
m 
~ 
CII 
m 
0. : 

::0 
3m
QlCII 
rtrtm.,., ~. 
~·n
Qlrt
... m 
ClIO. 

;r 
r+ 
1-1 

= 3: 

(") 
0., 
'tl 

I~ 
QI 

-art.,m
0., 
'tJ ~. 
mQl., ... 
rtCII 
'< o 
O-h 

I-' 
-0 
00 ..... 

-II 
H 

HtItt 
tItt~ 
3 : 

'-' l, '-' 



(" 	 ('r' 
~ 	 r-:" ",.~ Information 	 ... :::v 

~ 	 Function of Invoked SRM Lock nCDN ISVSEVENTI When Issued 	 Routines Invoked SRM Action Exit To00 C 	 .en, 	 Routine Held
I Passed Returned 	 :Jrio .... II 

...... INITDET IWhenever an • ASID. None Transaction stop Updates the accumu· 	 Yes SRM ... ....., 
0-	 a.n 
C X 'OB' initiator detach"s 	 routine lated time and service control rio '" • Dispatching.....I 	 3 • 11 a task. priority . (I RARMWMO). for a transaction. Also (lRARMCTLl 

DI (rt!gister 1, indicates that the ~a.c ." , .3 ..... rio byte 31. current transaction has ..,m 
n ended or been suspend· ...rio ..... 1.11 	 .CDed. If workload ... .., 
0 0 activity reporting is en ... 
0 active, invokes'tI 

; 	
I~ 

'< N 
0-	

IRARMWR4 to en, "tI 
",. ..... accumulate report ..,0 
~ information. 0'"'j' 	 'U1-----	 1----
rio 	 CD'" 

CJ) 110 load Frees I/O measure· IMCB deletion is ..,~ .... ~ balancing IMCB ments control block performed through rio 3: 
CJ) 	 ~ :.. 

deletion (which has been action request.:3: m 
< 	 (lRARML41. created if the user is o 

0 m 	 ...a heavy 110 used. ,0 z 
-I 	 I-- - - ----+-- ---- ... 

'tI 	 Time slice/ Adjusts the user counts ~ 
.", rotate switch in the time slice and 3: 

.... 0 (lRARMSWTI rotate tables. 
loCI n 1----- -------- 
00 II Time slice/ Sets the rotating or ...... 1/1

1/1 	 rotate time slicing status 
0, 	 activation as active or inactive. 


(IRARMACT) 

~--- ------+----
Change dispatching Move ASCB to correct 
priority position on dispatcher 
(lRARMI021. queue. 

OSCEST Issued dUrlllg • ASID. • ContinuO! with I/O load balancing An I/O measurement Note: After this Yes SRMI 
qui",,,!! prncesslllg • LOlIg walt (001 01 tNlllinalp. user I/O monitor· control block is SYSEVENT, no lurther controlX'OC' 
when Ihe ,tiltuS of Indicdlioll. {o81 qui"sc" ing (lRARMILOI. created for heavy I/O quiesce processing is (IRARMCTU12 
all assocIated tdsks {DO· 1101 III 10llg proc"ssing. 	 pf'rformed lor:users. The IMCB is 
has bpl'lI wait {1I!gistnr 1, • non·swappable users, updated with channel 
detf!rminf'd. 80 illiollgwilill. byw 31. 	 and usage data from the

{...,gI51 er 1. 	 • users being swapped 
Timing Control Table

by'" 01. 	 because of a long
Cross-memory I/O Table (TCTIOTL wail, and who are.... 	 (See Diag~am SRM·post routine no longer in a long 

~ 18.1 If sVltap out is, (lRARMI061 wait status. 
o turned around, notify 
~ the TRANSWAP orc 
n 	 REOSWAP issuer. 
rio 
",. 

o 
:J 

CJ)
:::v 
:3: 
I .... 

...... 



CJ) "TI;;0 	 ~. Information
3: 	10 Function of Invoked SRM Lock
I SVSEVENT When ISlued 	 Routin. Invoked SRM Action Exit ToC... 	, Passed Returned Routine Held 

00 111 
Issued when the e ASID. e Indication Transaction Ouiesce Incremants the 	 Yes SRMaSCECMP'

(J'I RCT has completed e Long wait whether the Processing cumulative service 	 Control3: 
~ 

X'OO' quiesce processing indicator. USERRDY (lRARMWMO). received by a trans· 	 (IRARMCTL)< for an address (OO-not in long SYSEVENT (4) 	 action by the amountCJ)." 13, 
Q) space. wait has been received received during a real 

X , 80-in long waid. for this task storage residence 
>r+ (register 1. since qu iesee period. Also updates 

byte 01. start 	 the performance groupCJ)~ 
r- (OO-recelved period Indication If a 
r- 0 80-not received). transaction hes 

-t. (register 1. completed a perfor· 
byte 0). mance group period. 

CJ)N e Indication 	 Datermlnes whether to'< 	 ~ 
1/1 	 whether to continue the trans· 

"" initiate a swapout action. or to stop or 
;;0 (001. wait on a suspend It at this point 
111 OECB for a for the reason that 
1/1 	 CJ) logically swapped caused the swepout. If 


-< address space (041. workload activity
3: 	 CJ)
10 Or begin restore reporting is active. 
:I I'll 

(08). (register 1. invokes IRARMWR4<r+ 	 I'll byte 3). to accumulate report 
Z e Reg 1 byte 2 information. 
-t 	 f----- contains the swap 	 ------1-----

CPU Loed Updates the mean time
." 	 out reason code., 	 Balancing Profile to wait indication for 

Adjustmant0 	 use by CPU load 
0 	 (lRARMCLO). balancing (see
111 Diagram SRM-261 and 

III users In the APG.

1/1 

r-	 ,0 f--- -------- r-- -- 
-< User Control Block Changes the status of User Control Block 
N Repositioning the address space to out- Repositioning is
00 (lRARMRPS). of-real-storage and performed indirectly...I positions it on the through action request r ..... 	 routine. ....correct queue 
~ (normally the "out" n 
0 	 CD 

queue; however, will 
0 be the "wait•. queue en 
I 	 :J 

CDfor users entering long a.: 
~ wait, or for users ;U 
0 swapped because a 3: CD

Olen"" 	 resource shortage exists). rtrt>---- ---- f-- -- -- - -'- -- -- -- -- (") 	 CD..,Page Stealing Determine swap-in0 	 .., .... 
liRARMPRS) working set size.'tJ 	 ...·n---_._-"--- - '< 	 r---- ---- '-- Q)rt, ASCB Priority Change the priority 	 ... CD 

~. 

\Q 
Change of a logically swapped en a. 

';1' 13:
(IRARMI02) address space to put 

it at the bottom of the 
dispatching queue. -art 

r+ 	 m 
H 	 ..,CD 
~ "Notes: 	 2. If a user's think time Is low enough, do not physically swap out the address spaca. Instead, leave 0.., 
3: 1. Aher this SYSEVENT no further quiesce processing is performed for: the address space in storage. change Its dispatching prioritY to 1, tell OUIESCE to issue a WAIT, 'tJ .... 

CDme Non·swappable users and put the OUCB on the WAIT queue. This process Is equivalent to a logical swap out. When the 
0 e Users.being swapped because of a long wait and who are no address space becomes ready again. the OUCB Is moved to the IN queue, and the normel dispatching rten
(") 	 .., ... , longer in a long wait status prioritY Is restored. 	 ~ 
'tJ • Users being logically swapped o 

0 .... 
-fI... 	 H 

'C Hb:lI 
00 ~3: ..... 3: 	= 

\., \...'-' 
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1J 
'<, 
III
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:r 
ri 

1-1 
till 
3: 

, n 
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1J 
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..0 
00 ..... 

1-1 
::J ,ri
o 
a. 
c: 
o 
ri "".o 
::J 

en 
;iIQ
3: 
I .... 

\0 

." 

IQ"". 
I: SYSEVENT When Issued , 
ID 

VI TRANSWAP 	 Issued by the 
initiator for V~ RX'OE' and nonswappable "" ." 14 job steps. ,DI Issued by the BT AM 
open rou tine tori 
swap ou t address ..... 	 spaces so that their 
LSQA and fixed 

0 
~ 

pages can be swapped 
back into preferred 

N storage rather than 
0\ reconfigu rable 

slorage.'"" 
SWOUTCMP All I/O required to 

en X'OF swap out an address 
-< en 15 space has completed. 
m 
< m z 
-of 

,." 
0 
0 
ID 
III 
III ,0 

Information 

Passed Returned 

• Current ASID 	 e Return code: 
• Address of the X'OO' - TheECB to be posted

(optional) request was 

(register 1) 
 honored. 

X'04' - Another 
TRANSWAP has 
already completed. 

eASID Non" 
• Pointer to para

meter list 
(register 1) 
containing: 
- number of 


pages swapped 

out {word 1 • 

bytes 0 and 1I. 


- working set 

size, in number 

of pages to be 

swapped in 

{word 1, bytes 

2 and 31. 


-	 indication of 

whether the ad
dress space is 

waiting for an 

unfinished RSM 

service (Word 2, 

byte 3, bit 7 on 

means the ad
dress space is 

waiting for 

service.) 


Routines Invoked 

Control swap-out 
(lRARMCSO) 

Free OUXB 
storage 
(lRARMUXB) 

Swap analysis 

(lRARMCAP) 


User ready 

processing 

(lRARME04) 


Function of Invoked 

Routine 


I nitiates the swap-out of 
the address space. (See 
Diagram SRM-12.1 

Free the storage associ
ated with an OUXB, 
when the address space is 
~ppedo~ __ 

Swap analysis is 
requested when a user 
is vOluntarily swapped 
out. 

I- --	--- -- 
See SYSEVENT 

USERRDY (04) 


SRM Action 

Region control task 
(RCT) is posted to 
begin the swap-out. 
If an ECB was passed 
es input. the ECB is 
posted when the 
address space is next 
SWapped in. 

IRARMUXB is 
performed indirectly, 
through action request. 

Swap analysis is 
invoked through 
algorithm request 
rotuine. 

User ready processing 
is invoked if the user 
ready indicator is off, 
but an indication of an 
unfinished RSM 
service is received. 

SRM Lock Exit To 
Held 

Yes 	 Dispatcher for 
an SVC entry of 
SRM provided 
that a swap-out 
was begun; 
otherwise, 
SRM control 
(lRARMCTL) 

No 	 Invoker via 
IRARMIOl 

=
r...;iIQ
nCD 
CD en
::Jr+ en.,
CD ... a.n 

r+ 
ZCD
II a. 
r+ 
CD3.,11 
... r+ 
II CD.....,
en ... 

II 
I .... en 

"U 
.,0 
0 .... 
'U
CD ... 
.,cat
r+3: 
'< = 
o .... ... 

cat 
:a:: 



CJ) 
;;0 
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N 
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3 
<: 
CJ) 

" X 
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".... Ul 
C., 
CD 

c..-. 
..... 
"'IJ 
1\1., 
r+ 

SVSEVENT 

SWINSTAT 
X'10' 
16 

When Issued 

By ASM to notify 
of swap status 

Information 

Passed Returned 
.ASIO None 
• Code in register 1 : 

00  Swap-in is 
starting . 
01 - Frames are 
all ocated for the 
user's working 

Routines Invoked 

Stage one of 
swap-in 
processing 
(lAAAMSWII 

Function of Invoked 
Routine 

SRMAction 

IAAAMSWI is 
performed 
indirectly, through 
action request. 

SRM Lock 
Held 

Ves 

Exit To 

Invoker via 
IAAAMIOl 

I
I 

CJ) 
r-
r

00 

0 

set pages 
02  Address 

-t. space is swapped-in -
CJ) 

'<
III 

;;0 
CD 
III 

3 
Ul 
:I 
r+ 

N 
0..... 

C/) 

-< 
C/) 

m 
<: 
m z 
~ 

SWINFL 
X'11 ' 

17 

Swap-in processing 
failed to obtain or 
initialize the LSQA 
storage for an 
address space. 

.ASIO 
• Indication of 

swap-in fail
ure (register 1, 
byte 3): 

01 - not enough 
PCBs 

02 - not enough 
frames 

None User control 
block reposition
ing (lAAAMAPS) 

Changes the status of 
the address space to 
out-of-real-storage 
and positions the 
OUCB on the correct 
queue (normally the 
out queue). 

User control bI ock re
positioning is perform
ed indirectly, through 
an action routine. The 
SA M takes one of the 
following actions de
pending upon the 
swap-in failure indica
tion code (register 1, 
byte 3): 

Ves SAM 
control 
(lAAAMCTU 

r
-< 
N 
00 
I 

I-' 
...... 
0
0 
I 

0 

..... 
n ..... 
(") 
0 
lJ 
'<.,... 

"'IJ., 
0 
0 
CD 
III 
III 
0., 

available for 
theworking 
set pages 

03 - the swap-in 
would cause 
a shortage 
of page-
able frames. 

04  there are no 
double frame 
pairs available 
to back the 
user's segment 
table. 

01 - no action. 
02  SAM raises the 

steal th resholds to 
obtain enough 
available frames 
for this user's 
working set pages. 
At the next invo
cation of swap 
analysis, the 
swap-in is retried. 

03 - SAM puts the 
address space in 
defer status on 
the WAIT queue. 
A message is 
issued to the 
operator indicat
ing the storage 
requirements for 
the address space . 

r.... 
n 
CD 
~ 
UI 
CDD.: 

;:a 
3: CD 
IIlUl 
rtrt
CD.,., .... 
...·0
IIlrt 
.... CD 
UlI2. 

Ul 
J 
t+ 

1-4 
till 
3 

(") 
0., 
lJ 

.... 

---
Free storage 
(lAAAMI04) 

------
-

04 - no action.----
Free OUXB 
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•• 

r- .".,.-c 	 Information 
N G SVSEVENT When Issued Routi.- Inwok-.i 
01 
I ,C Passed Returned 
~ ..... • t-aSCEFL The RCT failed to None 	 iJser control block• ASIO
0- CIt X'12' complp.te qUillSC:e repotitionlng0 ..... processing bec:ausr.I 18 	 (lRARMRPS'
0 "V of an abnormal III, situation. ..... 
() The RCT has Nonr. 	 Rlltore completed..., " 	RSTORCMP • ASIO\0 completed restore 	 processingX'13' 	 • Long wait 
0 0 processing for an 	 IIRARMWMR'19 	 indicator
0 -t. address spaCI!. 100-not in long 

N " '<, 0-	 wait... 
G 

..., 	
SO-in long waid ------ 

User control block ~ 	 Iragister " 

" 	 repositioningen 	 byte 01 .... -C 	 IIRARMRPS, 
." en 
3 m 

< 
0 m 	 -------, ,0 

-t 
z 	 Controlswap-out 

URARMCSO'
"V " , 

~ 0 
\0 
01 ..() ..... 1/1

1/1
0, NOHOlO** A user's execution • ASIO of memory Nonc None 

X'14' 	 is delayed because holding resource 
20 of a request for a • Address of OCB 

resource being held for resourca 
by another user. 
This SVSEVENT is 
also issued when an 
authorized program 
that issues RESERVE 
for a shared OASO 
obtains control 
of the resource, 
even if no user's 

.... execution is delayed . 
:::II ," "Note: This SVSEVENT can be invoked while executing in cross memory mode. o 
Q. 
C 
() 

.,." o 
:::II 

en 
:;IU 
3 
I 

N 
~ 

(' 	 ('r-
r-il....SRM Look Exit To n. 

Held 	 !SI ......,Ves 	 SRM 
control a.~ 

Function of IMok-.i 

Routine 


Changes the current 
status of the user 
from out-of.....I-
storage to in-real
storage. 
Invoked so the work
load manager can 
initialize the fields used 
for monitoring service 
during a period of 

Requests that a swap
pable U18r still in long 
wait statUI, or a u18r 
with TRANSWAP 
or REOSWAP pending, 
will be swapped out. 

SRM Action 

User control block 
repositioning is 
perform-.i indirectly, 
through an action 
routine. 

U18n In r..1 storage, 
holding resources, are 
given a spurt of 
non-swappable 18rvice 
equal to the enqueue 
residence value IERVI. 
ISee Diagram SRM-26.l 
Users out of storage are 
marked as holding a 
requested resource so 
that swap analysis 
IIRARMCAP) will 
initiate a swap-in. 

(lRARMCTll 

Ves SRM
control 
IIRARMCTLI 

Ves 	 Invoker via 
IRARMI01 

real storage residence. --------1------_.
Changes the current User control block 

statUI of the user repositioning is 

from out-of-real- performed indirectly, 

storage to in- r ..l- through an action 

storage. routine. 

-------,-t-------- 

I·..a. 
.X.,.
..... 
....,
.... 

" 
I~• 

.,0 

I".... 

~I 
~ II 

o 
11 ... 

I 

I 

http:complp.te


VI 
:;>0 
3 
I 

N 

." ..... 
10 
C., 

SVSEVENT When Issued 
Information 

Passed Returned 
Routines Invoked Function of Invoked 

Routine 
SRM Action SRM lock 

Held 
Exit To 

N ID 
ENORLSE* * A contention or .ASID. NOlle None If the user has freed all Yes Invoker via 

3 
<: 
VI 

" X 

VI 

..... 
"1J 
01., 

X'15' 
21 

potential contention 
situation has 
disappeared 
because of the 

• Address of OCB 
for resource 

resources in contention, 
eliminate special treat
ment. 

IRARMI01 

J> rio release of a resou rce 
VI 
r-
r-

I-' 
C 

by a user for whom 
an ENOHOLD 

i 
I 

I 
0 SYSEVENT hao 

VI 
-t. previously been 

'<
III 

N 
0\ 

received. 

:;>0 
ID 
III 

'-' 

VI 

RSMCNSTS 
X'16' 

22 

Real storage has been 
configured into or 
out of the system 

• Indication that 
the RSM 
counters are be-

None Fixed frame thres
hold calculation 
(lRARMMS51. 

Recalculate thresholds 
with current RSM 
frame counts. 

IRARMMS5 is scheduled 
for execution the next 
time the CONTROL 

No Invoker Via 
IRARMI01 

i 

3 
10 
3 
rio 

-< 
VI 
1'1'1 
<: 
1'1'1 

(during system initial 
ization or after a 

CONFIG storage 

ing initialized 

(register " byte 
3): 

function receives con
trol. 

I 
Z 
-I 

command or a storage 
errorl. 

00 - not initial 
ized 

"1J., 04 - initialized 

r
-< 
N 
00 
I 

0 
0 
ID 
III 
III 
0., 

AVOLOW** 
X'17' 

23 

The number of 
available real 
storage page frames 
has fallen below 
the available page 
queue low limit. 

• Indication of 
cause. 
(register 1, byte 
3): 
1- Available 

queue (AVO) 

NOlle Main storage 
occupancy 
analysis 
(lRARMMS2) 

For level 1,2, or 3, in
itiate page stealing. 
(See Diagram SRM-17.1 
For level 4, notify the 
system operator of a 
pageable storage 

Because it is impor
tant that the main 
storage occupancy 
analysis algorithm be 
executed as soon as 
possible, an SRB is 

No Invoker via 
IRARMI01 

I-' 
-...J 
0\ 
C 
I 

C 

..... 
0 
'-' 

(') 
0 
'0 
'<., 
..... 
10 
:T' 
rio 

H 
tr:l 
3 

(') 
0., 
'0 

• *Note: 

is below limit. 
2-AVO is 1 

when a page 
fault occurs. 

3-AVOisO 
when a page 
fault occurs. 

4- Number of 
fixed real 
frames below 
16 megabytes 
exceeds the 
limit. 

5- Page taken 
from SQA 
reserve queue. 

This SYSEVENT can be invoked while executing in cross memory mode. 

shortage, inhibit the 
creation of new address 
spaces, and attempt to 
reduce the number of 
fixed frames by swap
ping out address spaces. 
Swap-<lut the address 
with significantly more 
than the average num
ber of fixed pages and 
identify these address 
spaces to the system 
operator. For level 5, 
go into a 100 milli 
second disabled spin 
loop if there is any out
standing paging I/O. 

, ............ -......... _... 

scheduled after 
requesting the 
algorithm; the SRB 
issues SYSEVENT 30 
when it is dispatched, 
which results in the 
CONTROL function 
being invoked. This 
algorithm (I RARMMS2) 
will then be executed. 

r.... 
n 
CD 
:::J en 
CD 
c. = ;q 
3: CDDlen 
rtrt
CD.,., .... 
...·n
DIrt 
.... CD 
enc. 
13: 

DI
"Ort
.,CD
0.,
"0 .... 
CDDI., .... 
r+en 
'< o 
O~ 
~ 

I-' H 
\0 
00 
-...J 

HtIO 
t1:13: 
3: = 
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(' 	 ('r' 
,.... "TI....-< 	 Information 
N 	 III SYSEVENT When Issued Routines Invoked 
00 	 s::: 
I ., 	 Passed Returned .... CD 

-...I AVOOK** Enough real 	 Nonn None 
0\ 	 CJ'I 
C) X'18' storage pages have ,...I been freed toC) 24." 

III alleviate a shortage .,,... 	 condition.r+ 
n 
...... .... SOALOW** There exists a • Indication of Nonp. SOA shortage 
("') 

.... X'19' critical shortage of whether shortage message writer 
0 0 25 SOA pages below is of severity 1 	 (lRARMSOAI.
'tJ 	 -fI 
'<., 	 16 megabytes. (011 or 2 (02) 

N.... 	 0\ (register 1. 
III 	 ...... byte 3);r 
r+ 

I-f VI 
tJI -<
3: VI SOAOK** An SOA page Code indicating the None SOA shortage 
("') 

I'll X'1A' shortage has been level of the relieved message writer < .,0 	 I'll 26 relieved below shortage (register (lRARMSOAI.
Z 1. byte 3):'tJ -I 16 megabytes. 

above level 1 (01) 
.... .,." above level 2 (02) 
.0 
00 n 

0 
EASINIT System address space • AS10 None Find performance

-...I initialization isCD X'1B' 	 • Indication of group routine1/1
1/1 creating a new 27 	 whether the new (lRARMFPG) .,0 address space. add ress space is 

to be privileged 
(1) or not (0) 


(register " byte ----- 
Transaction start2, bit 0). 
routine• Code indicating 
(lRARMWMN)dispatching 

priority of address 
space (register 1. 
byte 3): 
- data only (00) 
- high (01) 

I-f 	 -low (02):J .,r+ 

o 

~ **Note: This SYSEVENT can be invoked while executing in cross memory mode. 

n 
r+.... 
o 
:J 

VI 
;;0 
3: 
I 

N 
CJ'I 

SRM lock 
Held 

Exit To 

No Invoker via 
IRARMI01 

No 	 Invoker via 
IRARMI01 

No 	 Invoker via 
IRARMI01 

Yes 	 SRM control 
(lRARMCTL) 

r = .... ::0 
nCD 
CD'" 
~r+
UI.,
CD .... 
Don 

r+ 
:ZCD 

I n
II) Do 

CDZ 
"11) ..·n 
II) CD.....,

UI .... 

,. Ie 
.,0 '" 
o-tt 
'U
CDH
.,CO
n:Z 

ore: : 

o 
-tt 
H 
co
:z 

Function of Invoked 

Routine 


Inform the system 
operator of the SOA 
shortage (See Diagram 
SRM-17.! 

Inform system opera· 
tor of the fact that an 
SOA shortage has been 
relieved. (See Diagram 
SRM-17.) 

Assigns the appropri
ate control and report 
performance groups as 
specified by the 
installation control 
specification. 

SRM Action 

SRM ceases its special 
efforts to free real 
storage. 

The message writer 
algorithm is scheduled 
for execution the next 
pass through the 
CONTROL function. 
SRM does not permit 
the creation of new 
address spaces when 
an SOA shortage exists. 

Issue a message if all 
SOA shortages are 
relieved (that is. 
level 11. 

This SVSEVENT 
assigns the appropriate 
performance group. 
domain, and dispatch
ing priority to the new 
address space. 

--------;------- 
Starts a new If the time-of-day clock 
transaction. has been.initialized, 

this SVSEVENT starts 
a transaction for the 
new address space. 



--

V) ." I 
~ 1-" Information3 Function of Invoked SRM Lock 10 SVSEVENT When Issued Routines Invoked SRM Action Exit ToI C Routina Hald-,N Passed Returned 
~ CD 

DEVALLOC A device allocation a ASID a Pointer to same None The UCB is selected by Ves SRMc.,.. 
3 X'1C' choice must be a Pointer to a th ree three word list applying the following control ,...,< selection principles in 
V) ." 28 made among two or word list as on entry IIRARMCTU 

the order indicated: "- III (lRARMEV2) more candidates. (register 1) (register 1), 
X -, a Avoid contention (real
> t+ containing: wi th retu rn area 

locating same UCB to 
V) - address of a list containing:t-' same user) for di rect r- N of candidate - address of ther- access. 

0 a Avoid allocation on UCB addresses candidate list 

V) entry that was units with premounted-h (word 1) 

'< N - address of a list selected volumes.
I/) 0\ 

...... ofUCB (word 1) a Give preference to less 
~ addresses heavily utilized logical 
CD • Successful (00) 

I/) paths, assuming that
already or unsuccessful 

V) each previous alloca
3 allocated to (08) indication -< ti on for th is user has a 10 V) requestor (Register 15,:I I'll known projected 
t+ < (word 2) byte 3) constant impact on I'll - address of aZ utilization. 

-I two word a Select the tape drive 

." I return area. specified in the installa-, 

(word 3) tion's IEAOPTxx parm0 

0 lib member. The selec-

CD tion options are: 
I/) 

I/) - the next highest
r 
-,0 device number from-<

N the I ast all ocated
00 device (default) I 
t-'  the first device ....., r....number in the0\ n
C candidate list CD
I - the lowest device ::J c Ul

number in the CD 
a.:,..., candidate list ::a

0 - random selection 3CD ...... OJUlfrom the candidate rtrt
(') list CD.,
0 ., ....• For direct access .... n"'<, devices, pick the one OJrt 

.... CD.... with the lowest average Ula.
10 delay, assuming each 
J previous allocation for OJ 

1%
t+ 

this user has a known 'Urt 
1-4 .,CD 

I 
constant impact on 

3 delay. -a .... 
(') • Choose randomly, if .,CD ....OJ 
0 more than one rtUl 

til 0., 

-, toecandidate remains. o" 0-11 
-II.... H 

\0 HtI'
00 ....., to 3: 

3: = 

~ l,'-' 
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-< ... Information ....=Function of Invoked SRM LockN G SYSEVENT When Issued Routill8llnvoked SRMAction Exit To n. 
oe C Routine Held CD III, Passed Returned :::JrtoI... ..,


SRM enab&n .nother...... • CONFIGCH ACONFIG None None Ves SRM CD ...• ASIO . PfOCIIIOf'forl/O0- ~ Doncommand has been InterruptjOftl. If. controlX'lD' • SMF record rto,... vector 'lCility it coming0 
I 29 issued for a describing the online, SRM checkt for (JRARMCTU S. 

0 "'tI u•• .".111"1 for. wctor. 
81 channel or change. (pointed If ."y .r. found. they ... 

~a. , processor. to by register 11 m8de......,. In eddition. CDS.,.,., updates SRM controlr+ 
infOlmetlon for demIndn .... rto ... I Plllino thresholdl for..... I t I MPl ¥ijustment. Real- ••.....,~ eulet.. all proc..or ....n execution time 

0 0 thrnhotds ~ on the ,•....; number ofproc.aort 
previoutly and ",....ntly ,. III "'<, N I online.... 0- .,0 

G ..... VERIFYPG An interpreter has • Performance • Valid (001/ None The IPS is checked for Yes SRM 0'";r 'U,... X'lE' received a per· group number. invalid (02 - performance group control CD'" 
rOfmance group (register 1, TSO user ASID) number validity. If (JRARMCTU .,~ .... tn 30 ....S 

til number which bytes 2-31 indication the number is invalid,-< '< = 3: tn (register 1, oITI 
needs verification. a default is provided. 

n byte 2) ...< 
0 ITI, Z ... 

-I. RESETPG The system Rdurn codt! Start new For users in real Starting a new trans- Yes SRM I• ASIO. " "'tI X'lF' operator has indicating transaction storage, a new trans- action results in the Control... , • New performance 

'" 0 3" 
enwred a RESET group number. - rp.quest honored IIRARMWMNI. action is started. For user being associated (JRARMCTU 
command fnr a lreglsler 1, (00) slMlpped out users a with the performanceOf n 

...... • particular address bytes 2-3) or new transaction is objective, domain, 
III space. '-performance started when the and disPatching " ,0 

group number SIMIP in occurs. If priority control 

invalid (04) workload reporting corresponding to the 

01 is active, IRARMWR6 first period of the 
-ASIO not is called to indicate performance group 

currpntly that a transaction has definition. 


assignr!d lOS). ended. 

Iregisler 1, 

byte 2). 


NEWIPS Th" system • ASID. • Old IPS descrip- Set to new IPS If workload activity The IRARMSET Ves SRM 

X'20' operator has • Pointer 10 WMST tion (JRARMSET). reporting is active for routine is called by Control 
enterpd a SET descrohlllg rlllW the measurement facil- the IRARMIPS (JRARMCTU32 
command with til" IPS. I n!gister 1) ity, the reporting is routine in 
IPS keyword. terminated lit is re- IRARMEVT which .... established later by is invoked indirectly,::I,... the measurement through the action, 

facility. A per- request routine. 
D.. formance group 
o 
C number for each trans-n,... action is assigned and... 

a new transaction is 
::I beglJn. 
o 

. 
tn 
;IU 
3: 
I 

N 
\II 



(J) 
;:0 
3: 
I 

N 
0\ 

".... 
10 
I:, 
rD 

SYSEVENT When Issued 
Passed 

Information 

Returned 
Routine Invoked 

Function of Invoked 
Routine 

SRM Action SRM Lock 
Held 

Exit To 

3: 
< 
(J) 

" X 
J> 

(J) 
r-
r

(J) 

~ 

VI 

,... 
"'tI 
DI, 
r+ 
~ 

+' 

0 
-h 

N 
0\ 

NEWIPS 
Cont·d. 
X'20' 

32 

ASCBCHAP 
standard 
interface 
(IRARMAP2) 
Create or free 
I/O load bal· 
ancing control 
blocks 
(lRARMLDB) 

If necessary. all address 
spaces currently in 
storage are given a new 
dispatching priority. 

If I/O load balancing is 
active, the SRM creates 
control blocks to main· 
tain load balancing 
data. If load balancing 
is being turned off, the 

;:0 
..... SRM frees these con· 

ID trol blocks. 
III 

3: 
10 
3 
r+ 

(J) 

-<
(J) 

m 
< 
ITI 
:z 

ALTCPREC 
X'21' 

33 

As a result of an 
error some processor 
has had to be 
configured out of 

• Address of the 
PCCA for the 
processor. 
(register 1). 

None Enable a pro· 
cessor for I/O 
interrupts 
(lRARMILG) 

I f a processor en· 
abled for I/O in· 
terruptions is 
moving offline, 

Yes SRM 
control 
(lRARMCTLI 

-I of the system, the SRM enables 
"'tI, 
0 

another processor for 
I/O interruptions. In 

(') 
rD 
III 

addition, updates SRM 
control information 

r
-< 
N 

III 
0, for demand paging 

thresholds for MPL 
00 
I 
~ ...., 
0\ 
0 

adjustment. Recal· 
cu lates all processor 
execution time 
thresholds based on the 

r.... 
o 
CD 

t 
c number of processors :l

UI 

~ 

(') 

previously and presently 
online. 

CD 
et. = :lIII 
::3: CD ...... IllUl 

0 
0 
"0 
'<,.... 

r+r+
CD..,., .... 
...·0 
Illr+ 
I-'CD 
Ulet. 

10 
;T 
r+ 

13: 
IIJ 

1-1 
tlI:I 
3: 

"Ur+
..,CD
0..,
'tJ .... 

0 
0, 

CDIIJ., .... 
r+UI 

to< 
"0 o 

O~ 
~ 

~ H 
-0 Ht:12 
00...., t:l23: 

::3: = 
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("r' " 
r
-< Information~. " Function of InvokedN Ie SYSEVENT When Issued Routines Invoked 
00 C., Passed RoutineReturnedI .... II) ..... TGETTPUT A TGET OR TPUT None Start new trans- For TGET, indicates• ASID.
0\ VI 
Q X'22' instruction has • TGET (0) or action the start of a new 
I ..... 

Q 
34 completed some TPUT (1) (lRARMWMN) TSO transaction. If 

DI 110 to a terminal. indication. workload reporting " ., 
..... (register 1 , byte is active, IRARMWR6 .... 
() 0, bit 0). is called to indicate-..; .... 

U1 • (for TGET) entire that a transaction has 
n message trans- ended. If the0 0 

" ferred indicator. TGETIPUT-II 
'<., N (O-all transferred; SYSEVENT was pre
~. 0\ 
Ie -..; 1-at least one ceeded by a TERM
::r more TGET WAIT condition ther+ 

required). IRARMWMN routine 
1-4 VI 
til -< (register 1, byte is instead called at 
3: VI 0, bit Ol- the time the address m 
n < space is swapped in. .,0 m z SYSQSCT The system startl None None None-I" X'23' stop routi ne has 
.... ., 35 been entered to " 
\0 0 
00 Ii 

stop the system. 
..... II) 

SYQSCCMP The system start/ None None NoneIII 

III X'24' stop routine is 
.,0 

36 about to restart 

the system. 


- - - - ----- - '----- --- -- 

1-4 

., ::J .... 
o 
Q. 
C 
() .... 
o 
~. 

::J 

en 
;;U 
3: 
I 

N ..... 

SRM Action SRM Lock 
Held 

Starting a transactiOn Yes 
results in the user being 
associated with the 
first period of his 
performance group. 

NoThe SRM saves the 
time at which the 
system was stopped . 

Steps forward trans- No 
action starting times 
by the duration of the 
system stoppage. 

Exit To 

SRM 
control 
(lRARMCTL) 

Invoker via 

IRARMI01 


Invoker via 

IRARMI01 


=
r....::a 
nCD 
CD."
:Jr+
.".,
CD ....
D.n 

r+ 
3: CD
DID. 
r+ 
CD 3:
.,DI 
.... r+ 
DlCD... .,

." ....
Ie 

." 
." 
.,0 
0 .... 
'U
CD .....,=

r+3 
'< = 
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::z 



en "'T1 I;;a .... Information SRM Lock 
3: IQ function of Invoked Exit ToSVSEVENT When Issued Routines Invoked SRM Action
I Heldr:: Routine

N , Passed Returned 
00 CD SETDMN The operator • Pointer to the Return code None Update the ~main Ves Invoker via 

X'25' "ntered a SETDMN SETD parameter (register 15) descriptor table with IRARMI013: ,..."" command to list (register 11. 0: Successful the new values in the< 37en, "U change constraint 4: Invalid domain SETDMN command. ,III)( values for a 8: Minimum,. 
ri domain. exceeds 

en .... maximum 
r- 0.. 12: Invalid AOBJ r 

0 or DOBJ value. 

cn -fI 16: SETDMN input 
N is incompatibla~ 0.. with the..... 

;;a current IPS... 
lit REOSERVC IsslIed by the TSO e ASID. e Return area for Service calculation Calculates the service Accumulated service Ves Invoker via 

cn X'26' TIME command. to e Address of 3-word aTSOu.,: routine accumulated during information is stored IRARMI013: -< obtain user related - Total service IIRARMWMll. the current "in real in the user's area 
51 m service data. (word 11. storage" interval. This (whilf! nol holding the 
a cn 38 return area. 

(register 1)•.... < - Total trans-m is addP.d to previous SRM lock) and under 
action active z accumulated service the user's protect key. 

-4 tima for all to obtain total service. transactions"U, (word 2). 

0 - Last per-
n formance group 
CD 
1/1 number (word 

r- 1/1 3, bytes 0 & 11. 
-< ,0 - Total number 
N of transactions
00 (word 3, bytesI .... 2& 3) . ...., r• Raturn area for a 
0\ non-TSO user: b 

I - Total service 


C 

~ C (word 11. 
- Total trans- :: .... G.~action active 

n lIIIItima (word 21...... z • 
- Last per-

n formance group ~~ 
0 ...,

number (word .., ...'U 
I( 3,bytesO& 11. ... n ., It,...e Indication 
a 
..,. ttlwhether data was 
:T successfully .... returned (00) or IZ 

not (04). ..,..... " ... It 

til' !register 15, 
0..,3: byte 3). 

_.- -U ... 
CD litn 

0 
..,..,., ..... 
. ~o 

.... 
'U 

.., !I.: 

...., ... ""00 "'zz = 

l, ~ ~. 
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...r- 'TI... Inform..ion F-.tionofl....... SRMLocIl
N III SVSEVENT ...1-- ...... 1....... SRMAction E.it To 


Of C R...ine Held., P.-d Returned... 
-c 

I .II.,..., • REQPGDAT Issued by SMF • ASID. • Return er.: None The SAM obtains Yes SRM
0. e". 
0 X '27 , during step • Address of 16 - Non via pille' paging deta 'rom SRM Control Ii 

.....I 39 termination, to word return aru. ins (word 11. control blocks and ClRARMCTU
0 ." 

obtain usar paging (register U. - Non via pille. if requested resets 
II ., 

..... • 
If- deta. outs (word 2,. !I!• Indicator of related fields in 

-Non vian This SVSEVENT is whether the these blocks to.... ... Ii. ..., reclaims ....,intended for SMF. related data zero. ....n (word 31.
Other callers must fields in OUSB ,.0 0 - VIO pille-ins ... not set the indi- and OUXBare (word 41.'<., !i 

N cator requesting to be reset to - via page-outl .,0... 0. .... that the related zero. (word 51. 0 ..III
:r data fields in the - via reclaims 1MIf-

OUSB and OUXB (word 61. 
H en be reset to zero. If -p...·sWllPPed l~-C•3 en reset is requested in (word 71. 

m -p...s~ 
0 m out (word 81.
n < by another caller, =. 
., the data is lost to Mz -S_pauts,. .... SMF.. (word 91 . I 

., -Common _ •... ." 

\0 0 page-ins
Of n..., (word 101. 

I• -Commoner. 
0 reclaims., (word 111. 

- Pages stolen 
(word 121. 
-LPA~ 

ins (word 131. 
- LPA reclaims 

(word 141. 
- CPU page-

seconds 
(words 15. 161. 

• Indication 
whether data was 
successfully 

H returned (001 or
:::J .,If not (041. 

(register 15, o 
Q. byte 31. 
s: 
n 
If.... 
o 
:::J 

en 
~ 
I 

N 
\0 



til "T1 
;0 .... 
3: 10 SVSEVENTI ,C 
VI 
0 I» 

COPYDMDT 
VI X'28'3: ,....,< 40

til "'0, ,III X ,...l> 

til ~ 

r- OO 
r

0 
-t. 

til 
'< N 
I/) 0

v 
;0 
I» 
I/) 

til 
3: -< 
10 til 
:I 1"11,... < 

1"11 
% 
-I 

,"'0 

0 
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I» 
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r- ,0 
-< 
N 
00 
I 
~ DONTSWAP 

0- X'29'"'" 
c 41I 
0 

,...., 
0 
v 

("') 
0 
'tl 
'<,.... 
10 
:r,... 
t-4 
tI:J 
3: 
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,0 

'tl 

'" 
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00 
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When Issued 

Issued when a 
"DISPLAY" 
command with the 
keyword "DMN" 
has been entered. 

Issued to notify 
SRM that the 
issoing address 
space must not be 
swapped out until 
either an OKSWAP 
(2AI or INITDET 
(08) SYSEVENT. 

Information 

Passed Returned 

Pointer to a fixed Pointer to same area 
area to receive a (register 1). Word 0 
copy of the domain 'indicates whether 
table. (register 11. nonswappables are 

counted in the 
CMPLs of domains 
(x'40') and whether 
the domain table is 
included (x'SO'). 
Words 1 and 2 con
tain the time when 
displayed values 
were in effect. 
Words 3 and 4 
contain IPS parmlib 
member name. 
Words 5 and 6 con
tain OPT parmlib 
member name. 
Words 7 and 8 con
ta i n install ati on 
control specification 
parmlib member 
name. 
Word 9 and on 
count of domains 
and domain table. 

• ASID. 	 • Indication 
whether request 
was honored 
(001, was not 
honored because 
it was not for the 
current address 
space (041, or 
was not honored 
because it was 
not authorized 
(oal. (register 1, 
byte 31. 

Routines Invoked Function of Invoked SRM Action SRM Lock Exit To 
Routine Held 

None Duplicate Domain Yes Invoker Via 
Information IRARMI01 

Swap Status 
Change Request 
IIRARMWMKI. 

Determine SRM 
algorithms applicable 
to user, and reposition 
user on SRM swap 
queue. 

Yes SRM 
Control 
(IRARMCTLI 

r.... 
o 
ID 
:J 
(II 
IDa.: 

::0 
3:1D 
Ill(/) 
r+r+
ID..,.., .... 
...·0
1Ilr+ 
.... ID 
(110. 

13 
III 

'tJr+
..,ID
0..," ....IDIIl.., .... 
r+(II 
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1-1 
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Q. 
C 
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o 
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(I) 
:IU 
3: 
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CJoI 
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CD 


CJoI 
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'"tI .,III 
.+ 

~ 

\0 

0 
-h 

N 
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(I) 
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I'TI 
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I'TI 
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CD 
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SYSEVENT 


OKSWAP 

X'2A' 


42 


REQSWAP 

X'2B' 


43 


BRINGIN 

X'2C' 


44 


When Issued 

Issued to notify 
SRM that issuing 
address space, which 
had previously issued 
a DONTSWAP 
SYSEVENT, may 
again be considered 
for swapping. 

Issued when a 
CONFIG storage 
command has 
been issued, to 
swap out the 
address space 
that occupies 
the storage to 
be taken offline. 

Issu<!d wh"l1 the 
system operator 
has issued d 
CANCEL com, 
mdnd for il 
~articular job, 

Information 

Passed Returned 

• ASID. 	 • Indication 
whether request 
was honored (00) 
was not for the 
cu rrent address 
space (04), or was 
not authorized 
(081. 

(register 1, byte 3). 


• ASID, • 	 Indication 
• Address of ECB 	 whether the 

to b,~ ~osted (if request is 
dependency honored (00), 
exists 011 was ignored 
r"qu"sted swap), because the 
(.."gistP.r 11. address space 

is non-swappable 
(041. or is 
ignored because 
the address space 
is in the process 
of swapout( OC), 
(register 1, 
byte 31. 

• ASID, 	 • Indication 
whether request 
is honored (00), 
or is not han· 
ored because the 
address space 
is in the process 
of being swapped 
(081. (register 1 , 
byte 3) . 

Function of Invoked 
Routines Invoked Routine SRM Action 

Swap Status Same as for 
Change Request DONTSWAP (291. 
(lRARMWMK). 

Control swapout Initiates the swapout The region control 
(IRARMCSOI. of the address space. task (RCT) is 

(See Diagram SRM·12.) posted to begin the 
swapout. If swap 
completion notifi· 
cation is requested 
(by providing an 
ECBI. the ECB is 
posted when the 
address space is next 
swapped in, 

Simulate user Invokes IRARMWMU Expedite the swap·in 
ready notification to make the address of an address space 
(lRARMHIT). space el igible for that is swapped~ut. 

swap-in. 

- -

SRM Lock 
Held Exit To 

Yes SRM 
Control 
(lRARMCTLl 

Yes SRM 
control 
(lRARMCTU 

Yes SRM 
control 
(lRARMCTLl 

r =..,.;:0
nCD 
CO en 
::Jr+ en., 
co ... 
a.n 

r+ 
3: CO 
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CJ) ....;0 " 	 Information
III Function of Invoked SRM Lock 


I C Exit To

3: SYSEVENT When Issued 	 Routines Invoked SRM Action, 	 Routine Held(J'I 	 Passed Returned 

CDN 
'NKLDINIT Issued bv RMF to • ASID. • Indication Workload activity Constructs and 

(J'I 	 Yf'S SRM 
X'2D' request that SRM • Data collection whether request recording initializes the work3: control 

< 45 begin collecting load activi tv...... bllil Por address. 	 is honored(OOI, or initialization (lRARMCTL)CJ) "'tI (register 11. is not honored be- (lRARMWR11. measurement table 

" DI workload activity
,
X cause of incorrect (WAMT).
data.
» rI' 
 buffer size (081, 
CJ) N or data collection 
r- 0 
r- is already active 

0 (201. (register 

CJ) 
-t. 15, byte 31. 
N 
0'> WKDCOLL Issued by RMF at • ASID._ • 	 Indication Workload activity Moves the contents of Yp.s SRM~ 

X'2E' the end of a • Data buffer whether request recording data the WAMT into a 	 control 
;0 '"' 

46 address. was honored collection collect ion bu Ifer. 	 (IRARMCTL)II) 	 reporting interval, 
1/1 	 (re~istpr 11 (DOl, whether an (lRARMWR31.

CJ) 	 to collect work-
IPS change has3: -< 	 load activity data.

III CJ) 	 occurred (041, or 
:I m 

data buffer hadrI' < m not Vl't beenz 
-4 	 established (401. 


(register 15, 

"'tI, 	 byte 31. 
0 
(') WKLDTERM Issued by RMF to • ASID. • Address of the 	 The SRM indicatf's Yes SRM 
CD X'2F' terminate work- buffer no longer 	 that workload activitV control1/1
1/1 47 load activitv data 	 used by SRM. data collection no (lRARMCTLI

r- ,0 
recordi ng, at (regIster 11. 	 longer be performed.-< 

N 	 • IndicationRMF termination00 whether the 
I 	 or when an IPS .... 	 request was r..... 	 change has honored (001 or 	 ..

0'> occurred. 	 n0 	 the data collec- CD
I t ion blllfer had 	 :::I0 CIInot yet been CD ,.. established (401. 	 a.: 

::0(') 	 (register 15, ::.tCD
'"' bvte 31. IIIC11 

nn(") CD.,
0 X'30' Issued by the SRM • ASID. None SRM control Performs control Frees up SRM Yes SRM ., .... 

48 when the control • Addrp.ss of (lRARMCTL). mainline processing, SR B lor reuse. control ...·n" IIIn'<., function must be issuing SRB. in the course of which (lRARMCTL) ... CD.... (regIster 11.inwked immediate-	 Ulo.III a scheduled critical 
:::r Iy (that is, without function will be 	 13
rI' waiting for the next 	 III 
1-1 	

performed (See '1In
SYSEVENT issued 	 .,CD

t::I' 	 Diagram SRM-71. 0.,by another3: 	 'tJ .... 
componentl. 	 CDIII(") 	 _._- ., ... 

0., 	 nUl 
o" 	

'< 
0-11 
-II.... H 
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00 t1:13..... 3: : 
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.".... 
Wl SYSEVENT .,c: 
II 

R EOSV OAT 
Colt X'31 , 
..... 49." 
III.,,.. 
N 
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0 
-+. 
N 
0..... 

V) 

-<
V) 
m 
< m z 
-f 
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0 
() 

II 
1/1
1/1 .,0 

When Issued 

Issued by SMF 
during job session 
termination to 
obtain user related 
service data. 

Information 

Passed Returned 

• ASID. • Return area for 
• Address of 8 a user: 

word return area - Total service 
Iregiste; 11 (word" 

- Total trans· 
action active 
time (for TSO. 
the total of 
all transactions) 
lword 21 

-	 Last perform
ance group 
number Iword 
3. bytes 0&11 

-TSOonly: 
total number 
of transactions 
Iword 3.bytes 
2& 31 

-Session 
residency 
time lword 4) 

-Session 
processor service 
(word 5) 

-Session 
IOCservice 
(word 6) 

·-Session 
MSO service 
(word 7) 

-Session 
SRB service 
(word 8) 

• Indication 
whether data was 
successfu lIy 
r"turned (00) or 
not 104) 
I register 15, 
byte 3) 

Routines Invoked 

Service calculation 
routine 
(lRARMWM1) 

Function of 
Invoked Routine 

Calculates the service 
accumulated during 
the current in real 
storage interval. This 
is added to previous 
accumulated service 
to obtain total service. 

SRM Action 

Accumulated service • 
information is stored 
in the caller's area 
under the caller's 
protect key. 

SRM 
Lock 
Held 

Yes 

Exit To 

Invoker via 
IRARMI01 

~:ti 
nCD
CD. 
::J .... 
II.,
CD .... a.n .... 
3: CD 
~a. 
CDZ.,..... ....
_CD.....,
III .... •..... 

at 
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O-ta 

" CDH
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rtz 
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o 
-ta 
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VI 
~ 
3: 
I 

Vol 

.".... 
10 
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the UAOS should 
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validity check the 
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specified in the 
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Routine 
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SRM 	 CONTROL BLOCKS AND QUEUES 

The main control block table for the SRM is the resource manager
control table (RMCT). The RMCT, which resides in the nucleus 
resident module IRARMCNS, is located by a pointer in the CVT 
(CVTOPCTP). (See "Control Block Overview" later in this book.)
IRARMCNS also contains the followingl 

• 	 Control tables used by processor, I/O, storage, and resource 
management routines 

• 	 Constants used by the control algorithm to determine the 
criteria and frequency of swap analysis

• 	 Tables describing the entry points for various SRM routines,
algorithms, and event-initiated actions 

The 	state of each address space is described by the user 
indicators in the corresponding SRM user control block (OUCB).
(See "Individual User Indicators" later in this book.) Each 
OUCB resides on o~e of four OUCB queues, which correspond to 
categories of address spaces. When the state of an address 
space changes, the OUCBGOB bit is set in its OUCB, and the OUCB 
reposition routine is called to move the OUCB to the queue and 
position which reflects its new state. 

A description of each category of address space, corresponding 
to the four OUCB queues follows. 

• 	 IN - The address space contains ready work. It is swapped in 
and actively completes for system resources. 

• 	 OUT - The address space contains ready work. It does not 
actively compete for system resources because it is 
logically swapped out (I/O operations are quiesced) or 
physically swapped out (resides on auxiliary or extended 
storage). The address space is eligible for swap-in.

• 	 Logical Swap WAIT - The address space does not contain ready
work, and is logically swapped out. The address space is 
not 	eligible for swap-in.

• 	 WAIT - The address space is physically swapped out, and is 
not 	eligible for swap-in because 

It contains no ready work, or 
It was swapped out to relieve a resource shortage, or 
Swap-in failed too many times. 

The 	SRMDATA format control statement of PRDMP (print dump) and 
IPCS and the CBFORMAT command of IPCS can format the OUCBs on 
these four queues. The CBSTAT command of IPCS can also analyze 
an OUCB for important information. SRMDATA also formats the 
domain table (DMDT), which indicates the swapping status of the 
system. 

If an address space is being swapped in (bit OUCBGOI is on) or 
swapped out (bit OUCBGOO is on), or is about to change queues
(bit OUCBGOB is on), its position on the OUCB queue may not 
reflect its current status. When a swap completes (successfully 
or unsuccessfully), the OUCB is repositioned to reflect its 
current status. 

The 	primary address-space-related control block is the OUCB,
which holds much of the information about the state of an 
address space. For swapped-in users, other information exists in 
the 	SRM user extension block (OUXB). (Note that both the OUCB 
and 	the OUXB are mapped in IRARMCNS). If an address space is 
swapped out, an SRM user swap block (OUSB) built in LSQA saves 
some of the data that the OUXB of the address space contained. 
The 	OUSB is swapped out with the address space. 

When the OUCB reposition routine is called, it examines the user 
indicators for the address space to determine the queue and 
position which reflects the address space's status. The 
following tests are made in succession to determine the state 
and 	placement of the OUCB. 
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oueB Placement 


OUCBOUT='O'B The address space is swapped in and the 

OUCB is placed at the end of the IN queue. 


OUCBRDY='l'B The address space is eligible for 

OUCBAXS='O'B swap-in and the OUCB is 
OUCBFXS='O'B placed at the end of the OUT queue.
OUCBJSAS='O'B 
OUCBJSFS='O'B 
OUCBCSFS='O'B 


OUCBMGSW='l'B A migration swap for the address 

space has been deferred and the OUCB is 
placed at the beginning of the WAIT queue. 


OUCBlSW='O'B The address space is physically

swapped out and the OUCB is placed at the 
end of the WAIT queue. 


OUCBESSW='l'B A swap-out to extended storage

for the address space has been deferred 
and the OUCB is placed at the beginning
of the logical swap WAIT queue. 


All others The address space has been logically

swapped by think time and the OUCB is 
placed at the end of the logical 
swap WAIT queue. 

When repositioning is completed (OUCBGOB bit is turned off), the 
following queue conditions are met. 

• A swapped-in address space can only be on the IN queue. 

• A logically-swapped address space can be on the logical swap
WAIT queue or the OUT queue. 

• An address space that is swapped out can be on the WAIT 
queue, the logical swap WAIT queue, or the OUT queue. 

• An address space for which a migration swap has been 
requested can be on the WAIT queue or the OUT queue. 

• A swapped-out address space can be on the WAIT queue or the 
OUT queue. 

• An address space being swapped in can only be on the OUT 
queue. 
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The setting of the swap transition flags for swap-out processing 
occurs in the following order. 

• 	 If swap-out is initiated successfully the OUCBGOO bit is 
turned on. 

• 	 The OUCB is repositioned and the OUCBGOO bit is turned off 
at quiesce complete for a logical swap-out and at swap-out
complete for a physical swap-out. 

The setting of the swap transition flags for swap-in processing 
occurs in the following order. 

• 	 If swap-in is initiated successfully, the OUCBGOI bit is 
turned on. 

• 	 The OUCB is repositioned and the OUCBGOI bit is turned off 
at restore complete for a logical swap-in and at swap-in 
status 2 for a physical swap-in. 

The setting of the swap transition flags for migration swap
processing occurs in the following order. 

• 	 If the migration swap is initiated successfully, the OUCBGOO 
bit 	is turned on. 

• 	 At swap-out complete, the OUCBGOO bit is turned off, and the 
OUCB is repositioned if it is on the WAIT queue. 

SRH 	 CONTROL 

SRM 	 control is the dispatcher of the SRM. It resides in the 
module IRARMCTl along with various other SRM routines. Most 
SYSEVENTs that execute holding the SRM lock exit to SRM control 
to perform the following functions: 

• 	 SRM control executes deferred actions (routines that execute 
on behalf of a single user). Examples of actions are: 

Moving a user control block from one SRM queue to 
another 
Memory delete processing 

• 	 SRM control executes deferred algorithms (routines that 
execute on behalf of the entire operating system). Examples
of algorithms are: 

Page replacement
Real page shortage prevention 

• 	 Following the TIMEREXP SYSEVENT, SRM control schedules timed 
algorithms. Examples of timed algorithms are: 

Assigning swappable users their current workload level 
(swappable user evaluation algorithm) 

Keeping the multiprogramming level (MPl) at its target
level in each domain by performing user swaps (swap
analysis algorithm) 

ACTION/ALGORITHM SCHEDULING 

Actions and algorithms can be requested and scheduled by any of 
the components of the SRM. Request handling subroutines within 
IRARMCTL deal with these requests. Requests for actions are 
processed in one of the following ways: 

• 	 The action is called inline if the SRM lock is held and if 
the 	action was not requested by another action. 

• 	 Otherwise, the action is deferred. To indicate that the 
action was requested, a flag is set in the OUCB. 
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Requests for algorithms are always deferred, but, to indicate a 
request, a flag is set in the RMCT. If a deferred action or 
algorithm is considered critical, the request-handling
subroutine schedules an SRM to another entry point, IRARMCED 
(within IRARMCTL). IRARMCED executes SYSEVENT X'30'. SYSEVENT 
X'30' exits to SRM control, which then executes the deferred 
action or algorithm. 

Non-critical actions and algorithms, requested but deferred, 
execute during the next pass through SRM control. This execution 
normally occurs after the processing of the next SYSEVENT that 
holds the SRM lock. 

SRM control identifies the actions and algorithms to execute by
examining bit strings in the OUCB (for actions) and the resource 
manager control table (RMCT) (for algorithms). Bits set to I in 
the OUCB (OUCBACN field) and in the RMCT (RMCTALA and RMCTALR 
fields) identify deferred action and algorithm requests
respectively. 

The actual addresses of the individual routines that process
actions and algorithms are located in resource manager entry
point elements (RMEPs), which are chained together. One RMEP 
chain exists for actions and another for algorithms. SRM control 
compares the bits set to I in the bit string (the OUCB or RMCT)
with each RMEP in the action/algorithm RMEP chain. When a match 
occurs, the entry point address in the RMEP identifies the 
action or algorithm routine that will get control. 

As part of routing control to the identified routine, SRM 
control turns off the bit in the OUCB or RMCT used to find the 
appropriate RMEP. When all bits in the OUCB and RMCT bit strings 
are off, SRM control has processed all deferred actions and 
algorithms and exits to a return point in the SRM interface 
module IRARMINT. Figure 4 and Figure 5 show in more detail the 
routines and bit settings used to process algorithms and 
actions. 
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REQUESTING SCHEDULING EXECUTING 

SRM Lock 
Held 

Scheduling
Routine 

RMEP 
Chain 

Bit 
String 

SRM Lock 
Held 

Executing
Routine 

RMEP 
Chain 

ACTIONS NO 
YESI 

IRARMCRN EPDT OUCBACNz YES (IRARMCEN,
IRARMCRT> 

EPDT 

ALGORITHM NO 
YES 

IRARMCRL 
IRARNCRL 

EPAT 
EPAT 

RMCTALA 
RMCTALR 

(YES (IRARMCEL,
IRARMCRT> 

EPAT) 

TIMED 
ALGORITHM 

YES IRARMCET RMCTALR 
IRACTMQE 

YES CIRARMCEL,
IRARMCRT> 

EPAT 

Notes: 


1- lIf SRM lock is held when an action is requested, it is not 

deferred except where an action invokes another action. Control 
passes to IRARMCRY if the action is IRARMCSI or IRARMCSO or to 
IRARMCRN for all all other actions and then directly to the action. 

2. ZDuring execution this field is inspected only in OUCBs 
that have been queued by the action-scheduling routine (IRARMCRN). 

Figure 4. Processing of Actions and Algorithms in IRARMCTL 
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Figure s. RMEP Algorithms and Action Invocation Flags 
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SWAP ANALYSIS 

The swap analysis algorithm, which resides in the module IRARMSWP, attempts to 
maintain the multiprogramming level (MPL) at the target value in each domain defined 
to the system. A domain is a group of user address spaces, defined in the 
installation performance specification (IPS), that have common execution 
characteristics; for example, all TSO users might be assigned to one domain. The MPL 
in a domain is the number of users in that domain who occupy real storage. The 
target MPL is the number of users in real storage that the SRM resource monitor has 
determined to be optimal for this domain. 


The decision to swap an address spaces is made on the basis of a number of input

factors supplied by other SRM functions. The workload manager provides workload 

levels for each user. The resource-use algorithms point to significant users of 

system r ..ources. Swap analysis combines the individual recommendations of the 

workload manager and resource manager into a composite recommendation value (RV). 


When a swap-in is considered desirable, IRARMSCI initiates the swap-in by scheduling

IARSIN in the real storage manager (RSM) and passing a parameter list containing the 

address of the ASCB. If not enough available frames exist, IARSIN notifies the SRM 
through a SYSEVENT (SWINFL) to try the swap-in later. When a swap-out is considered 
desirable, IRARMCSO initiates the swap-out by posting the region control task (RCT),
which calls IARSOUT, the RSM swap-out routine. 


The following numbered paragraphs describe the sequential steps in the swap analysis

algorithm. During step 2 and step 4 all domains are considered in numerical order. 

The algorithm terminates at the end of any step that causes at least one swap. 


1. Defer swap-in. Based on the amount of storage available, the maximum number of 
deferred express users is swapped in (an express user is a user enqueued on a 
resource, a nonswappable user, or a user being cancelled). If enough storage
exists for all deferred express users to be swapped in, then as many deferred 
non-express users as possible are also swapped in. If a deferred user cannot be 
swapped in and the swap has been evaluated for a period of ten seconds, the 
address space is placed in defer status on the WAIT queue. The system operator
is then notified of the swapping failure and the storage requirements for the 
address space. 

2. Unilateral swap-out. In each domain, the required number of user address spaces 
are swapped out to lower the MPL to its target value. In each domain, the user 
with the smallest recommendation values (RVs) are selected for swap-out. 

3. Express swap-in. If any express users are swapped out, the express user who has 
been swapped out for the longest time is swapped in. if not enough storage
exists for the swap-in, the steal thresholds are temporarily raised and the 
swap-in is deferred until the next invocation of swap analysis. If no user is 
swappable, the MPl in that domain temporarily exceeds its target. 

4. Unilateral swap-in. In each domain, the required number of user address spaces 
are swapped in to raise the MPL to its target value. In each domain, users who 
have the largest RVs are selected for swap-in. If not enough storage exists for 
a swap-in, the steal thresholds are temporarily raised and the swap-in is 
deferred until the next invocation of swap analysis. 

5. Exchange swap. For a domain with an MPl that matches its target, an 
in-real-storage address space and an out-of-real-storage address space are 
selected for exchange. The user in real storage with the lowest RV and the user 
out of real storage with the highest RV are selected. The exchange proceeds only
is the difference in their recommendation values exceeds a certain limit 
(specified in RMPTXCHT). If an exchange is justified, the swap-out of the real 
in-real-storage user is initiated, and the swap-in of the out-of-real-storage 
user is deferred until a subsequent invocation of swap analysis. 

The following method-of-operation diagrams describe important routines within 
IRARMCTl and IRARMSWP that relate to the swapping of address spaces. 

• Swap analysis (IRARMCAP), analyzes users and, if it determines a swap desirable, 
request it. 

• Control swap-out (IRARMCSO), initiates requested user swap-outs . 

• Control swap-in (IRARMCSI), initiates requested user swap-ins . 
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• 	 User selection for swap-in (IRARMCPI), finds the user with the highest
recommendation value (RV) in its domain. 

• 	 User selection for swap-out (IRARMCPO), finds the user with the lowest 
recommendation value (RV) in its domain. 

• 	 User evaluation (IRARMCVL), calculates a recommendation value (RV) for a 
specific user. 
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RESOURCE USE ALGORITHMS 

To improve overall system resource utilization, the resource use algorithms provide
functions that promote the efficient management of storage, I/O, and processor
capabilities. The resource monitor records system information that benefits the 
performance of these functions. 

STORAGE MANAGEMENT 

The following functions promote the effective management of storage: 

• Page replacement
• Real page shortage prevention
• Auxiliary slot shortage prevention
• SQA shortage prevention
• Pageable real storage shortage prevention
• Storage load balancing 

Page Replacement 

This function (entry point IRARMPRI in module IRARMSTM) maintains a current record 
of the frames that have gone un referenced for the longest period of real time and 
the age of the oldest un referenced frame in the system. Invoking the real storage
manager's (RSM) UIC update routine, IARXUU, at periodic real time intervals, 
accomplishes this function. At each invocation, IARXUU increases the unreferenced 
interval count (UIC) for those frames un referenced since the last IARXUU invocation. 
If IARXUU finds that an allocated frame was referenced during the last interval, it 
resets the UIC to zero. When the page replacement algorithm completes updating the 
UICs for all allocated frames, it saves the highest UIC in the system for use by the 
real page shortage prevention algorithm and the resource monitor algorithm. 

Real Page Shortage Prevention 

The SRM invokes this function (entry point IRARMMS2 in module IRARMST2) periodically 
to manage logically swapped users. If the available frame queue is below the logical 
swap available frame target, eligible logically swapped users are swapped out to 
meet the target. The function is also invoked when the available frame queue falls 
below the available queue LOW threshold (RCEAFCLO). When the real page shortage
prevention algorithm is notified of a real page shortage, the SRM steals frames from 
all users and the system pageable area (SPA). It steals the oldest un referenced 
allocated frames in the system, starting with those showing the highest UIC (as
saved by the page replacement algorithm), until the count of available frames plus
the count of the stolen pages exceeds the available frame queue OK threshold 
RCEAFCOK). If the installation specified real storage isolation in the IPS, the 
steal process does not violate the target working set size for the common area or 
for an address space protected by storage isolation. Thus, the SRM could steal e 
page not protected by storage isolation even when the page has a lower UIC than 
protected pages. 

Auxiliary Slot Shortage Prevention 

At periodic intervals, this function (entry point IRARMASM in module IRARMCTL)
checks for two levels of auxiliary slot shortages. Reaching the first level 
threshold causes (1) the prevention of address space creation, (2) the swap-out of 
the batch user who is acquiring auxiliary storage slots at the greatest rate, and 
(3) the delay of newly-initiated jobs. 

Reaching the second level threshold causes the swap-out of the batch user acquiring
auxiliary storage slots at the next greatest rate. Messages to the operator indicate 
the occurrence of either shortage level. When this function detects an alleviation 
of auxiliary slot shortage, a message to the operator also indicates that fact. 
Address spaces can again be created, and those users swapped out to relieve the 
shortage regain eligibility for swap-in. 
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SQA 	 Shortage Prevention 

The virtual storage manager (VSM) invokes this function (entry point IRARME25 in 
module IRARMEVT) when it detects a shortage of system queue area (SQA) space. This 
function prohibits the creation of address spaces for the duration of the SQA 
shortage and notifies the operator of the existence and severity of the shortage.
When VSM informs this function that the SQA shortage has been relieved, the operator
receives a message to that effect and the system resumes the creation of address 
spaces. 

Pageable Real Storage Shortage Prevention 

The real storage manager (RSM) invokes this function (entry point IRARMMS2 in module 
IRARMST2) when the percentage of fixed frames (below 16 megabytes) to total frames 
(below 16 megabytes) exceeds a pre-defined limit. This function can: 

1. 	 Prohibit the creation of address spaces 

2. 	 Initiate a swap-out of the swappable user who owns the greatest number of fixed 
frames 

3. 	 Physically swap some or all logically swapped users 

4. 	 Delay newly-initiated jobs 

5. 	 lower target MPls for some or all domains 

The operator is notified of the existence and severity of the pageable storage
shortage and of the identify of the swapped users. When this function detects 
alleviation of the shortage, a message to the operator indicates that fact. Creation 
of address spaces can continue, and those address spaces swapped out to remedy the 
shortage regain eligibility for swap-in. 

Storage Load Balancing 

This set of routines monitors the real storage use of address spaces specified by
the installation. If the routines consider real storage underused or overused, this 
function recommends address spaces for swap-in or swap-out based on their effect on 
the resource. Because it is scaled, the storage load balancer recommendation never 
exceeds one fifth of the highest possible workload level of the IPS currently in 
effect. This recommendation is multiplied by the MSO resource factor coefficient 
specified in the IEAOPTxx SYSl.PARMlIB member currently in effect. 
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I/O 	MANAGEMENT 

The 	following functions promote the effective management of I/O resources: 

• 	 Device allocation 
• 	 I/O load balancer swap analysis
• 	 Selective enablement 

Device Allocation 

This function makes device allocation decisions based on I/O load balancing
considerations when a choice must be made among device candidates. IRARME28 in 
module IRARMEV2 includes this function. The device allocation function applies the 
following rules (in the order indicated) to the candidatesl 

1. 	 If the request is for a tape, eliminate all candidates on ready devices 
(eliminate premounted tape drives) and on devices that contain passed volumes. 

2. 	 Choose the candidate on the logical path (the set of physical paths to a device 
or group of devices) with the lowest use. The level of use takes into account 
any 	data sets previously allocated to a device on the logical path. 

3. 	 Choose the direct access candidates with the lowest average delay per request.
Choose the tape candidates based on the SELTAPE keyword specified in the 
IEAOPTxx SYSl.PARMLIB member currently in effect. The options are: 

• 	 The next highest device number from the last allocated device (default)
• 	 The first device number in the candidate list 
• 	 The lowest device number in the candidate list 
• 	 Random selection from the candidate list 

4. 	 From a list of equal candidates, choose none at random. 

5. 	 Ensure that the selected candidate device has not been previously allocated to 
the same user. 

I/O 	Load Balancer Swap Analysis 

This function consists of a set of routines that monitor the I/O logical path use of 
certain users and recommend users for swapping based on the extent to which the 
swap-in or swap-out would correct a detected I/O imbalance. The I/O load balancer 
recommendation is scaled, never exceeding one-fifth of the highest possible
work-load level of the IPS currently in effect. This recommendation is then 
multiplied by the 10C resource factor coefficient specified in the IEAOPTxx 
SYS1.PARMLIB currently in effect. 

Selective Enablement 

To permit the enablement of the fewest processor without incurring delays in I/O
interruption activity, this function controls the number of processors enabled for 
I/O interruptions. Processors are enabled or disabled as necessary to maintain the 
interruption processing rate between thresholds specified in the IEAOPTxx 
SYS1.PARMLIB member currently in effect. To make its decision, the SRM divides the 
number of interruptions processed through the test pending interrupt ( PI)
instruction by the total number of I/O interruptions and compares the resultant 
percentage to the thresholds. If the percentage exceeds the upper limit, another 
processor (if available) will be enabled. If the percentage falls below the lower 
limit (and more than one processor is enabled), a processor will be disabled. In 
addition, if an enabled processor is taken offline or fails, this function enables 
another processor. IRARMIL5 and IRARMIL6 in module IRARMIOM perform this function. 
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CPU 	 MANAGEMENT 

The 	following functions promote effective processor management: 

• 	 Automatic priority group (APG) management
• 	 ENQ/DEQ algorithm
• 	 CPU load balancer swap analysis 

Automatic Priority Group (APG) Management 

The SRM maintains control over one or more contiguous sets of 16 priorities. Within 
each set of 16 priorities, the SRM uses two distinct priority schemes, enabling the 
installation to exercise pretise control over the rules governing the dispatching of 
work. Users fall into one of two priority categories: 

• 	 Users with dispatching priorities based on the user's mean execution time before 
entering a wait state. This wait is defined as any time a task issues a WAIT. 
goes into page wait. or enters terminal wait. and no other ready tasks occupy
this address space. Users who quickly release the processor obtain a high
dispatching priority within the set of priorities governed by this scheme. 

• 	 Users with fixed priorities. defined by the installation. 

ENQ/DEQ Algorithm 

This function inhibits the swap-out of users who control (are enqueued on) resources 
that other system users need. Swap-out is prevented until the user releases the 
resource or the user has executed for the interval specified in the enqueue
residence value (ERV) installation tuning parameter. 

CPU 	 Load Balancer Swap Analysis 

This function consists of a set of routines that monitor the system-wide processor
load. They recommend users for swapping when the system is underused or overused and 
when users exist who would improve the balance by being swapped in or out. The CPU 
load balancer's recommendation is scaled so that is never exceeds one-fifth of the 
highest workload level that the IPS makes possible. This recommendation is then 
multiplied by the CPU resource factor coefficient specified in the IEAOPTxx 
SYS1.PARMLIB member currently in effect. 

RESOURCE MONITOR 

At periodic intervals. this function samples indicators of system resource and 
domain contention, including response time objective (RTO) domains associated with 
TSO transactions. The resource monitor uses this information to calculate system and 
domain contention factors. Based on these factors and thresholds 
specified in the IPS or the IEAOPTxx SYS1.PARMLIB member. the resource manager might
do the following to ensure maximum resource use: 

• 	 Adjust domain target MPLs 
• 	 Adjust the system MPL 
• 	 Adjust the system maximum think time for logical swapping
• 	 Adjust the allocation of double frame pairs to provide an adequate supply on 

RSM's queue 
• 	 Adjust extended storage available thresholds 

WORKLOAD MANAGEMENT 

The 	workload manager is a collection of subroutines that perform three main 
functions: 

1. 	 Monitoring the rate at which system resources are being provided to individual 
address space. 

2. 	 Providing the swapping recommendations (based on installation specifications and 
resource use) that SRM control (IRARMCTL) requests. 

3. 	 Collecting data for Resource Measurement Facility (RMF) workload activity
reporting. 
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Subroutines that perform the first two functions reside in the workload manager
modules, IRARMWLM and IRARMWLS. The data collecting subroutines that perform the 
third function reside in the workload activity recording module, IRARMWAR. The 
workload manager does not control nonswappable address spaces and certain privileged 
system control program functions. 

In providing swapping recommendations to SRM control, the workload manager affects 
the relative rates at which processing resources are provided to active address 
spaces. By comparing the resource use (service rate) for an address space with the 
installation performance specifications, the workload manager computes the workload 
level (the workload manager recommendation value) for the address space. SRM control 
uses this value as a swapping recommendation. 

The 	workload activity recording (IRARMWAR) collects data for RMF when the 
installation requests workload activity reports. The workload manager and the 
SYSEVENT processor periodically invoke IRARMWAR to collect data for placement in the 
workload activity measurement table (WAMT). The workload reports are based on the 
data in the WAMT. An installation can analyze these reports to determine the 
appropriate installation performance specification parameters to meet its needs. 

IRARMWLM and IRARMWLS perform the following tasks to support workload management
functionsl 

• 	 Swappable user evaluation. 

• 	 IN queue and OUT queue scanning-evaluating each non-privileged swappable user 
and 	assigning a current workload level. 

• 	 Individual user evaluation-evaluating a single non-privileged swappable user and 
assigning a current workload level. 

• 	 Transaction reporting for a subsystem-collecting transaction data provided by
various subsystems for RMF reporting. 

• 	 User ready processing-initializing user control blocks and repositioning the 
user from the WAIT queue to the OUT queue so that the user becomes eligible for 
swap-in. 

IRARMWAR performs the following tasks to support the data collection functions of 
the 	workload managerl 

• 	 WAMT initialization-updating the workload activity measurement table (WAMT) with 
information from the workload manager specification table (WMST). 

• 	 WAMT reinitialization-copying the WAMT data to a temporary buffer and then 
updating service values and workload levels. 

• 	 ICSM initialization-building the installation control specification map (ICSM).
The ICSM is a mapping of performance group numbers with their corresponding
installation control specification names. RMF uses the ICSM to include the names 
in its workload and transaction reports. 
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DIAGNOSTIC TECHNIQUES 

DEBUGGING HINTS 

Various system and user indicators supply valuable information for diagnostic and 
debugging procedures. Useful fields exist in SRM data areas, user control blocks, 
and system diagnostic work areas. 

USEFUL FIELDS 

To assist in problem analysis, especially in enabled wait situations, it is helpful 
to understand how the SRM views the total system, as well as the individual address 
spaces. The counters and flags that pertain to the entire system are located in 
fields of data areas in IRARMCNS. The counters and flags that pertain to an 
individual address space are found in the fields of that user's OUCB. 

System Indicators 

The SRM control table (RMCT) is located at the start of module IRARMCNS. Its address 
is found in the field CVTOPCTP of the CVT data area (CVT+X'25C'). Generally, when 
the SRM is in control, register 2 holds the address of the RMCT. Through its fields, 
the RMCT points to other fields that contain information about the SRM's current 
processing. For the anchors and locations of the following fields, see the Debugging
Handbook. 

Useful system indicators include the following fields: 

MCTAVQl This bit indicates that the count of available pages has fallen below 
the available frame queue lOW threshold (RCEAFClO) value, so the real 
storage manager (RSM) has called the SRM to steal pages in order to 
increase the count of available pages. This condition is normal. 

MCTSQAl This bit indicates that the number of available SQA pages is critically
low. Message IRAlOOI is issued to the operator and MCTSMSI is set to 1 
to indicate that the message has been issued. 

MCTSQA2 This bit indicates that the number of available SQA pages has fallen 
below a second, more critical threshold than the one noted in MCTSQAl.
Message IRAIOll is issued to the operator and MCTSMS2 is set to 1 to 
indicate that the message has been issued. 

MCTASMI This bit indicates that the SRM has detected that less than 30% of all 
local auxiliary storage slots are available. The SRM has informed the 
operator of this fact through message IRA2001, and has taken 
appropriate action to relieve the shortage. 

MCTAMS2 This bit indicates that the SRM has detected that less than 15% of all 
local auxiliary storage slots are available. The SRM has informed the 
operator of this critical slot shortage, through message IRA20lI and 
has taken appropriate action to relieve the shortage. 

MCTFAVQ This bit indicates that the SRM or the RSM has detected a pageable 
storage shortage condition. If the MCTlGPSS bit is set to 1, the SRM 
detected the shortage. That is, the sum of the number of fixed frames 
and the number of page I/O operations in progress to the page data sets 
exceeded the threshold set in MCCMAXFX. If the MCTPHPSS bit is set to 
1, the RSM detected the shortage. That is, the count of fixed frames 
(RCETOTFX for all fixed frames, RCEBElFX for fixed frames below 16 
megabytes) exceeded the threshold set in RCEMAXFX. 

MCTLGAVQ This bit indicates that the SRM has increased the threshold values set 
in RCEAFClO and RCEAFCOK (available frame queue thresholds) to initiate 
the frame stealing necessary to swap in an address space rather than 
wait for the SRM to issue an AVQlOW SYSEVENT. 
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MCTTWSS 	 This halfword contains the target working set size for the common area. 
The SRM attempts to keep at least this minimum number of frames 
assigned to the common area. 

RCVUICA 	 This halfword indicates the average high unreferenced interval count 
(UIC) that the resource monitor detected at the last interval. Based 
on this value, the target MPL for a domain might be altered. 

RCVCPUA 	 This halfword indicates the average processor utilization that the 
resource monitor detected at the last interval. Based on this value, 
the target MPL for a domain might be altered. 

RCVDPR 	 This halfword indicates the demand paging rate that the resource 
monitor detected at the last interval. Based on this value, the target
MPL for a domain might be altered. 

RCVMSPP 	 This halfword indicates the page delay time (in milliseconds) that the 
resource monitor detected at the last interval. Based on this value, 
the target MPL for a domain might be altered. 

RCVFXIOP 	 This halfword indicates the average percent of frames that are fixed or 
used for page I/O. 

RCVMFXA 	 This halfword indicates the average percent of frames eligible to be 
fixed that are actually fixed. 

RMCAINUS 	 This halfword indicates the count of address spaces (including
non-swappable address spaces) currently residing in storage. 

CCVENQCT 	 This halfword indicates the number of address spaces currently residing
in storage and marked nonswappable because they are holding ENQ 
resources that other address spaces want. 

LSCTCNT 	 This fullword indicates the number of address spaces currently
logically swapped out because of terminal wait. 

LSCTCNTW 	 This halfword indicates the number of address spaces currently
logically swapped out because of a long or detected wait. 
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Individual User Indicators 

The register conventions generally used by the SRM to process individual user 
functions can help you locate important SRM control blocks. 

Register Contents 
2 Address of the RMCT 
3 Address of the RRPA 
4 Address of the OUCB 
5 Address of the ASCB (if used by the requested SYSEVENT) 

The SRM user 	control block (OUCB) contains flags and counters that provide 
information about a specific user. There is one OUCB for each address space. pointed 
to by ASCBOUCB (ASCB+'90'). 

The 	following key fields define the characteristics of a specific user: 

OUCBLSW 	 If this bit is set to 1. the address space is logically swapped out. 

OUCBESSW 	 If this bit is set to 1. the user has been or will be swapped to 
extended storage. 

OUCBESSS 	 If this bit is set to 1. the user is suspended for extended storage 
swap out. 

OUCBMGSW 	 If this bit is set to 1. the user is being or has been migrated to 
auxiliary storage. 

OUCBMWT 	 If this bit is set to 1. the SRM has detected that this user has not 
been dispatched but has been occupying storage for a 
processor-dependent period. The user is swapped out until the 
dispatcher informs the SRM that the address space has work to do. 

OUCBAXS 	 If this bit is set to 1. the user has been swapped out of storage 
because the user's address space was obtaining auxiliary storage slots 
at the fastest rate in the system when an ASM slot shortage occurred. 

OUCBENQ 	 This bit indicates that a different address space has tried to enqueue 
on a resource held by this address space. This user is treated as 
non-swappable for an installation-defined time period. 

OUCBYFL 	 This field indicates how the address space is created: 

• 	 Bit 1 (OUCBSTT) - If set to 1. indicates that a START command 
created the address space. 

• 	 Bit 2 (OUCBLOG) - If set to 1. indicates that a TSO LOGON created 
the address space. 

• 	 Bit 3 (OUCBMNT) - If set to 1. indicates that a MOUNT command 
created the address space. 

OUCBCSFS 	 If this bit is set to 1. the user is being delayed. Either (1) swap-in 
has failed for this address space because of a shortage of available 
storage. or (2) the user was swapped out because of a shortage of 
pageable frames. 

OUCBFXS 	 This bit indicates that the address space is selected for swap-out to 
relieve a shortage of pageable storage. Either the SRM or the RSM can 
detect a shortage of pageable storage. If OUCBLGFX is set to 1. the SRM 
detected the shortage and the address space had more frames allocated 
to it than did any other swappable address space. If OUCBLGFX is turned 
off. the RSM detected the shortage and the address space had more fixed 
frames than an average address space. 

OUCBDFSW 	 If this bit is set to 1. swap-in has been delayed. The RCEAFCLO and 
RCEAFCOK fields have been increased by the number of frames needed to 
complete the swap-in. 

OUCBJSAS 	 If this bit is set to 1, there was an auxiliary storage shortage at the 
time of job select processing for this user. The user's initiation is 
delayed until the shortage is relieved. 
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OUCBJSFS If this bit is set to 1, there was a pageable frame shortage at the 
time of job select processing for this user. The user's initiation is 
delayed until the shortage is relieved. 

OUCBSRC This field contains a code that describes why the 
out. The possible codes and their meanings are: 

user was last swapped 

01 
02 
03 
04 
05 
06 

- Terminal output wait 
- Terminal input wait 
- Long wait 
- Auxiliary input wait 
- Real storage shortage 
- Detected wait 

07 
08 
09 
OA 
OB 

- REQSWAP SYSEVENT issued 
- ENQ exchange by swap analysis 
- Exchange based on recommendation values provided by swap analysis 
- Unilateral swap-out by swap analysis 
- Transition swap 

OUCBRDY This bit indicates that ready work became available for this address 
space, which was swapped out because of a wait. The address space, now 
able to execute, is therefore a candidate for swap-in. 

OUCBTWSS This halfword contains the target working set size for the address 
space. The SRM attempts to keep at least this minimum number of frames 
assigned to the address space. 

OUCBHOLD This fullword contains the number of outstanding HOLD SYSEVENTs issued 
by the address space. A non zero number results in quiesce processing,
which turns the swap-out around and restores the address space. 

other Indicators 

The SRM domain descriptor table can be useful in pinpointing a problem involving the 
SRM's MPL control. Mapping of the table can show causes of erratic response time, 
data about a user kept out of main storage, and other user and system information. 
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SRM SDWA CONTENTS 

When either of the two functional recovery routines (FRRs) is entered (see "SRM 
Recovery Considerations" later in this section), the FRR fills in the SDWA fields 
before scheduling the SVC dump so that the dump matches the SYSl.LOGREC entry.
However, in some cases, the FRR changes the abend code or reason code after the dump
is scheduled and before the LOGREC entry is written, which means that the code in 
the LOGREC entry differs from the one in the dump. 

The FRR also places problem determination data into the SDWA variable recording area 
(SDWAVRA) in key-length-data format using standard keys. (See the SDWAVRA area in 
the Debugging Handbook for a description of the keys). The following fields provide
important information: 

Key contents 

VRAETF The entry point address of either the SRM routine that was 
the time of the error, or, if a subroutine was in control,
that called the subroutine. 

in control at 
the routine 

VRARRP A copy of the recovery routine parameter area (RRPA). The RRPA contains 
status information used on exit from the SRM and during the SRM recovery
processing. The low-order byte in the first word of the RRPA contains 
the SYSEVENT code for the original entry to the SRM. The IRARRPA mapping 
macro maps the format of the RRPA. 

VRAFP A copy of the RRPA (as in field VRARRP) but with several entries cleared 
because they can be different for different invocations of the same 
function. The VRAFP is the footprint area the SRM uses to recognize
duplicate problems. 

VRALBL The name of the routine that failed. 

VRAOA The original hexadecimal abend code. 
code. 

The FRR might have changed the 

VRAAID The address space identifier of the user for which the SRM was invoked. 

VRACA The caller's address if the SYSEVENT was branch-entered. 
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GENERAL INFORMATION USEFUL FOR SRM ANALYSIS 

Information useful to consider when analyzing the SRM for diagnostic purposes
include its recovery routines and serialization procedures. 

SRM 	 RECOVERY CONSIDERATIONS 

The SRM uses two functional recovery routines (FRRs) that are located in IRARMERR. 
One FRR (recovery routine 1, RRl) gets control whenever an error occurs after the 
SRM is branch-entered by a routine that holds a lock higher in the lock hierarchy
than the SRM lock. The other FRR (recovery routine 2, RR2) gets control whenever 
errors occur while the SRM is running with the SRM lock. 

If it is suspected that the SRM is entering error recovery and a stop is necessary 
at the time of error, RMRR2INT, a subroutine common to both RRI and RR2, obtains 
control. 

Recovery routine 1 (RRl) retries if a retry routine exists. If no retry routine 
exists, or if the error recurs, RRI percolates the error. 

The 	specific actions taken for different errors are as follows: 

• 	 If the SRM issues the ABEND macro, or the operation has performed the system
RESTART function, the error percolates. 

• 	 If the error occurs in the SRM workload activity recording routine, the RMF task 
abends. If the SRM is active in the same address space as the RMF task, the 
error percolates. 

• 	 If a translation or protection exception occurs in SYSEVENT processing, SRM 
recovery changes the abend code to X'lSF'. The FRR validates the queue and 
status data that the SRM maintains and percolates the error. 

• 	 For other SRM errors, the FRR validates the queue and status data that the SRM 
maintains and retries the SRM routine that failed. If the error repeats and is 
associated with an action or an algorithm, another retry is attempted to bypass
the 	routine in error. Otherwise, the error percolates. 

Recovery routine 2 (RR2) first checks many special situations, such as the 
following: 

• 	 Is RMF active and should it be terminated? 
• 	 Is SET IPS active and should an abend code be converted? 
• 	 Is the OUCB valid and should an abend code be converted? 

RR2 	 then retries if a retry routine exists. If no retry routine exists, or if the 
error recurs, RR2 percolates the error. The specific actions taken for errors are 
the same as those listed for RRI. 

SRM (IRARMRRI and IRARMRR2) suppresses dumps by using DAE (DUMP Analysis and 
Elimination). SRM does not suppress dumps that have an error code of X'SF', because 
they are not necessarily duplicate dumps. SRM uses the default DAE criteria as well 
as the module level (shown in VRALVL) and the routine name (shown in VRALBL) to 
determine whether a dump is a duplicate. 

The issuing of most SYSEVENTs before SRM NIP processing (performed by IEAVNIPlO) 
causes a direct return of control to the issuer; no SRM processing occurs. 

SRM 	 SERIALIZATION 

All 	issuers of enabled, branch entry SYSEVENTs must hold the local lock when the 
SYSEVENT is issued. 

The 	SRM obtains the SRM lock on all SYSEVENT entries except the following: 

USERRDY X'04 
SWOUTCMP X'OF' 
RSMCNSTS X'16' 
AVQLOW X'17' 
AVQOK X'18' 
SQALOW X'19' 
SQAAOK X'lA' 
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SYQSCST X'23' 

SYQSCCMP X'24' 

HOLD X'32' 

NOHOLD X'33' 

DIRECTPO X'38' 

SOUTSUSP X'45' 

The issuer of any of these SYSEVENTs, with the exception of HOLD, NOHOLD, and 
DIRECTPO must be disabled when issuing the SYSEVENT because the SRM uses 
processor-related save areas while processing the SYSEVENTs. The issuer of HOLD, 
NOHOLD and DIRECTPO must also be in key O. Because the SRM must be able to obtain 
the SRM lock when it is entered by means of a SYSEVENT, issuers of SYSEVENTs not 
listed above must not hold the SRM lock or any global lock when they issue the 
SYSEVENT. 
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Figure 6 (Part 1 of 3). System Resources Manager (SRM) Control Block Overview 
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Figure 6 (Part 2 of 3). System Resources Manager (SRM) Control Block Overview 
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METHOD OF OPERATION 

This section contains logic diagrams for the modules in this component. The 
modules, grouped by function, are presented in the following order 

Diagrams Function 

SRM-l and SRM-2 Interface 
SRM-3 and SRM-6 Service Routines 
SRM-7 Find Performance Groups
SRM-8 through SRM-13 SRM Control 
SRM-14 through SRM-l7 Swap Analysis
SRM-18 Storage Management
SRM-l9 through SRM-23 I/O Management
SRM-24 through SRM-26 Channel Measurement 
SRM-27 CPU Management
SRM-28 and SRM-30 Resource Monitor 
SRM-3l through SRM-33 Workload Management
SRM-34 and SRM-35 Workload Activity Recording 

The diagrams use either hipo format or prologue format. 

The following figure shows the symbols used in hipo format logic diagrams. The 
relative size and the order of fields in control block illustrations do not always 
represent the actual size and format of the control block. 
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o 


Prim..v processing - indicates major functional flow • 


Secondary processing - indicates functional flow within a diagram. 


Data movement, modification, or uu. 

Pointer - indicates that a data area contains the address of 
another data area. 

Connector - indicates that a diagram is continued on the next page. 

Figure 9. Key to Hipo Logic Diagrams 
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The prolog format diagrams contain detailed information that is broken down into 
four different headings. The four headings and the topics they document are: 

Module Description, which includes: 
• 	 Descriptive name 
• 	 Function (of the entire module)
• 	 Entry point names, which includes: 

Purpose (of the entry point)

Linkage

Callers 

Input

Output

Exit normal 

Exit error, if any


• 	 External references, which includes: 

Routines 

Data areas, if any

Control blocks 


• 	 Tables 
• 	 Serialization 

Note: Brief SRM module descriptions are also included in MVS/Extended
Architecture System Logic Library: Module Descriptions, which contains module 
descriptions for all the MVS/Extended Architecture components described in the 
System Logic Library. 

Module Operation, which includes: 
• 	 Operation, which explains how the module performs its function. 
• 	 Recovery operation, which explains how the module performs any recovery. 

Diagnostic aids, which provide information useful for debugging program

problems; this includes: 

• 	 Entry point names 
• 	 Messages
• 	 Abend codes 
• 	 Wait state codes 
• 	 Return codes for each entry point. Within each entry point, return codes 

might be further categorized by exit-normal and exit-error. 
• 	 Entry register contents for each entry point
• 	 Exit register contents for each entry point
Logic Diagram, which illustrates the processing of the module, the input it 
uses, the output it produces, and the flow of control. Some modules do not have 
a logic diagram because the processing is sufficiently explained in the module 
description, the module operation, and the diagnostic aids sections. -- Fig
'SRM' unknown -- illustrates the graphic symbols and format used in the logic
diagrams. 
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LOGICKEV - Key to the Logic Diagrams 
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Figure 10 (Part 1 of 2). Key to Prologue Method-of-Operation Diagrams 
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LOGICKEY - Key to the Logic Diagrams STEP 07 
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Figure 10 (Part 2 of 2). Key to Prologue Method-of-Operation Diagrams 
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IRARMINT MODULE ENTRY POINT SUMMARY 


IGC095 SVC entry point to SRM. 


IRARMI48 Branch entry point to SRM. Handle the internal SYSEVENT (30). 


IRARMIOl Entry. point from IRARMEVT or IRARMCTL. Return to the SYSEVENT issuer. 


IRARMIlO Entry point to SRM. Abend a SRM user. 


IRARMGLU MODULE ENTRY POINT SUMMARY 


Fast interface path 24-bit entries: 


IRARME05 TIME SYSEVENT 


IRARME50 HOLD SYSEVENT 


IRARME51 NOHOLD SYSEVENT 


IRARME53 TRAXERPT SYSEVENT 


IRARME54 TRAXFRPT SYSEVENT 


IRARME55 TRAXRPT SYSEVENT 


IRARME60 ICSCHK SYSEVENT 


IRARME61 CMDEND SYSEVENT 
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r  DIAGRAM SRM-\' IRARMINT - SRM Interface (2 of 4)
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I Extended Description 
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a-. The SRM interface receives control when a SYSEVENT 
C) 

macro instruction is issued. If the SRM interface receives 
C) control by means of a branch entry. IRARMINT or 
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..... 
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I-f lock is held by another processor, the lock manager will spin 
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3: 
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Fast interface path 31-bit entries save the caller's address 
mode and pass control to the corresponding 31.iJit entries " 
in IRARMFIP. (See the IRARMFIP diagram)...... 

\Q 

00 ....., 1 For all SYSEVENTs that generate supervisor call 
entries to the SRM (SVC 95), except for SYSEVENT 

REQSERVC (26), the issuer must be authorized. Programs 
that issue SYSEVENTs 29 and 2A must have either APF 
authorization or must be assigned the non-swappable pro
gram property (PPTNSWP='1') in the program properties 
table. For all other SYSEVENTs, the user is considered. 
authorized only if executing in supervisor state or pro
tection keys 0-7. or if authorized by APF (authorized 
program facil ity l. 

3: For SYSEVENTs that generate a branch entry to SRM.CD 
t+ the issuer must be executing in protection key 0-7 and 
':T 
o must be in supervisor state. 
a.. 
o 2 The SYSEVENT characteristics table indicates, for 
-+0 each SYSEVENT entry, whether or not the SRM 
C lock must be obtained for SRM serialization purposes. 
"C ,II 
III 
t+.... 
o 
:J 

(I) 
.v 
3 
I....., 

UI 

Module Label 

IRARMGLU IRARMIOO 

IRARMINT IGC095 

IRARMGLU IRARME05 

IRARMINT IGC095 

IRARMGLU IRARMI48 

IRARMINT IRARMOOO 

(' 


Extended Description 

3 	 IRARMINT establishes a functional recovery routine 
to protect SRM from unexpected errors. It specifies 

the FULLXM option on the SETFRR macro so that, when 
recovery is necessary, RTM will attempt to restore the 
cross memory environment before invoking SRM's FRR. 
The processing performed for an error situation depends 
upon whether the SRM lock was held. (See Error Process
ing.). 

4 	 Before passing control to the SYSEVENT processor, 
IRARMINT obtains a pointer to the SRM user con

trol block (OUCB) corresponding to the input ASIO 
(address space identifier!. For SYSEVENT MEMCREAT. 
there is not yet an OUCB (an OUCB is obtained by 
IRARMEVT if no resource shortages exist). This module 
obtains the current time-of-century and formats it for 
SRM use. The time-of-day clock value is stored and 
shifted 22 bits to the right, and SRM uses the rightmost 
32 bits of the resulting value. Therefore, SRM constants 
representing time are in units of 1024 microseconds 
(approximately 1 millisecond). IRARMINT issues a 75F 
abend if SRM timer pop does not occur in the expected 

interval. 

5 	 The interface invokes the SYSEVENT processor to 
initiat~ the appropriate processing. 

6 If GTF is active, the SRM interface produces a GTF 
trace record using the HOOK macro. This record 

includes: 

• 	 Register 0 (as input except that the ASIO is placed 
here even when it is not included as input) 

• 	 Register 1 (as input, with the eddition of possible 
return indicators that might overlay input datal 

• 	 Register 15 (containing any necessary return code 
in byte 3) 

7 	 IRARMINT removes the address of the SRM FRR 
from the system FRR stack • 

Module 

IRARMINT 

IRARMINT 

IRARMEVT 

IRARMINT 

(" 


Label 

RMINT005 

IRARM001 

r-= 
.... :0 
nCD 
(l)UI
::Jrt 
UI"7 
(I) .... 
nn 

rt 
3(1) 
~a.. 
(1)3:
"71» 
~·rt 
I» CD 
.... "7 
UI ~. ,I».... 

UI 
." 
"70 
O-h 
."
(l)H 
"7~ 
rt3: 
'< 	= 
o 
-h 

H 
~ 
:z 

IRARMINT IRARMI01 
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Process t 

8 	Release the SRM lock if it was obtained 

in step 2. 


9 	 Return the service data if th is entry was 

due to SYSEVENT REQSERVC. 
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roo DIAGRAM SRM-I. IRARMINT - SRM Interface (4 of 4)-<
N 
00 
I .... 	 Extended Description 

...., 
0. 
C) 8 If the invoking routine did not already hold a lock 

I higher in the locking hierarchy than the SRM lock 


o 	
(except for SYSEVENTS SyasCST and SYQSCCMP), 

IRARMINT releases the SRM lock. 
.... 

n 
~ 9 To prevent disabled page faults and an invalid SRM 

(") invocation. and to insure system integrity, the 

o 

service data is stored while not holding the SAM lock. and 
"'<., in the user's protection key. 
.... 
Ie 	 If the SRM interface received control by means of a branch ;r 
t+ entry, I RARM I NT restores the caller's addressing mode and 
1-1 returns control. 
tlII 
3: 

Error Processing 
(") 
o 	 The issuer of a SYSEVENT is abnormally terminated ., 

(ABEND code '15F'XI if: 
" • 	 An invalid ASID or SYSEVENT code was supplied .... 
-0 (reason code 41. 

00
...., • 	 The program was not authorized to issue the 

SYSEVENT (reason code 81. 

• 	 A page fault occurred in referencing a data area 
assumed to be fixed (reason code 121. 

• 	 The program did not have the correct storage key for 
storing into a parameter data area (reason code 161. 

• 	 The SRM lock was held on entry to the SRM (reason 
code 201. 

A SYSEVENT issuer is terminated (ABEND code 
3: 
CD '25F" if SRM determines that a system failure has 
t+ resulted in the loss of data used by the SRM in control·::r 
o 	 ling an address space. Similarly, the set IPS task will be a.. 

terminated (ABEND code '25F', when SRM receives an 
o 	

error occurring during SRM processing relating to a set ~ 
to new IPS command. 

" 
o 
CD 

~ 
t+.... 
o 
~ 

tI) 
;0 
3: 
I...., ...., 

r-:I....n. 
Module Lebel Extended Description 	 Module Label :Jrt.., 

RMINT010 	 A functional recovery routine (FAAI provides the error IRAAMEAA .... 
recovery environment for SRM processing. When an error a.~ 

z.occurs during SAM processing Cor when an error occurring in =.a. 
a routine invoked by SRM has been passed back (perco .Z 
latedl to SRM), the recovery/termination maneger estab-	 .,. .......

lishes the cross memory environment that existed at the ....,time the SRM FRR was created and gives control to the .... 
SRM FRR. If SRM was operating without holding the 	 IRARMRR1 .I!!.SRM lock when the error occurred, error processing will ... 

."consist of making one attempt at retrying the failing 
"'0

routine; a second failure will result in the error being 0; 
passed to the previous routine in the FRR stack. If SRM IRARMRR2 CDH " 
was operating under the SR M lock when the error 	

.,~ 

rt:z 
occurred, the FRR will perform queue validation before lie: = 
making an attempt at retrying the failing routine; queue o

IRAAMINT 	 ;validation consists of verifying that the three DUCB RMR R2V LD 
queues are properly chained (re<haining where necessaryl, H 

tIS 
and that DUCBs DUXBs (user control block extensionsl, :z 
and DUSBs (user swappable blocksl exist and are valid, 
where they are required. Likewise, the pointers between 
the ASCBs and DUCBs is checked. Where it is necessary 
to create a new DUCB or DUXB, a bit is set in the DUCB 
to indicate that the data reflected in these newly created 
blocks may not be valid. 

When errors occur during SRM locked processing, retry 
action depends upon whether the error occurred during 
SYSEVENT related or non-SYSEVENT related process
ing. For SYSEVENT -related processing, one retry will be 
attempted. Subsequent failure will result in the error 
being passed to the previous routine in the FRR stack. 
For non·SYSEVENT -related processing (that is, process
ing which SRM control was drivingl, one retry of the 
failing routine will be attempted. A second error will cause 
an attempt to bypass the twice failing routine. Subsequent 
errors will result in the error being passed to the previous 
routine in the FRR stack. 
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Input Output 
3 Entry point: IRARMF05< en, 1 Obtain necessary locks. RMCT 
X 
;po 2 Update channel measurements. 
en 
r  3 Invoke the time·slice and rotateRMCTTSACr- algorithms. 


RMCTRTAC 

en 4 Check TOO clock status and 
'< sample the channel path status 

and the UCB queue length. 
III 
;10 
CD RMCT 
III 5 Reset the SRM timer. 
3 
.a TCP 

t+ 
HOLD 6 Schedule any other due RMCTPLR 

algorithms. 

3 

I I=UNKWN IRARMCTL 
or issuer 

Entry Point: IRARMF50 

OUCB OUCS7 I ncrease a user's hold count by 
one.r 

-< 
N 
00 Issuer 
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0\ oEntry Point: I RARMF51 
C CD 
I :J 
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CD 
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r DIAGRAM SRM-2. IRARMFIP - SRM Fast Interrace (2 of 2) 
-<
N 
00 
I Extended Description 

...... ...., 

'" The SRM fast interface path receives control when special c 
I pre-defined SYSEVENTs are issued. This path does not 

c validity check the issuer, nor does it perform the normal 
generalized entry processing...... 

o 
'"" 1 For the TIME SYSEVENT, obtain the SRM lock and 
n establish an FRR. 
o 
~ , 2 

IQ
"". • If the hardware supports the collection of processor 
:T controller data and it has been dropped, IRARMF IP 
t+ 

updates the channel measurements. If none have been 
1-1 

dropped for 10 minutes, fast interface path tries to restart1::11 
:::r: the facil ity. 
n 

" 
,o • If the processor controller data is not provided and 

sampling is due, IRARMF IP gets data from channel path 
status and UCB queue lengths. 

...... 
3 If time slicing control is active and the algorithms'"00...., are due, I RARM F IP invokes them and then per
forms any priority changes required. 

4 If the TOO clock is invalid, IRARMFIP calls 
IRARMMSP to stop channel measurements. If the TOD 

clock is valid and channel measurements are not active, mark 
channel measurements as pending start. If sampling is due, 
invoke IRARMCPS and I RARMDBS to measure the current 
channel path activity and the SSCH queue length for the 
UCBs. 

:::r: 5 Queue a TQE for the minimum of 1 SRM second or
CD 
t+ the time when either a channel measurement sample 
:T or the time slice algorithm is due to execute again. 
a.. 
o 

o .... 6 If other SRM algorithms are due, turn on the 
corresponding bits in RMCTALR and exit to the SRM 

control routine. If no other algorithms are due, return", 
o 
CD 

to the invoker through the SRM standard interface. 
III 
t+"".o 
::J 

c.n 
::0 
:::r: 
I...., 

'" 

Module 

IRARMFIP 
mARMFIP 
IRARMFIP 
IEAVEACO 

Label 

IRARMF05 
IRARMRT1 
IRARMTS1 

Extended Description 

7 For the HOLD SYSEVENT, increase a full word 
counter in the OUCB via compare and swap. Return 

to the issuer. 

8 For the NOH OLD SYSEVENT, decrease the count of 
outstanding hold events for a user and return. 

Error Processing 

The TIME SYSEVENT establishes an FRR to process 
errors that occur in the processing of the SYSEVENT. 
The recovery routine performs queue verification and 
then attempts retry. The retry routine sets a new timer 
value and exits through the standard SRM interface. 

Module Label 

IRARMFIP IRARMF50 

IRARMFIP IRARMF51 

IRARMERR IRARMRR2 

RMRR2VLD 
IRARMFIP IRARMXIP 
IRARMINT IRARMI01 

r : 
~.;:Q 

nCD 
CD III
::lr+ 
III.,
CD .... 
a.n 

r+ 
:ZCD
Ala. 
r+ 
CD:Z.,AI 
.... r+ 
AI CD 
~., 

III .... 
AI 
I~ 

III 
'U
.,0 
0 .... 

" CDH 
.,tII:I 
r+:::r: 
Ie: : 

The remaining SYSEVENTs in this module do not establish 
recovery environments. 

Entry Point Summary 

o .... 
H 
tII:I:z 

IRARMFIP module  interface routines  entry point summary 

IRARMF05 - Invoke time slice algorithm; reset SRM's 
timer; schedule other algorithms due. 

IRARMTS1 Time·slicing algorithm. 

IRARMCPS Channel path sampling routine. 

IRARMFIP 
IRARMFIP 

IRARMCPS 
IRARMDBS 

IRARMDBS 

IRARMXIP 

IRARMF50 

UCB queue length sampling routine. 

Retry routine for fast SYSEVENTs. 

Increase a user's HOLD count. 

IRARMF51 Decrease a user's HOLD count. 

IRARMSRV IRARMI05 

IRARMCTL 

IRARMINT IRARMI01 
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IRARMSRV MODULE ENTRY POINT SUMMARY 

IRARMID2 

IRARMID3 

IRARMID4 

IRARMID5 

IRARMID6 

IRARMID7 

IRARMID8 

IRARMID9 

IRARMIlI 

IRARMIl6 

IRARMI17 

IRARMI2D 

IRARMI21 

IRARMSFT 

ASCBCHAP entry point. 


UIC steal processing entry point. 


Obtain or free SQA or ESQA storage. 


Requeue SRM TQE routine. 


Cross-memory post entry point. 


Swap SRB schedule routine. 


I/O enablement SRB schedule routine. 


RECORD entry point. 


ENF signal entry point. 


Cross-memory post routine. 


Post ECB while holding the local lock. 


Fixed frame count routine. 


Obtain or free double frame pair routine. 


Invoke safety net check. 


IRARMERR MODULE ENTRY POINT SUMMARY 


IRARMRRI 

IRARMRR2 

RMRR2RTY 

RMRR2PER 

RMRR2INT 

RMRR2VLD 

RMRR2GST 

RMRR2CKQ 

RMRRIVFB 

RMRR2REQ 

RMRR2SPR 

Functional recovery for globally locked entries (entries to SRM in 
which the SRM lock could not be obtained). Retry the failing SRM 
routine when possible, otherwise percolate the error. 

Functional recovery for non-global locked entries (entries to SRM in 
which the SRM lock was obtained). Validate queue and cleanup. COpy
error-related data into the fixed and variable parts of the SWDA. Issue 
an SDUMP and record the log record. Retry the failing routine if 
possible; otherwise, percolate the error. If the failing routine was an 
action or algorithm routine and retry has been attempted once, bypass
the failing routine and retry the control routine algorithm twice if 
necessary, before percolation. 

Return to RTM indicating retry. 

Return to RTM indicating percolation. 

FRR initialization. 


Validate the control blocks. 


Release the dispatcher lock in order to call IRARMID4. 


Verify the location of an OUCB. 


Verify addresses. 


OUCB enqueue routine entry point. 


Return with the return code in register 15. 


LY28-176D-O (e) Copyright IBM Corp. 1987 Method of Operation SRM-81 
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r
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CJ) 

patching queue. ~ 
;;0 

m t r3: 
10 
3 
rI-

Return to caller (lRARMCPM, 
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(lRARMSTM) 

Register 1 r
-< 
N l I00 
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"-J IRARMI03 

IAR ~ Parameter List .... 
____-'-____---IL-_'\.. Call UIC steal processing. oUIC steal C'" t ASCB t ASCB 10>I processing I-- :::J 

C Flags Flags III- 10 
e.:,.., Steal criteria User's high UIC ;;0

0 :::':10 
'"" Number of Number of frames OJ III 
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N nCD 
00 Label CDUI 
oo( 

I ::Jrio 
...... Extended Description Module lor Segment! UI., ..... CD .... 
0- c.n 
c rioThis module is a collection of several independent routines IRARMSRV IRARMSRV
I 3CD 

c that act as interfaces between SRM and various sVltem ~c. 
services. CD3 ,.. "11) 

.... rioo 
-...; IRARMI02 IRARMSRV IRARMI02 II)... .,CD 

(") Reposition the listed ASCBs in the ASCB dispatching IEAVEACO UI .... 
o queue to reflect their new dispatching priorities. Ie. 

UI "'<.,..' IRARMI03 IRARMSRV IRARMI03 .,0 
~ 

IQ 
;r Steal pagel from ulen included in the list that have frames IARXSF 1l0""" .... CDHwith UICs that meet the lteal criterion. .,tII' 
1-1 rio 3: 
I:lIJ '< = 
3: o 
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o 
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;;0 
3: 
I From SRM 

00 routines 
Output

.po 
Input 

3: 
< 
VI, Register 1 
X rj IGVCPBDB ~ 
l> oor free address I or I 
VI IGVCPGUBr I 

Ir IRARMI04 I 
GETCELL I

CELLSIZE I ~ ~ Obtain or free storage in the SUA. I II 
VI or ESOA. or I 
~ Register 0 I I

IGVCPFRE 
;;0 I I Register 111) Request size 

I FREECELL IUI 

L____:..J ~ It Storage I3: 
lQ or3 
t+ Return code IGVVSM31 

GETMAINI ~I I
FREEMAIN T 

Return to 
-< From periodic entry •••;P caller 
r-

N 
00 Point scheduler (lRARMF05 and IRARMCET)
I r...... ....

-..J n0 CD0 :lI UI0 Register 1 • I IRARMI05 CD 
Q. ,.,:I Timer value ') Update the SRM TOE and queue ..... it on the system timer queue. 3: CDn TOE IllUl..... r+r+ 
CD '7n '7 ....

0 ...·n"tJ ITO.VAL I 1I)r+
'<, I-'CD 
1-" UlQ. 
lQ 13::::T II)..... "r+.,CD
1-1 0'7t:J:I 'D ....
3: CD II) 
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0 r+UI
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IRARMI07 Return code 
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Extended Description 

IRARMI06 
The swap-out routine (JRARMCSO) uses this entry 
point to post the region control task. The entry 
point is also used by SYSEVENTs OF (SWOUTCMP), 
OC (OSECST) ,and 00 (OSCECMP) to post an address 
space that issued a TRANSWAP or REOSWAP 
SYSEVENT. If an error is encountered during the 
cross memory post, the error routine II RARMXPE) 
receives control in 31-bit addressing mode. If the 
swap-out routine invoked IRARMI06, IRARMXPE 
sets up an FRR, and attempts to clean up. If the 
swap-out routine did not invoke IRARMI06, 
IRARMSRV issues an abend with completion code 
X'55'. Processing this abend results in an SoUMP 
and termination of the waiting address space. 

IRARMI07 
The swap-in routine (lRARMCSII uses this entry point 
to obtain and schedule RSM routines in the master 
scheduler's address space. For a suspended swap-out 
redrive, it schedules RSM routine IARSURST. For a 
swap-in or migration swap, it schedules RSM routine 
IARSIN. To enable the RSM to determine if swapping 
the user in might cause a pageable frame shortage, 
IRARMI07 also passes the shortage threshold 
(MCCPHCRII to RSM in the SRB. 

r .... ;:u 
OCD 

Label CD III 
:Jr+

Module (or Segment) III.,
CD .... 
Q.O 

IRARMSRV IRARMI06 r+ 
3: CD 
DIll. 
r+ 
CDZ
.,DI 
.... r+ 
DlCD... .,
III .... 

IEAVSY50 IEAOPT01 I~IRARMSRV IRARMXPE CIt 
."
.,0 
O-t. 

CDM " .,tII'
r+Z 
'< = 
o .... 
M 
til'IRARMSRV IRARMI07 :z 

IEAVESPM IEAVSPM1 
IAVSESCO IEAVESC1 
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J 

~ From 

OutputInput
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DIAGRAM SRM-3. IRARMSRV - SRM Service Routine (8 of 14) 

Extended Delcriplion Module UbII 

IRARMI08 
Schedlle an SRB with CPU affinity IRARMSRV IRARMIOS 
to c:eu.eIOS to chenge the I/O 10SRISCE IOSRISCE 
enebtament I1'IIIIk In control 
register 6. lOS UI8I the Information 
found in the PCCA. 

IRARMI09 IRARMSRV IRARMIOS 
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DIAGRAM SRM-3. IRARMSRV - SRM Service Routine (10 of 14) 

Extended O.cription Module Label 

IAAAMl11 
This entry point is an interface to ENF (event IRAAMSAV IRAAMl11 
notification facility) to signal an ewnt. IAAAMl11 
issues the signal based on the ENF code passed to IEFENFFX IEFENFFX 
IAAAMI11 in register 15. The return code from ENF 
is passed through to the celler of IAAAMl11 in 
register 15. 

IAARMI16 IRAAMSAV IAAAMI16 
Swap-in or swap-out control uses this entry point to 
post the quiesce ECB. The routine accomplished a 
cross-memory post by ~ 'eposting the ECB, if no wait IEAVESCO IEAVESC1 
or post has been done, or by scheduling an SAB to run 
in the address space to be swapped in. The SAB entry IRARMSAV IRARMI17 
point is IAAAMI17. 
The SAB and the data area containing the post 
parameters are built in an unused area of the 
OUXB (OUXBFLDS). 

iRARMI17 IRAAMSAV IRAAMI17 
This entry point receives control under an SAB 
scheduled by IAAAMI16. The routine cells 
POST to post the indicated EeB and then restores I EAVSY50 I EAOPT02 
the OUXB fields. 
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DIAGRAM SRM·3. IRARMSRV • SRM Service Routine (130r 14) 
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DIAGRAM SRM-4. IRARMSFf - Invoke Safety Net Check (2 of 2) 

Extended Description 	 Module 

The CPUTLCK subroutine in IRARMCPM determines 
that either: 

• 	 A ready address space is not on the dispatching 
queue or 

• 	 a processor is not fully utilized which may indicate 
that the dispatcher cannot locate the ready address 
space. 

The CPUTLCK subroutine invokes I EAVEMSS. entry 
point in IRARMSFT. IEAVEMSS locates and adds 
the ready address space to the dispatching queue . 

Control returns to the CPUTLCK subroutine. 
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IRARMEVT MODULE ENTRY POINT SUMMARY 

(, IRARMRVT 

IRARMXVT 

IRARMDEL 

IRARMAPG 

IRARMSWI 

IRARMLDB 

IRARMUXB 

SYSEVENT processor. Begin to process the indicated SYSEVENT. 


SYSEVENT retry. Prepare a retry of SYSEVENT that incurred a system 

error. 


Synchronize memory delete processing. 


Check the automatic priority group (APG) status and reposition the user 

on the ASCB dispatching queue. 


Place the OUCB of the newly swapped-in user on the IN queue and preform

related processing. 


Create or free device-related control blocks for I/O load balancing. 


Synchronize OUXB deletion at swap-out completion time. 
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IRARMFPG MODULE ENTRY POINT SUMMARY 

IRARMFPG finds the performance group to associate with a unit of work. 

DIAGRAM SRM-S. IRARMFPG - Find Performance Groups (1 of 7) 

FUNCTION: 

This routine is called whenever SRM needs to determine the 

proper performance groups to associate with a unit of work. 

The unit of work may be a batch jobstep, a TSO user, TSO 

command. started task. or a transaction from the transaction 

report SYSEVENTs. IRARMFPG determines the proper performance 

groups according to the Installation Control Specification 

(ICS) PARMLIB member currently in effect. The subsystem. 

userid, transaction name. transaction class. and account 

number associated with the unit of work are supplied by 

the caller as input parameters. 


ENTRY POINT: lRARMFPG 

PURPOSE: See function 

LINKAGE: 

REG 0 - address of output area FPGO 

REG 1 - ICSP ICS input parameter list 

REG 2 - RMCT address 

REG 3 - RRPA address (recovery parameters) 

REG 4 - OUCB address of memory with which to 


associate the SYSEVENT 

REG 5 - ASCB address of memory with which to 


associate the SYSEVENT 

REG 6 : REG 12 - irrelevant 

REG 13 - address of current stack frame 

REG 14 : REG 15 - irrelevant 


CALLERS: 
- IRARME08 - JOBSELCT SYSEVENT PROCESSOR EVT 


IRARMEI0 - INITATT SYSEVENT PROCESSOR EVT 

IRARME27 - EASINIT SYSEVENT PROCESSOR EVT 

IRARME63 - CMDSTART SYSEVENT PROCESSOR EVT 

IRARMHM8 - TRANSACTION REPORTING ALGORITHM HLS 

IRARMSIC - "SET ICS" ROUTINE SET 


INPUT: 

Register 1 points to either 

1) The parameter list (ICSP) which contains subsystem 


name, transaction name, USERID, transaction class. and 

(optionally) flags. a performance group number. and an 

account number. OR 


2) 	A shorter parameter list identical to the first four 

fields of the ICSP, but not containing the flag. 

optional performance group. or the account number. 

This short list is used by transaction reporting to 

obtain RPGNs only. (Callers IRARMNMS and IRARME63.) 


If a complete ICSP is present. the high order bit of 

register 1 is turned on. This also shows that a 

control performance group and a report performance 

group is requested. 


- Register 0 points to the area mapped by the FPGO which 

will contain the CPGN and RPGNs. The caller must 

clear the RPGN fields prior to calling FPG if checking 

for valid data is desired on return. 


- Tables pointed to by RMCTICST->ISCC->ICSS-ICSE 

- OUCBACNT indicates account number on JOB statement 

OUTPUT: 

- Register 15 contains the return code. 

- The output area (pointed to by register 0 on input) 


contains the performance groups found by FPG. if any. 
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DIAGRAM SRM-S. IRARMFPG - Find Performance Groups (2 of 7) 

IRARMFPG - MODULE DESCRIPTION (Continued) 

The return code tells which have been found. 

EXIT NORMAL: 

EXIT ERROR: No error exits 

EXTERNAL REFERENCES: 

ROUTINES: None 

CONTROL SLOCKS: 
ICSP - Installation Control Specification Parameters 
ICse - Installation Control Specification Common 
ICSS - Installation Control Specification Subsystem 
ICSE - Installation Control Specification Entry 
OUCS - SRM User Control Slock. one per address space 
RMCT - SRM Control Table. anchor for all SRM 

SERIALIZATION: SRM LOCK 
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DIAGRAM SRM-5. IRARMFI'G - Find Performance Groups (J of 7) 

IRARMFPG - MODULE OPERATION 

This routine scans the tables that describe the 
Installation Control Specification (ICS), looking for a 
match on the subsystem name in the input parameters. 
Finding this, if Report Performance Groups Numbers 
(RPGN) were 
requested, FPG looks for a match on the transaction 
names, userids, transaction classes, and account number 
for that subsystem and assigns a report performance group 
from the tables for every match found. If a Control 
Performance Group Number (CPGN) was requested, the CPGN 
corresponding to the highest matching level name is used. 
If no match is found on the transaction name, account 
number, userid or class, a subsystem default CPGN is 
always assigned. RPGN fields are neither set to zero nor 
defaulted if no specific match is found. 

RECOVERY OPERATION: IRARMFPG participates in component wide recovery. 
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J>IAGRAM SRM-S. IRARMFPG· Find Performance Groups (4 of 7) 

IRARMFPG - DIAGNOSTIC AIDS 

ENTRY POINT NAME: IRARMFPG 

MESSAGES: None 

ABEND CODES: None 

WAIT STATE CODES: None 

RETURN CODES: 

- 0 SUBSYSTEM MATCH FOUND. 
REQUESTED PGNS RETURNED. 

4 SUBSYSTEM MATCH FOUND. 
NO REPORT PERFORMANCE GROUPS FOUND. 

S SUBSYSTEM MATCH NOT FOUND. 

REGISTER CONTENTS ON ENTRY: Irrelevant 

REGISTER CONTENTS ON EXIT: Irrelevant 
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DIAGRAM SRM-5. IRARMFPO - Find Performance Groups (5 of 7) 

IRARMFPG - Find Performance Group Subroutine 	 STEP 01 

- IRARME08 - JOBSElCT SYSEVENT 
PROCESSOR EVT 
- IRARMEIO - INITATT SYSEVENT 
PROCESSOR EVT 
- IRARME27 - EASINIT SYSEVENT 
PROCESSOR EVT 
- IRARt·1E63 - CMOSTART SYSEVENT 
PROCESSOR EVT 
- IRARf1WM8 - TRANSACTION 
REPORTING ALGORITHM HlS 
- IRARMSIC - "SET ICS" ROUTINE 

SET C:> 
IRARMFPG 

,--------------,------------>
ICSCEND ICSPSUBO 

ICSSNAME ICSSSUBS 

ZERO 


------------> 
!ICSPSUBO ICSSNAME! ) 

RCNOSYBS RCNORPGN 

,--------------,------------>
INPREG ICSPACTl 

OUCBACNT lCSSACTN 


This routine is called whenever SRM needs 
to 	determine the proper performance groups 
to 	associate with a unit of work. The unit 
of 	work may be a batch jobstep, a TSO 
user, TSO command, started task, or a 
transaction from the transaction report 
SYSEVENTs. IRARMFPG determines the proper 
performance groups according to the 
Installation Control Specification (ICS) 
PARt-lllB member currently in effect. The 
subsystem, userid, transaction name, 
transaction class, and account number 
associated with the unit of work are 
supplied by the caller as input 
parameters. 

Scans the tables that 
describe the Installation 
Control Specification (ICS)
looking for a match on the 
subsystem name in the input
parameters. 

~ If no subsystem match is 
found, set return code. 

Depending on caller's 
request and the current 
environment, sets flags
indicating which control 
and/or report performance 
groups are needed. 

Set the subsystem RPGN if 
there is one.IICSSRPG 

ICSSRPGN RCSUCCES Searches each table until 
the requested PGNs are 
found. When a report
performance group is found, 
resets the RPGN flag. When a 
control performance group is 
found, reset all CPGN flags,
thus terminating the search 
of all remaining tables for 
a CPGN. 

A. 	 Obtains performance group numbers from 
the transaction name table. 
I~',-------------------------,,r---1/1 	 IFINDTRXN 

I....-----..,)IICSSPTR 

-' 

L\r-----J

....-----..,1 RPGNTRXN 

RPGNUSRD 
RPGNClS 
FPGOCPGN 
CPGNTRXN 
CPGNUSRD 
CPGNClS 
CPGNACTN 
RPGNACTN 

I 

I 
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DIAGRAM SRM-S. IRARMFPG - Find Performance Groups (6 of 7) 

lRARMFPG - Find Performance Group Subroutine STEP OSB 

8. Obtains performance group numbers from 
the userid table. 
/L-...J,\ 

FINDUSRD'\r---l/l I 
C. obtains performance group numbers from 

the transaction class table. 
/L-...J,\ 

FINDCLS'\r--1/1 I 
D. If account number CPGN or RPGN is------------> 

ICPGNACTN RPGNACTNI needed, obtains performance group 
numbers from the account table. 
/L-...J,\ 

FINDACTN'\r---l/l I 
r---------, ------------> If a control performance 
CPGN FPGOCPGN ....-------' '\ ~ group was requested, but not 

I 

ICSSOPG ZERO ....----....,./ yet filled in, sets a CPGN • 
ICSSXPGN OPGN If a CPGN was included in 

the input parameters and it 
matches an optional CPGN 

ICSPPGN ICSSPGN from the ICS, then sets the 
CPGN with the input
parameter. Otherwise, uses 
the subsystem default CPGN. 

IRACTLEP 

FPG )I'NN( I 
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DIAGRAM SRM-S. IRARMFPG - Find Performance Groups (7 of 7) 

~RARMFPGI Find Performance Group Subroutine , 
--FINDTRXN 
I 
--FINDUSRD, 
--FINDCLS 

0005 LFINDACTN 
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IRARMCTL MODULE ENTRY POINT SUMMARY 

IRARMASM Auxiliary stage shortage monitoring. Monitors the extent of auxiliary 
storage allocation. Informs the operator if there is a shortage of 
available auxiliary pages and directs the swap out of users currently
acquiring slots at the faster rate. 

IRARMCTL Mainline control processing. Transfers to deferred user 
processing (IRARMCEN) and then to the algorithm request
CIRARMCEU. 

action 
routine 

IRARMCEN Deferred user action processing. Examines the OUCBACN field of the OUCB 
to determine the users on the action queue and routes control to all 
routines whose request bits have been set in the OUCBACN field. 
Dequeues each OUCB after its indicated actions have been performed. 

IRARMCEL Algorithm request routine. Examines the RMCTALR and RMCTALA fields in 
the RMCT and routes control (via IRARMCRT) to each algorithm whose 
request bit has been set in either of the two fields. Resets the 
individual bit after each algorithm completes. 

IRARMCET Periodic entry point scheduler. A timer initialization, schedules the 
algorithm currently due for execution and queues the SRM timer element 
to permit interrupts when the next algorithm is due for execution. 

IRARMCED SRB dispatched original entry processor. Receives control under an SRB 
scheduled by the dispatcher and sets up an entry to the mainline of SRM 
(IRARMCEN) by issuing SYSEVENT(30). 

IRARMCQT Periodically invoked entry point rescheduler. Accepts a request to 
reschedule the execution of a periodically invoked algorithm and 
requeues the corresponding RMEP block on the timed entry queue. 

IRARMCRD SRB scheduling routine. Accepts a request to schedule the SRM SRB, 
which if available, is scheduled to obtain the SRM lock. 

IRARMCRL Algorithm scheduling routine. Accepts requests for an algorithm to be 
run. Turns on the bit associated with the algorithm in the RMCTALA or 
RMCTALR. 

IRARMCRN Action request routine. Accepts requests for an action which must run 
under the SRM lock. If the SRM lock is held, control passes immediately 
to the action via a routing routine. If the SRM lock is not held, the 
bit set in the OUCBACN field of the OUCB associated with the requesting 
user identifies that the action requested is deferred. 

IRARMCRT Entry point table scanner. Accepts an invocation bit pattern and an 
entry point table address. Compares the bit pattern to invocation flags
in the entry point table entries. Invokes the routine identified by the 
entry point when a match is found between the bit pattern and the 
invocation flags. 

IRARMCRY User swap request receiving routine. Accepts a request for a user swap
and checks to see if such a swap is already in progress. Routes 
control to IRARMSCO or IRARMCSI if a swap is not in progress and the 
SRM lock is held. 

IRARMCSF Deferred swap analysis. Scans the WAIT queue for the deferred users who 
could not be swapped in because of a storage shortage If a swap-in 
appears possible, the user is taken out of the deferred state and 
placed on the OUT queue to be considered by swap analysis. 

IRARMCSI User swap-in request. Accepts a swap-in request,
the user and initiates the swap-in 

allocates an OUXB for 

IRARMCSO User swap-out request. Accepts
control task's quiesce routine 

a swap-out request and posts the region 
to initiate the swap-out. 

IRARMRPS OUCB repositioning routine. 
queue specified by its user 

Dequeues an 
indicators. 

OUCB and requests it on the 

LY28-l760-0 (c) Copyright IBM Corp. 1987 Method of Operation SRM-I07 
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r DIAGRAM SRM-6. IRARMCTL - SRM Control (2 of 2)
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DIAGRAM SRM-8. IRARMCEL . Algorithm Request Processor (I of 2)~ 
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~ DIAGRAM SRM-8. IRARMCEL - Algorithm Request Processor (2 of 2) 	 r-:I-< 	 ... ;1111
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(I) DIAGRAM SRM-9. IRARMCET - Periodic Entry Point Scheduling (I of 2) 
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~ DIAGRAM SRM-9. IRARMCET - Periodic Entry Point Scheduling (2 of 2) r- = .... ;:a-<
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VI DIAGRAM SRM-IO. IRARMCSI - Control Swap-In (I of 2) 
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r	 DIAGRAM SRM-IO. IRARMCSI - Control Swap-In (2 of 2)
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;iIC DIAGRAM SRM-I 1. IRARMCSO - Control Swap-Out (I of 4) 
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DIAGRAM SRM-l1. IRARMCSO - Control Swap-Out (2 of 4) r- = .... ;q 
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quiesce started. followed by quiesce completed. followed 
by swap-out complete). 

3 	 Users are removed from time-slice group for IRARMCPM IRARMSwr 
the duration of swap-out. IRARMACT 
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IRARMSWP MODULE ENTRY POINT SUMMARY 


IRARMCAP Swap analysis algorithm. Attempts to keep the multiprogramming level 
(MPL) at its target level in each domain by performing user swaps. 

IRARMCPI Select swap-in candidate subroutine. Scans the OUT queue for the 
in a particular domain with the highest recommendation value. 

user 

IRARMCPO Select swap-out candidate subroutine. Scans the IN queue for the 
in a particular domain with the lowest recommendation value. 

user 

IRARMCVL User swap evaluation routine. Computed a numerical value representing
the recommendation of a user to be swapped in. This recommendation 
value is the sum of the user's workload level and the recommendations 
of the I/O and CPU resource managers. 

IRARMSA7 Deferred migration swap redrive algorithm. Reattempts any migration 
swaps deferred by storage shortages when enough storage is available. 

LY28-1760-0 (c) Copyright IBM Corp. 1987 Method of Operation SRM-123 
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(J) DIAGRAM SRM-12. IRARMCAP - Swap Analysis (I of 2) 
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r 	 DIAGRAM SRM-12. IRARMCAP - Swap Analysis (2 of 2) 
~ 
N 
or 

I Extended D.cription.... 
...... 

0- Swap analysis is performed on a time·driven basis. It il an
o 
I 

o 	 algorithm activated by IRARMF05. It is allo activated by 
the processing of three SYSEVENTS: USERRDY (04., 

,.. SWOUTCMP IOF•• and asCECMP lOCI. 
n 
~ 

1 The domain descriptor table has one entry for each 
n domain defined by the IPS. Each OUCB on the IN 
'0 and OUT Queues is examined. Swappable. valid users on 
o 

'<, the IN Queue which are not in the process of being swapped ... 
out or moving from one SRM Queue to another areIQ 

~ .... 	 counted in the current multiprogramming level (MPU 
for a domain. as well as users on the OUT Queue which 

M 
tJ:I are being swapped in. An inst"'lat,on option allows 
3 non·swappable users to be cvunted in the current MPL 
n for a domain. Fields in each ~ ...main descriptor table ,o 

entry are reinitialized with the above MPL count 
'0 

information. 

.... 
ID Note: 
00 
...... 	 A terminating address space that is swapped out is not 

counted as a swapped out user in the domain table and 
is not considered for swap-in. 

2 Find the users that were previously picked for swap-in. 

but were deferred because of insufficient storage. 


(When a swap-in is deferred, SRM temporarily steals storage 

at a faster rate until enough <torage is available to complete 

the swap-in!. Swap-in as many deferred express users as will 

fit into storage. (An express user is a user that is enqueued
.,3 
on a resource and IS either non·swappable or is being.... canceled). If enough storage is available to swap in all de· 

o 
~ 	

ferred express users, then swap in as many deferred non·a.. 
express users as available storage permits. For deferred 

;. 
o 

swap-ins, IRARMCAP chooses first the users that have been 
swapped out the longest timp..o 

'0.,, 	 3 Search the domain descriptor table entraes for a 
III domain with an MPL higher than the target value ....... and ~wap·out the user with lowest recommendation valueo 
:::J 	 (RV). Repeat until the MPL reaches Ihe target value in 

every domain. 
CI) 
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Module ........tI 


IRARMSWP IRARMCAP 

IRARMSWP IRARMCAP 

IRARMSWP IRARMCPO 
IRARMCTL IRARMCSO 

Exwnded DlICription 

3 (continuedJ 

If at lealt one swep is performed in this step. lwep 
analYlis ends here, Otherwise, continue at step 4. 

4 If there are any express users on the OUT queue, at 
tempt to lwep in the expre. user that has been 

swepped out the longest time. If there is not enough stor
age for the swap-in, defer the user. If the MPL in that do
main is lea than the target, swep that user in. If the MPL 
is not less than the target, make room for the user by a 
swep·out of the user with the lowest RV. Repeated calli 
to swap analysis may be necessary to reduce the MPL be
low the target value to allow the express user to be 
swapped in. If there il no swap or defer, continue to step 
5. 	Otherwise, swap analysil ends here. 

5 Search the domain descriptor table entries for a 
domain with an MPL less than target and swap-in the 

user with the highest RV. Repeat until the MPL (plus 
users in the process of being swapped outl reaches the tar
get in each domain. If there is not enough storage for a 
swap-in, defer the swap-in until the next invocation of 
swap analysis. (See step 21. If at least one swap or defer 
is done in this step. swap analysiS ends here. 

6 Search the domain descriptor table entries for a do· 
main with an MP L that equals the target for that do

main. In this domain, find the out-of-storage user with the 
largest RV to come in, and the in-storage user with the 
smallest RV to remain in. If the difference of their RVs 
exceeds a threshold (RMPTXCHTI, swap out the user with 
the lower RV. This exchange swap is only done for one do· 
main_ 

Error Processing: 

• 	 IRARMERR handles all unexpected errors. 

• 	 Any non·zero return codes from called routines 
cause swap analysis" RARMCAPI to end without 
finishing its processing. 

r 

label (or 
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DIAGRAM SRM-13. IRARMCPI - Select User for Swap-In (1 of 2) 
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DIAGRAM SRM-14. IRARMCPO - - Select User for Swap-Out (2 of 2) 

E........ D..nptlon Module UIIeI 


This routine chOCMel the UI8r with the lowest RV in a IRARMSWP IRARMCPO 
particular domain on the I N queue. If one of the users 
represantad by an OUCB In the domain Is ..igned to a 
different domain, for example, '**'- of a period change, 
retum a code of zero Indicating no user found. In this 
caIIt swap MalVIil (lRARMCAP, Is resc:heduled to enlUre 
that the domain descriptor table I, Initialized to reflect 
this domain change. 

The following two ItepI are parlormed in a loop until all 
OUCS', on the IN queue have been evaluated. 

1 Examine each OUCB on the IN queue for usen IRARMSWP IRARMCPO 
In the spec:/fled domain. Use the user evaluation 

subroutine to compute the composite RV for each user. IRARMSWP IRARMCVL 

2 Compare the computed RV to that of the lowest IRARMSWP IRARMCPO 
RV up till now. Saw this OUCB .. the best 

candidate for a twap-OUt if its RV i.lower. 

Otherwise, continue until all OUCB. in this domain on 
IN queue have been eveIuated. 
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VI DIAGRAM SRM-15. IRARMCVL - User Evaluation (I of 2)
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~ DIAGRAM SRM-15. IRARMCVL - User Evaluation (2 of 2) r- = -< .... ;II1II 
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IRARMSTM MODULE ENTRY POINT SUMMARY 

*CKSIGUR 	 Storage load balancing. Monitor significant users of real storage. 

IRARMMS3 	 Storage load balancing swap evaluation. Produce a numerical 
recommendation value that reflects the eligibility of a user to be 
swapped (based on the use of real storage and the contention for real 
storage) . 

IRARMPRI Page replacement normal processing. Examine each user in main storage
and the system pageable area and call RSM to update UICs for each user. 

IRARMPRS Page replacement real page shortage force steal. Steal as many frames 
as required to relieve a real page frame shortage. The steal decision 
is made at entry IRARMMS2. The oldest unreferenced system-wide frames 
are stolen first. 

IRARMPR9 	 Swap out trim routine. Trim user logical swaps by think time and for 
swap-outs to auxiliary storage and extended storage. 

*STEAL 	 Internal IRARMSTM steal subroutine. Add users to interface list until 
full, then call RSM steal routine (IARXSF via IRARMI03) and record the 
number of pages stolen. 

*STMFENCE 	 Storage isolation. Calculate the target working set sizes for address 
spaces and the common area if controlled by the page-in rate. 

*STORUSE Storage load balancing. Monitor real storage utilization. 

*Internal subroutine 

J 
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IRARMST2 MODULE ENTRY POINT SUMMARY 

IRARMMS2 	 Real page shortage prevention. As frames are needed, finish deferred 
swaps to extended storage and physically swap users that have been 
logically swapped for too long. After this, if a real page shortage
exists, schedule IRARMPR5. If a pageable frame shortage exists, inform 
the operator of the shortage and of the users that might have caused 
the shortage condition and the amount of fixed and real storage pages
allocated to these users. Direct the swap-out of these users. 

IRARMMS4 	 Threshold adjustment routine for storage load balancing and pageable 
storage shortage processing. Increase or decrease the threshold used to 
determine which address spaces are considered significant users of real 
storage. Calculate the percentage of users that are eligible for 
storage load balancing and that are considered-significant users of 
real storage with the existing threshold. The threshold is increased to 
keep the percentage of significant users at a constant percentage of 
the eligible users. 

Increase or decrease the threshold used as the median fixed frame count 
for all ready address spaces, and the threshold for TSO address spaces
swapped out for terminal wait. The medians are used by pageable storage
shortage processing and logical swapping to assess a user's impact on 
pageable storage. 

IRARMMS5 	 Pageable storage shortage calculation. Calculates the thresholds for 
pageable storage detection and relief for use by RSM and SRM. 

IRARMMS6 	 Main storage occupancy long wait detection. Discover user that have 
gone into long wait without notifying SRM. Swap out such users, if they 
are swappable. 

IRARMSQA 	 SQA shortage message writer. Inform the operator of system queue area 
shortages. Signal SQA shortage using event notification facility (ENF). 
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DIAGRAM SRM-16. IRARMSTM, IRARMST2 - Storage Management (I of 14) 
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r- DIAGRAM SRM-16. JRARMSTM, IRARMST2 - Storage Management (2 of 14)oo( 
N 
00 Extended Description
I Extended Description Module label 

........., 
Stura'le management consists of essentially independent IRARMSTM pable address spaces occurs on ellery nth invocation of'"c I RARMPR 1. n is recalculated based on MCVSTCR I andI routines that are invoked by SRM control or by the 

c the constants MCCSWLlM, MCCSWDEL, andSYSEVENT processor to control the usage of main and 

MCCSWMAX.
auxiliary storage by all users. For non-swappable users ..... 

o (users whose fixed storage must remain in real storagel, ...., 2 If storage load balancing is active and applicable tothe mechanism of page stealing !freeing non-fixed pages 
this address space, and the address space has accumun for other usel is used for .lOrage management control.o 

leted enough execution time since it was last swapped in,For swappable users, both page-stealing and swapping'< ", IRARMSTM saves the number of frames owned by the .... provide the necessary control. 

IQ 

address space in OUCBSBFC and determines if the address 

":T 1 The frequency of updatng UICs for the common area, IRARMSTM IRARMPR1 space meets the criteria for a significant user of storage. If 

t+ 

it does, IRARMSTM indicates that it is a significant user 
swappable, and non-swappable address spaces will cor
1-4 (0 UCBSBSU= 11.t:I:I respond to every nth invocation of IRARMPR1, where n is 
3: calculated based on storage usage, which is indicated by the 3 If real storage isolation is applicable to this address n 
o highest UIC of any page , .. the system. IRARMSTM schedules , space and the page-in rate control is in effect,

an SRB to update the UICs. This is done separately from 
IRARMSTM adjusts the target working set size based on" other SRM processing to prevent SRM from disabling the 
(11 the minimum and maximum working set sizes specisystem for excessive periods of time. 
fied in the IPS and (2) the page·in rate for the address'" 00 IRARMSTM enters the RSM UIC update module (IARXUU) IARXUU IARXUU 

...... 

..., space. The page-in rate for an address space is defined as 
to update the UICs for swappable and non-swappable users of the average number of private area page-ins per second of 
storage and for the common area. IARXUU updates the execution time, except for address spaces executing in 
UICs for each address space passed in the parameter list. A cross memory mode. In a cross memory environment only
lero ASCB address in the parameter list indicates the address spaces executing as the home address space accum
common area. ulate execution time. Except at initilization, an address 
RSM examines the UICs aS$ociated with each of the user's space that can be entered using a program call (PCI from 
(or the common area'sl paqes. If the page reference bit is on, another address space (ASCBXMEC= 11 rarely executes as 
the UIC for this page is set to zero, and the reference bit reset. the home address space and, therefore. accumulates little 

or no execution time. The page-in rate for this type of 
3: If the reference bit is off. the corresponding U IC is increased 
ID address space is based instead on elapsed time and is de
t+ by the value specified in the parameter list. RSM then saves 

fined as the average number of page-ins per second of":T the highest UIC count for this user (or the common areal in o 
a.. transaction residency time.the corresponding entry in the parameter list. The highest 

o UIC for the system pageable area is also sailed in the cor 4 If real storage isolation is applicable to the common-it responding entry in the parameter list. The SRM saves the 
area and the page-in rate control is in effect,o highest UIC for each user in the corresponding OUXB and 

tRARMSTM adjusts the target working set size based on 
ID the highest UIC for the common area in MCVCHUIC. ", (11 the minimum and maximum working set sizes speci
QI UIC updating for common and non-swappable address 
t+ fied in the IPS and (2) the page-in rate for the common 
1-" spaces occurs on ellery nth invocation of IRARMPR1. n area. The page-in rate for the common area is based ono is recalculated based on storage usage, which is indicated::J elapsed time and is defined as the number of CSA and 

by MCVSTCRI and the constants MCCNCLlM, PLPA page-ins per second of elapsed time. 
(.I) MCCNCDEL, and MCCNCMAX. UIC updating for swap
::til 
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Extended o.crlpdon Module LabII 

6 The highest UIC found in anv addr8llspeC8 or IRARMSTM IRARMPR1 
SYltem pegeeble ..... the. ;. not protected by reel 

Itorage isoletion il Identified and IIMId in MCVSTCR I. 
This value will be used by the force Iteel routine (Step 41 
IS the criterion by which RSM will begin Itealing pagel. 

6 If storage loed balancing is active, monitor storage STORUSE 
utilization and calculate the storage loed balancer 

swap factor based on the long term average maximum UIC 
and the available frune count average. 
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Extended Description Module ubel 

7 The real page frame shortage force steal routine is a IAAAMSTM IAAAMPA5 
co~perative effort betvwen the SAM and ASM. STEAL 

SAM calls the ASM routine, IAAXSF, passing a para CKSIGUA 
meter list consisting of the following: STOAUSE 

IAAAMSAV IAAAMI03
• An in-storage user's ASCB address 

IAAAMSTM IAAAMPA5 • The number of frames needed from this address space 
• The type 0 f frames requ ired 
• A steal criterion number, MCVSTCAI 
• Destination indicators for changed and unchanged pages. 

The SAM also passes to the ASM, in register 0, the total 
number of frames required. 

It real storage isolation is specified in the IPS for any 
address spaces or the common area, locate all such ad
dress spaces. If any address space or the common area 
exceeds its maximum working set size, frames are stolen 
until either the shortage is relieved or the working set 
sizes of the address space or the common area are equal 
to its maximum working set size. Also examine each 
swappable address space to determine if it is a slgnifi· 
cant user of storage (step 2). 

It a real page frame shortage still exists after trimming 
all such address spaces and the common area to their max· 
imum working set sizes. frames will be stolen from logically 
swapped address spaces that 'vere allowed to keep their 
standard working set pages and pages that were recently 
referenced. These users will be trimmed to the frames 
backing their working set. If a real page frame shortage still 
exists after trimming. frames will be stolen from the com
mon area and all address spaces on the SAM IN queue. 

Since MCVSTCAI is the largest UIC in the system, the 
steal criteria starts at this UIC. Frames with a UIC 
greater than or equal to the .. ,eal criteria are stolen from 
each user. During this procassing. if real storage isolation is 
applicable to a user or the common area. frames will not 
be stolen if it would reduca the user's or the common 
area's working set below its target working set size (as
suming that enough frames can be stolen to relieve the 
shortage without violating this rule). If frames are still 
required after all eligible user's frames have been stolen 
at this criteria. the steal criterion will be decreased and 
the process repeated until no further frames are required. 

Extended D-=ription 

7 (continued) 

The result of this procedure is that the oldest unreferenced 
system-wide frames are stolen first. Frames in the com
mon system area and link pack area are not associated 
with any specific user. ASM examines these frames when 
SAM page replacement calls it with an ASCB address 
of zero. 

The order of stealing at any criterion level is as follows: 

a) Address spaces that are capable of executing 

b) Common system area 

If a shortage still exista. additlonel frames are stolen in 
the following order: 

a) Working sets of logically swapped users 

b) Frames protected by storage isolation in UIC order 

Storage utilization is monitored (see step 6) after all 
steal processing is completed. 

Normally. SAM directs changed and unchanged pages to 
auxiliary or extended storage using the appropriate criteria 
table entries. Changed pages are either sent to extended 
storage or auxiliary storage. and unchanged pages are either 
sent to extended storage or discarded. If there is no extended 
storage onl ine. or extended storage migration is constrained 
or overdue. changed pages are directed to auxiliary storage 
and unchanged pages are discarded. If frames are needed 
synchronously for a swap-in. changed pages are directed to 
extended storage and unchanged pages are directed by the 
criteria table. 

8 The SAM will have received an AVO LOW 
SYSEVENT ilthere iu shortage of real page frames. 

If the invocation is due to AVOLOW levell, 2 or 3 (real 
page frame shortage),and an AVOOK SYSEVENT has not 
been issued. calculate the number of frames needed to get 
the available frame queue back to the OK threshold and in
voke the forced steal algorithm via the algorithm request 
mechanism. IAAAMMS2 will be rescheduled for execution 
via the algorithm request mechanism. 
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:3: 
I From algorithm processor (lAAAMCEL)..... 
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c directly from the algorithm request if 
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oo( 
N 
00 
I 	 Extended Delcription ......., 

0'> I RARMMS2 il periodically scheduled to calculate the logical 
Q swap available frame queue target, and if there are less avail· I 
Q 	 able fram.. than the target. to process logically swapped 

users on the logical swap WAIT and OUT queues until the ..... 
() 	 target is reached or there ara no more such users. 
..... 

As fram.. are needed. users who are suspended for swapn 
o 	 out to extended storage are redriven. Users who are targeted 

for extended storage are trimmed. built (secondary WS).~ ., and swapped out. Users who are logically swapped by think.... 
10 	 time are physically swapped if their think time exceeds the 
:J" system think time criterion.t+ 

1-1 	 9 IRARMMS2 is scheduled to relieve a pageable stor·= 3: age shortage: 
n 
o 	 • By I RARMMS5 routine when the pageable storage., 
" shortage thresholds have changed and a shortage !lxists 


with the new thresholds. 
.... 

'" • When a pageable real frame shortage is indicated by
00..., SYSEVENT ANQLOW le· . .l4 from RSM . 

• 	 When SRM detects a pageable real frame shortage. 

The shortage processing checks for two levels of short· 

ages. an initial shortage condition and a critical shortage 
condition. A m ..sage describing the current shortage 
level is written to the console. When the pageable frame 
shortage is relieved. an additional message is written to 
indicate the alleviation of the shortage. 
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Extended Description 	 Module ubel 

9 (continued) 

• 	 If the shortage is due to fixing. the address spaces 
using large amounts of fixed storage are swapped out. 
It the shortage is due to paging. the address specea 
using the largest amounts of real storage are swapped 
out. A message is issued to the system operator indi
cating the amount of real storage allocated to the ad
dress space and the subset of this amount that is fixed . 

• 	 If the shortage was due to fixing and enough fixed stor
age has not been reclaimed. some or all of the logic· 
ally swapped address spaces are swapped out. 

• 	 If a shortage due to fixing still exists after all of the 
logically swapped address spaces have been swapped out. 
the multiprogramming levells) (MPls) for the domain(s) 
with the lowest contention index is reduced. Swap analysis 
is then scheduled to swap out the address spaces with the 
lowest recommendation values. 
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Extended Description 	 Module Label 

10 Users who issue a long wait macro instruction will IRAAMST2 IAAAMMS6 
be detected by SAM when the wait macro pro

cessor issues the NIOWAIT SYSEVENT. Users who do 
not issue a long wait macro instruction to notify SAM 
that they will be in the wait state for a long time will be 
detect~ by IAAAMMS6 when they satisfy the following 
conditions: 

• 	 they have gone without executing for a sufficient period 
and 

e 	 they have no ready work or they have vector work and 
no processors with a Vector Facility currently online . 

SAM might allow these users to be logically swapped in case 
the user becomes active again. The decision to logically 
swap or not is based on the current storage usage. 
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(J) 	 DIAGRAM SRM-16. JRARMSTM, IRARMST2 - Storage Management (13 of 14)
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r  OIAGRAM SRM-16. IRARMSTM, IRARMST2 - Storage Management (14 of 14).-<
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13 (continued) 

For an address space that is physically swapped and is 
protected by storage isolation, the SRM must ensure 
that the RSM does not trim a user below the minimum 
working set size for the address space_ The SRM trims 
the pages to the minimum working set size and then 
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IBARMIOM MODULE ENTRY POINT SUMMARY 

IRARMILO I/O Load Balancing User I/O Monitoring. Compute I/O use profile for 
all swappable problem state users based on their use of each logical
path. 

IRARMILI Identification of Significant I/O Users. If I/O load balancing is 
active and I/O is out of balance, identify significant I/O users and 
ensure that their use of the logical paths is being monitored. 

IRARMIL3 	 I/O Load Balancing User Swap Evaluation. Compute numerical 
recommendation value which reflects desirability of swapping a user 
based on its logical path utilization. 

IRARMIL4 I/O Load Balancing IMCB Deletion Routine. Clean up control blocks used 
in monitoring a heavy I/O user at the end of the user job step. 

IRARMILS Selective Enablement Monitoring. Periodically determine the percent of 
I/O interruptions currently being processed by the Test Pending
Interrupt (TPI) path in IDS and determine if this percent is within the 
thresholds specified in the IEAOPTxx member of SYS1.PARMLIB. 

IRARMIL6 	 Modify Processor I/O Enablement. Search for a processor whose I/O
enablement status can be switched to the state specified in the input 
parameters to the routine. 
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V) DIAGRAM SRM-17. IRARMlLO - I/O Load Balancing User I/O Monitoring (\ of4)
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DIAGRAM SRM-17. IRARMILO -I/O Load Balancing User I/O Monitoring (2 of4) 
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r DIAGRAM SRM- J8. IRARMILl - Identification of Significant 1/0 Users (2 of 2)
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,.. DIAGRAM SRM-19. IRARMIL.l - I/O Load Balancing Uller Swap Evaluation (2 of 2)
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CJ) DJ AGRAM SRM-20. IRARMIL5 - Selective Enablement Monitoring (1 of 2),., 
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DIAGRAM SRM-21. IRARMIL6 - Modification of Processor 1/0 Bnablement (2 of 2) 

Extended Delcrlpdon 	 Module Label 

A change to the I/O enablement statuI of a proceaor 
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IRARMCHM MODULE ENTRY POINT SUMMARY 

IRARMCHF MSCH cleanup. Free SRB, SCHIB, and IOSB storage. 

IRARMCPF Measurement facility failure. Issue CHANNEL SYSEVENT when the channel 
reports an error in the measurement facility. 

IRARMEDD DDR ENF exit. Issue DDR SYSEVENT when a swap command is issued. 

IRARMEVD Vary device ENF exit. 
boxed. 

Issue UCBCHG SYSEVENT when a device is varied or 

IRARMEVU Vary path ENF exit. Issue UCBCHG SYSEVENT when a path is varied. 

IRARMUPD Channel Measurement Update Routine. Updzte DMBs, LPBs, and CPMT if the 
associated facilities are active. If measurements are "START PENDING" 
and 16 seconds have elapsed, resume channel measurements. 

IRARMMSP Channel Measurement Monitor Stop Routine. If device connect time 
interval (DCTI) measurement is active but is not available, issue a 
message to the operator and mark the control block unavailable. If the 
CMB monitor facility is active, issue a SCHM to turn CMB measurements 
off. Write LOGREC entry with reason code 6SF. Set the monitor active 
bit off and mark the DMB and the LPB device data as invalid. 

IRARMLPI Channel Measurement Logical
identifier from the channel 
Scan the LPBT for a match. 
end of the LPBT table. 

Path Block Index Routine. Calculate an LPB 
path in the logical path mask of the UCB. 
If no match exists, build a new LPB at the 

LY28-l760-0 (c) Copyright IBM Corp. 1987 Method of Operation SRM-163 



IJ) DIAGRAM SRM-22. IRARMUPD - Channel Measurement Update Routine (I of 4)
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r DIAGRAM SRM-22. IRARMUPD - Channel Measurement Update Routine (2 of 4) r-a 
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~ DIAGRAM SRM-22. IRARMUPD - Channel Measurement Urdate Routine (3 of 4) 
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r- DIAGRAM SRM-22. IRARMUPD - Channel Measurement Update Routine (4 of 4) 	 r- = -< 	 "'-:Xl 
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(J) DIAGRAM SRM-23. IRARMMSP - Channel Measurement Monitor Stop Routine (1 of 2) 
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r- DIAGRAM SRM-23. IRARMMSP - Channel Measurement Monitor Stop Routine (2 of 2) 
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r  DIAGRAM SRM-24. IRARMLPI - Measurement Logic Path Block Index Routine (2 of2)
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IRARMCPM MODULE ENTRY POINT SUMMARY 

IRARMACT Activate dispatching priority control. Examine user counts for time 
slice groups. Based on these counts, mark the time slice algorithm as 
active or inactive. 

IRARMAPI Automatic priority group recorder processing. Recompute dispatching
priorities for all APG users in main storage. 

IRARMAP2 ASCBCHAP standard interface routine. Search the IN 
whose dispatching priority needs updating. 

queue for APG users 

IRARMEQI ENQ/DEQ algorithm ENQ time monitoring. Stop g1v1ng extra processor
service to users with ENQHOLD SYSEVENTs outstanding who have already
received their guaranteed processor service. 

IRARMCLO CPU load balancing
profile at QSCECMP 

user swap processing. Compute
SYSEVENT. 

user processor use 

I RARMCL 1 CPU utilization monitoring. Compute processor utilization variables for 
processor load balancing and resource management algorithms. Adjust
workload skewing threshold. 

IRARMCL3 CPU load balancing user swap evaluation. Produce a numerical 
recommendation value that reflects the desirability of swapping
based on processor use. 

user 

IRARMSHT Switch to new dispatching priority control. Update the time slice 
tables to reflect a recent change in a specified user's dispatching
priority control. 

CHAP IRARMCPM internal chapping subroutine. 
ASCBCHAP. 

Build a parameter list and call 

CPLRVSHF IRARMCPM internal wait factor computation subroutine. Compute system
wait factor for processor load balancing recommendation value 
computation. 

CPUHAIT IRARMCPM internal wait time and CPU utilization compute subroutine. 
Compute accumulated system wait time total for processors and compute 
recent processor utilization. 

CPUTLCK IRARMCPM internal CPU utilization checking routine. Insure that the 
computed processor utilization percentage falls between a and 100 
percent. If it is 100 percent and any user has not been dispatched, set 
the percent to 101. If a ready, dispatchable address that should be on 
the dispatching queue is not, invoke a safety net check routine. 

NEHDP IRARMCPM internal APG computation routine. 
and new dispatching priorities for the APG 

Compute 
user. 

mean time to wait 

LY28-1760-0 (c) Copyright IBM Corp. 1987 Method of Operation SRM-173 
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DIAGRAM SRM-25. IRARMCPM - CPU Management (1 of 8) 
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r  DIAGRAM SRM-25. IRARMCPM - CPU Management (2 of 8)
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I Extended Description Module .... ..... 
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DIAGRAM SRM-25. IRARMCPM - CPU Management (4 of 8) 

Extended Descripta. Module 

3 A user is given permissic., to accumulate .xtra pro- IRARMCPM 
cessor ..rvIc:e ""'.n en ENQHOLD SYSEVENT (14. I. 

received bV th. SAM, incleatlng 1IIat 111. u.... heidi a criticel 
resource. Th. mechenism for giving the u ..r thil.xtra 
service i. the prevention of hi. awap out bV th. SRM 
beceu.. of service rate conlideratlonf. 

4 The enqueue residence value CERVI. an OPT IRARMCPM 
parameter, speCifies the length of the privileged 

spurt of service for a user for whom an ENQHOLD 
SYSEVENT (14. h. bean issued CIH 3). Wh.n this 
time is exceeded. the user is made eligible for swap-out, 
and his OUCB is so flagged. The individual user 
evaluation routine is called to assign a current workload 
manager recommendation value to this user. 

5 The processor utilization i. the average percentage 
of time any processor in the system was not in 

the wait state. It i. computed by the following formula: 
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E........ Description 

6 The processor swap recommendtlta. value for 
a significant processor u.r varies with the degree 

to which the processor load is out of IMllance. The 
recommendation value cannot be gr.at.r then one
fifth the highest workload level. For insignificant 
processor u.,s. the recommendation value is z.ro. 

The time of this evaluation and the swap recommenda
tion are saved in the OUCB. The user swap evaluation' 
routine. IRARMCVL, then multiplies the 
recommendation valu. by the processor resource 
factor coefficient CRMPTCPU' to produce the 
final CPM lWap recommendation value. 
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DIAGRAM SRM-26. IRARMRMI - Resource Monitor Periodic Monitoring (2 of 2) 	 r- = 
... ;111
nCD
CD en 
::Jr+Ext.nded Delcrlption Modul. Label 	 en.,
CD ....
Il.n 

This routine il invoked at one second intervals and IAAAMAMR IRARMAM1 	 r+ 
3: CD

accumulates: ~a. 
• The highest SYltem unreferenced frame Interval 	 CDZ.,.

count (MCVSTCAf) 	 .... r+ 
.CD.... .,• 	 The current procasor utilization (CCVUTILP) en ... 

• 	 The number of real storage frames available on the I •.... 
frame Queue (ACEAFC) en 

.,0 " • 	 The number of uncompleted ASM requatl for both Dot, 
lwap and nonawap queues (ASM requests minul ASM "a

CDM 
complated requests) 	 .,'"rt3: 

• The number of fixed frames below 16 megabytes 	 '< = 
o 

• The total number of fixed frames 	 ot, 

• The minimum number of available frames of extended MCVAECMN 	 M 

ItOrage 	 '" Z 

• 	 The number of ready users (the number of users on 
the 'in' queue plul the number of users of the 'out' 
queue) for each domain 

Additionally.the maximum ready user count and the 
maximum in.to....,. user count Iinee the last 
Invocatton of IRARMRM2 are Qiculated for each 
domain. 
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DIAGRAM SRM-27. IRARMRM2 - Resource Monitor MPL Adjustment Processing (2 of 4) r: 
....:a 
nID 
CD" 

Extended Delcriptl_ Mod.... ........ 	 Extendad Deecription Module ........ :Jr+

CIt..,
CD .... 

This routine is invoked at 106 SRM·second intervals. It pro IRARMRMR IRARMRM2 1 To _ura that domain servica II up-to-date, IRARMWLM IRARMWMl a.~ 
cesses the data accumulated b~ IRARMRMl to compute IRARMWMl II called to update u_ .-vice and to ZID 

the following: add the new incr.ment to the appro...... domain. =-a.
CDZ..,.

• 	 The average unrefaranced frame interval count .... r+2 DMI;)TRUA II celculated to on. h.adeclmel place .CDCRCVUICA) and II a weighted average of the current and old 	 .... ..,..... 
• 	 The average available frame queue count velu_. DMDTTWSR and DMDTTWET •• limll.rly 

weighted aver...... .l!. 
• 	 The number of AVQLOWs over the I_t RM2 Inter· 

"U • 
val (RCVAVac, for tracking only) 	 ..,0 

'D• 	 The 1Mlrag8 percentage of ItOrIIgII below 16 mage CD'"bv- that II fixed CRCVMFXA) 	 .., 
O~. 
r+z..: 	 :• 	 The 1Mlrag8 percentage of all Itorage that II fixed 

or allocated for nonlWllP PI8Ing CRCVFXIOP) o 
-t. 

• 	 The .verage ASM queue length CRCVASMOA) ...•• 	 The IVlt.m pege f.ult rat. per second (RCVPTR, Z 

• 	 The Iystem demand paging rate per second (RCVDPR) 

• 	 The Iystem total paging rate per second (RCVPAGRT) 

• 	 The average time Un milliseconds' to process a non
lwap paging request (RCVMSPP, 

• 	 Th. IMrage time (in millisecond" to proc:ea a IWIIP 
paging requ.. (RCVSWPTM. for tracking only) 

If enough samples have accumulated, raise or lower the 
extended storage thresholds based on the percent of time 
that extended storage is exceeded. (RCEGROUP, 
RCEAECOK, RCEAECLO). 

• 	 Th. tim. weiFtect IMrage number of reedy UIIIrI 
for.ach domain (DMOTRUA) 

• 	 Th. time weiFted IMrage service rate for each 
domain (DMDTTWSR) 

The time-weiFted alapMd time for TSO tranHCtlonl com· 
p1.tingln the fim period il calculated for.ach RTO (re· 
spon18 time objectlva) domain (OMOTTWET). 

The above Iyst.m and domeln "Ontention factorl .... 
used to edjUit the domain target MPLs .. follo_: 
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r DIAGRAM SRM-27. IRARMRM2 - Resource Monitor MPL Adjustment Processing (4 of 4)
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...... Extended Description Modula Label :JrtExtended Description Moduta label ."..,
CI\ CD ... o a.n
I 3 Each used domain contention index is computed ·The5e default values effectively eliminate thl' corresponding conditions from r+o ZCDby the formula: the comparison. 1bQ, 

rt..... average ready users x weight ··x and y are processor dependent thresholds based on constants in CD 3:n ..,1»..... max (current target MPL or one' IRARMCPU. For example. the values for x and y on 168UP are ...rt 
IIHDn 42 pages/second and 52 pages/second. ... ..,

o This yields a measure of contention for this domain CIt ... 

~ weighted by the user specified importance factor ....I» ., • If any domain is unused hhe average of the ready user 
CIt.... (weight) for the domain . and the highest ready user value less than target minus 'V 

Ul ..,0
':1' The lollowing values are used if an IPS specifying onel that domain's MPL is decreased by one if the O-lt 

"Urfo 
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lRARMWLM MODULE ENTRY POINT SUMMARY 

IRARMWMI 


IRARMWM2 


IRARMWM5 


IRARMWM7 


IRARMWMI 


IRARMWMJ 


IRARMWMK 


IRARMWMN 


Workload manager service calculator routine. Calculates the amount of 
service provided to a user since the beginning of the current workload 
manager measurement interval for that user. Service is calculated 
using the following equation: Service =(MP)/K+(CT)/K+EI+(SB)/K 

where: 
M = The MSO service coefficient scaled by 1/50.
P = The number of page seconds (the product of the number of frames 

owned by the user and the amount of TCB time consumed) used 
by the user. 

K = The time required to execute 10,000 instructions. 
(Dependent on the processor model.)

C = The processor service coefficient. 
T = The job step time elapsed in the current interval. 
E = The I/O service for this interval. 
I = The I/O service coefficient. 
S = The SRB time elapsed in the current interval. 
B = The SRB service coefficient. 

This routine calculates each of the three service factors and the total 
service for the user for the interval. It also updates the domain 
service for the user and adds to the corresponding domain the service 
accumulated since IRARMWMI was last called for this user. If the total 
service for the domain is likely to overflow the field, this routine 
calls IRARMWMl to start a new transaction. 

Swappable user evaluation routine. Scans the IN (in-storage) queue and 
the OUT (out-of-storage-but-ready) queue, evaluates each swappable user 
and assigns each his current workload level. 

Workload manager update performance group period subroutine. Tests 
whether a user has accumulated enough service/time to be assigned to a 
new performance group period. If sO, IRARMWM5 adjusts the pointers that 
indicates the performance group period, performance objective, and 
domain applicable to the transaction current for the user. Note that 
the frequency (resolution) at which the test period end is made depends 
on how often IRARMWM5 is called for any given user. 

WlM recommendation calculation routine. Calculates a workload manager
recommendation value for a user based on the service received and on 
the performance objective currently associated with the user. Users 
that have not yet received an amount of service equal to their interval 
service value (ISV) specification while in storage are given a 
recommendation value boost. The boost gives preferential treatment to 
users in their ISV as compared to users ih their ISV and users between 
job steps. 

Workload manager in storage interval change subroutine. Updates the 
transaction accumulators with the service and the time received by the 
user during the preceding in-storage interval. 

Routine to determine the scope of applicability of analysis processing 
to a user. Examines the current swap status and the performance
specification for a user. It indicates if the resource manager
algorithms are applicable to this user. 

WlM dontswap/okswap user analysis routine. Calculates the current 
service and ensures that the user is in the correct performance group
period. Applicable algorithm indicators are set based on the new swap 
status of the user. 

Workload manager transaction start routine. The IRARMWMN routine 
receives control as the result of a SYSEVENT that has been defined by
the workload manager to signify that a new transaction should be 
started for that user. If the user is not in storage, a flag is set to 
cause the IRARMWMN routine to be reentered during the swap-in of the 
user. Otherwise, any existing transaction is stopped by calling
IRARMWMO, and the user transaction fields are reset to reflect the new 
transaction being started. 
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IRARMWMO 	 Workload manager transaction stop routine. The IRARMWMO routine 
receives control as the result of a SYSEVENT that has been specified by
the workload manager as defining the end of any current user 
transaction. If a new transaction is to be created for the user, 
IRARMWMO indicates the end of the current transaction. If the next 
user event is not known, IRARMWMO leaves the transaction accumulated 
values for later resumption of the transaction. In any case, IRARMWMO 
causes the preceding time and service to be properly recorded for the 
current transaction. 

IRARMWMP 	 Calculate page seconds routine. Calculates page seconds and page
residency time for an address space. 

IRARMWMQ 	 Workload manager quiesce completed SYSEVENT processing routine. The 
IRARMWMQ routine receives control when a user has stopped executing and 
is being swapped out. The workload manager records the service given
that user while he was in storage. The workload manager determines if a 
user event caused the swap-out, and flags the user to indicate whether 
such previous service is to be considered when the user is next 
swapped-in. 

IRARMWMR 	 Workload manager restore completed SYSEVENT processing routine. The 
IRARMWMR routine receives control when a user has been swapped in, and 
is ready to begin executing. The workload manager sets up the fields 
used to calculate the service rate the user is to receive during the 
forthcoming in-storage residency period. 
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IRARMWLS MODULE ENTRY POINT SUMMARY 

IRARMHIT 


IRARMWML 


IRARMWMO 


IRARMWM3 


IRARMWM4 


IRARMWM5 


IRARMWM7 


IRARMWM8 


IRARMWM9 


Workload manager user ready SYSEVENT swap-in scheduling routine. 
Receives control as the result of a decision to apply swap-in
processing to a ready user. It repositions the ready user from the WAIT 
queue to the OUT queue. For a TSO user controlled by the RTO parameter,
IRARMHIT determines whether or not to delay the transaction and how 
long the delay should be. 

Restart long running transaction routine. Starts a new transaction for 
an address space whose service totals may overflow the fields where 
they are stored. 

Workload manager service calculator routine. Calculates the amount of 
service used by a transaction or set of transactions. This routine is 
called by IRARMWM8 (update processing for subsystem transaction 
reporting). IRARMWMO performs the same function as IRARMWMI except it 
uses a TRQE as input and an RSPL as output. 

Individual user evaluation routine. Evaluates a swappable user on the 
IN or OUT queue and assigns a current workload level. 

Workload manager workload level calculator subroutine. Accepts a 
service rate, performance objective, and calculates the corresponding
workload level. 

Workload manager update performance group period subroutine. Tests 
whether a user has accumulated enough service/time to be assigned to a 
new performance group period. If so, IRARMWM5 adjusts the pointers that 
indicates the performance group period, performance objective, and 
domain applicable to the transaction current for the user. Note that 
the frequency (resolution) at which the test period end is made depends 
on how often IRARMWM5 is called for any given user. 

WLM recommendation calculation routine. Calculates a workload manager
recommendation value for a user based on the service received and on 
the performance objective currently associated with the user. Users 
that have not yet received an amount of service equal to their interval 
service value (ISV) specification while in storage are given a 
recommendation value boost. The boost gives preferential treatment to 
users in their ISV as compared to users in their ISV and users between 
job steps. 

Transaction reporting queue storage control and data update algorithm.
Obtains and releases storage as necessary for transaction reporting 
queue elements. At timed intervals, it reports service values for any 
queue elements on the update queues and returns the elements to the 
available queues. The elements are put on the update queues by the 
transaction reporting SYSEVENT (SYSEVENT 35, 36, and 37). 

(Alias of IRARMW8) Transaction reporting queue storage control and data 
update algorithm. Performs the same function as IRARMWM8. The IRARMWM9 
alias is used when the function is called as a subroutine (for example,
by SET command processing). 
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DIAGRAM SRM-29. IRARMWMJ - Individual User Evaluation (2 of 2) 

Extended Desc:ription 
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A workload level is assigned which is equal to the 
fint period objective "zero point". 
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t+ (may be due to issuing "long wait'" are updated so 
J 
o that they look as if the swap-out had just ended. 
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DIAGRAM SRM-31. lRARMWM8 - Transaction Reporting Algorithm (2 of 4) 

ExtenMd o-Iption ...... UbeI 

This routine provides algorithm procaning for subsyst.... IRARMWLS· IRARMWMa 
transaction reporting. IRARMWMB is called by 
IRARMCEL (timed algorithm scheduling routine' at 
proceuor-dependant in...... It i, called using the alial 
IRARMWM9 by IRARMWR1 (workload initialiution', 
IRARMWR3 (workload collection', IRARME47 (work· 
IOIId tlfmiRiltionland IRARMWR8 (.t processingl. 
IRARMWM8 procases data xcumulated on the trans
action update queue. The data i, added to the appro
priate WAMP entry in the RMF workload activitY 
measurement table (WAMTt. 
1 Trilnsaction reporting SYSEVENTI (TRAXRPT and 

TRAXFRPTt place data in elemenllirom the basic 
'rueue. Extended transaction reporting SYSEVENTI 
(TRAXERPTt place data in elements from the extended 
queue. Both types are then pIamd on the update queue. 
If no queue elements.,. available for u. by a SYSEVENT, 
one 01 two bill il.t in the RMCT (RMCTNOBQ or 
RMCTNOEat which signal, IRARMWMS to obtain more 
storage. Thisltorage il pertitioned into queue elements 
iIftd chained to the appropriate queue (basic or extended'. 

2 IRARMWMS .rially proc:eues each element on the IRARMFPG IRARMFPG 
update queue (Slaps 2 through 51 until the update 

queue il empty. IRARMWMB then ClIIIa IRARMFPG 
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trilllsaction class and user 101. 
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DIAGRAM SRM-31. IRARMWM8 - Transaction Reporting Algorithm (4 of 4) 

Extended Description Module Label 

3 Extended queue elements contain service statistics. IRARMWLS IRARMWMO 
IRARMWM8 uses this data to calculate the service 

rate for the transaction based on the service coefficients 
in the workload manager specification table IWMSTI. 

4 IRARMWM8 adds the elapsed time for the trans IRARMWAR IRARMWR9 
action, the elapsed time squared, and the service 

data to the WAMP entry of the WAMT that corrnponds 
to the report performance group obtained in step 2 . 

5 This routine returns the element to the appropriate 
queue and continues processing at step 2 if there 

are more elements to process, otherwise control is 
returned to the caller. 
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IRARMWAR MODULE ENTRY POINT SUMMARY 

IRARMWRl 


IRARMWR2 


IRARMWR3 


IRARMWR4 


IRARMWRS 


IRARMWR6 

IRARMWR7 

IRARMWR8 

IRARMWR9 

IRARMWRA 

Workload activity recording initialization subroutine. Constructs and 
initializes the workload activity measurement table (WAMT) in the 

contents of the WAMT into collection buffer capable of containing the 

buffer (storage from SQA) obtained by RMF. 

Workload activity recording WAMT initialization subroutine. 
WAMT in a format suitable for updating by the SRM. 

Builds the 

SRM workload activity recording data collection subroutine. Moves the 
a 

data. Note: The buffer is obtained by RMF from LSQA. storage key O. 
and must be fixed in storage. 

If the IPS has not been changed. then adds to the collected data the 
transaction data for the current in-storage interval for each 
in-storage address space with an active transaction. re-initializes the 
data collection buffer for the next collection interval. and calculates 
the workload level for each performance group period that contains 
transaction data. 

SRM workload activity recording transaction data update subroutine. 
Adds the service and transaction active time to the appropriate WAMT 
performance group period accumulator in the data collection interval. 

SRM workload activity recording workload level calculation subroutine. 
Calculates the workload level for each WAMT performance group period 
entry in which transaction data has been accumulated during the last 
data collection interval. 

Note: For those WAMT entries in which the calculated service rate can 
be associated with multiple workload levels or is zero even though at 
least one transaction has been active during the data collection 
interval. the negative value of the workload level will be calculated 
to indicated an estimated value to RMF. 

SRM workload activity recording transaction end update subroutine. 
Adds to the appropriate WAMT performance group period accumulator the 
transaction elapsed time and counts the number of transactions that 
terminated during the current data collection interval. 

SRM workload activity recording WAMT entry determination subroutine. 
Obtains addressability to the WAMT performance group period entry in 
which to accumulate user transaction information. 

SRM workload activity recording. Terminates workload activity data 
collection whenever an IPS change occurs. 

Symbolic workload recording processor. Called by IRARMWM8 each time an 
extended TRQE is processed. It adds service data to the WAMT for RMF. 

Symbolic performance recording. Constructs the ICSM (in a format that 
workload activity recording can reference) for symbolic performance
recording. 
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DIAGRAM SRM-32. IRARMWRI - Initialize for RMF (2 of 2) 	 r-: 
.... ;u 
OCD 
1D0
:JrtExtended Delcription Module Label 	 en..,
IDI4 
a.n,...IRARMWR1 col1ltruc:tland Initializes the workload IRARMWAR IRARMWR1 
3: CD

activity maasurement table (WAMT' In the buffer ~a.
(storage from SCA) obtained by rlMF and Input with 1D3:.,.Sysevent 20. 

I4rt ....CD..,
2 The Index is used to locate the period entries In IRARMWAR IRARMWR2 	 014..WAMT that correspond to a particular .... 
performance grouP. The period entries are updated o 
with their respective domain and performance .,0 " 0-11objective numbers. All other period entry values are 'U

CDHzeroed. .,tII
t+3:
'< :3 Service velues in the period entries are initialized IRARMWLM IRARMWM1 o

such that service already received by active user -II 
trensactions i. not Included In the RMF Interval service tot 
total•. til 

3: 

Return Codes in Regiltar 16 byte 3 

X'OO' - Date area accepted and Initialzed. 

X'OB' - Length of data area incorrect. 
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r  DIAGRAM SRM-33. IRARMRW3 - Collect Data for RMF (2 of 2)
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00 Extended Description ModuleI 
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IRARMCBS MODULE ENTRY POINT SUMMARY 

IRARMCBS SRM status for the address space represented 
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DIAGRAM SRM-34. IRARMCBS - SRM Control Block Status Exit (1 of 5) 

IRARMCBS - MODULE DESCRIPTION 

DESCRIPTIVE NAME: SRM Control Block Status Exit. 

FUNCTION: 
Analyzes an 	OUCB (SRH User control block) to give 
SRM status for the address space that it represents 

ENTRY POINT: IRARMCBS 

PURPOSE: See FUNCTION 

LINKAGE: None 

CALLERS: BLSACBSS (Through exi t services router) 

INPUT: 

Two parameters are passed: 


ZZ2 - The IPCS task variable. Contains parameters 
that are passed on to the IPCS routines. 

CBSP - The Control Block Status Parameter List. This 
contains information about the ASCB which has 
been accessed that contains the address of the 
OUCB that • s to be tested here. 

OUTPUT: One 	or more messages, see MESSAGES, below. 

EXIT NORMAL: 

EXTERNAL REFERENCES: 

ROUTINES: 
BLSRACCQ -- IPCS dump access service. Used to 

obtain a copy of a control block in the 
dump. This version specifies that the 
dump routine should print messages if 
it fails to access the control block. 
Called indirectly through ADPLESRV. 

BLSRACCN -- IPCS clump access service. Used to 
access a single field within a control 
block instead of the whole thing. 

BLSUPPR2 	 IPCS expanded print service. Used 

to print the messages. Called 

indirectly through ADPLESRV. 


ADPLESRV --	 IPCS exit services router. 

IRARMCBV -- OUCB control block validity check 

routine. Called indirectly through 

the ?BLSRESSA service. 


CONTROL BLOCKS: 

ASCB -- Address Space Control Block 

ESR -- Equate Symbol Record 

CBSP -- Control Block Status Parameter List 

OUCB -- SRH User Request Block 

RHQH -- SRH Queue Header Block 
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DIAGRAM SRM-34. IRARMCBS - SRM Control Block Status Exit (2 of 5) 

IRARMCBS - MODULE OPERATION 

The IPCS OUCB validity check routine is called 

to determine whether the OUCB pointed to by 

the ASCB that was passed as input in a buffer 

is valid. The OUCB contains SRM information 

pertaining to an address space to be analyzed. 


If the OUCB is valid, it is obtained through a 

call to the IPCS dump access service. If, 

however, the validity check routine returned a 

code indicating that the OUCB was damaged 

seriously enough to prevent further processing, 

message IRA10101I is generated. 


The OUCB is on one of four circular 

double-threaded. single-headed queues. one for 

each possible state of an address space: IN. OUT. 

HAlT. or LOGICAL SHAP HAlT. For each of these 

queues, a pointer in the RMCT points to a 

Resources Manager Queue Header (RMQH). This is a 

block that is chained into the queue with the 

OUCB's and contains a field -- RMQHNAME -- which 

identifies the queue. 


Message IRA101021 states which queue the OUCB is 

on, if it can be determined. In order to 

determine which queue the OUCB is on, a chain of 

OUCB's is followed to its anchor block, the RMQH. 


If this analysis routine encounters some 

difficulty in following the forward pointers 

(OUCBFHD) through the OUCB chain (in the form of a 

circular queue or an OUCB that cannot be 

accessed). the backward pointers are followed. 


If the backward search fails (for similar 

reasons), then if the OUCB was not in a 

transitioning state (OUCBGOB =0, OUCBGOI =0, 

and OUCBGOO = 0) message 

IRA10l121 is generated to give the OUCB's status 

according to queue indicator bits in the block 

(OUCBOUT, OUCBOFF, and OUCBLSH). 


If, when the search fails, OUCBGOB. OUCBGOO. 

or OUCBGOI indicate that 

the address space was transitioning (meaning that 

bits OUCBOFF, OUCBOUT. and OUCBLSH give the 

destination queue. not the present one). message 

IRA101141 is generated to say that the queue 

identity cannot be determined. This message 

appears before any messages describing how this 

routine failed to follow the queue or read the 

RMQHNAME field. 


If the OUCB queue was determined successfully. and 

the address space was not transitioning. and the 

bits in the OUCB indicate a queue that's different 

from the one the OUCB was found on, message 

IRA101131 is generated. 


If the address space represented by the OUCB is 

transitioning to another queue, IRA101031 states 

which it's moving to. 


If the address space is swapped out or in the 

process of being swapped out, message IRA101041 is 

generated to give the reason for swap-out. 


If the address space is in the process of being 
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DIAGRAM SRM-34. IRARMCBS - SRM Control Block Status Exit (3 of 5) 

IRARMCBS - MODULE OPERATION (Continued) 

swapped out. message IRA10105I gives the last 
process started. 

If the address space has issued a DONTSHAP 
SYSEVENT followed by a TRANSHAP SYSEVENT. message 
IRA10106I states that it is waiting completion of 
a DONTSHAP/OKSHAP sequanca. 

The highest code returned from an IPCS aeeess 
routine called hare is returned from this module. 

RECOVERY OPERATION: Covered by the IPCS ESTAE 
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DIAGRAM SRM-J4. IRARMCBS - SRM Control Block Status &it (4 of 5) 

IRARMCBS - DIAGNOSTIC AIDS 

ENTRY POINT NAME: IRA~BS 

MESSAGES: 

The following messages may be generated (via the BLSUPPR2 

exi t service): 


lRA10101I Unable to produce SRH analysis for this address 

space. 


lRA101021 This address space is on the SRH xxx queue 

where xxx is IN. OUT. LOGICAL SWAP HAlT or HAlT 


IRA101031 It is moving to the SRH xxx queue 

where xxx is IN. OUT. LOGICAL SHAP HAlT or HAlT 


lRA101041 The reason for swap-out is yyy 
where yyy is text associated with this swap out reason coda: 


input terminal wait (1). 

output terminal wait (2). 

long wait (3), 


auxiliary storage shortage (4). 

real pageable storage shortage (5). 

detected wait (6). 

requested swap (7). 

enqueue exchange (8). 

exchange on recommendation value (9). 

unilateral swap (10). 

transition to nonswappable (11). 


lRA101051 In the swap-out process. zzz 
where zzz is the currant state of the swap-out process: 


RCT has been posted. 

QUIESCE has started. 

QUIESCE has completed. 

QUIESCE has failed. 


lRA101061 A TRANSHAP SYSEVENT is waiting for completion of a 

DONTSHAP/OKSHAP sequence. 


lRAl01071 The OUCB for this address space is on a queue whose 

anchor block has a queue name that does not contain a valid 

value. 


lRA101081 The OUCB for this address space is on an SRH queue 

with a forward pointer that is not valid. 


lRA101091 The OUCB for this address space is on an SRH queue 

with a circular forward loop. 


lRA10llOI The OUCB for this address space is on an SRH queue 

with a backward pointer that is not valid. 


lRA10lllI The OUCB for this address space is on an SRH queue 

with a circular backward loop. 


lRA101l21 According to the fields OUCBOUT. OUCBOFF. and OUCBLSH. 

this address space is on the SRH xxx qlaU8. 


lRA101l31 The fields in the OUCB: OUCBOUT. OUCBOFF. and OUCBLSH 

indicate that this address space is on the SRH xxx quliuaJ 

however. the address space is on the SRH yyy queue. 


lRA101141 Unable to determine the identity of the SRH queue for 

this address space. 
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DIAGRAM SRM-34. IRARMCBS - SRM Control Block Status Exit (S of S) 

IRARMCBS - DIAGNOSTIC AIDS (Continued) 

ABEND CODES: ~ 

WAIT STATE CODES: ~ 

RETURN CODES: 

EXIT NORMAL: 

Regist.r 15 contains zero on retum if the 
the routine compl.ted successfully and has 
generated status. 

EXIT ERROR: 

Register 15 contains the highest retum coda s.t by • 
f.iling service. 

REGISTER CONTENTS ON ENTRY: 

standard Entry 

REGISTER CONTENTS ON EXIT: 

EXIT NORMAL: 

st.ndard Exit 

EXIT ERROR: 

standard Exit 
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INDEX 

A 

action/algorithm scheduling in 
SRM SRM-4l 

address space 
contention for system 

resources SRM-3 

OUCB queues SRM-39. SRM-SS 

priorities SRM-3 

states SRM-39 

swapping in SRM SRM-4S 


address space priorities SRM-3 

addressing mode 


in SRM SRM-7 

algorithm 

scheduling in SRM SRM-4l 
swap analysis in SRM SRM-4S 

algorithm (SRM) SRM-Il 

algorithm request processor SRM-112 

algorithms


device allocation SRM-3 

effective storage management SRM-4 

I/O management SRM-4 

page replacement SRM-3 

processor management SRM-4 

resource-use SRM-4 


algorithms in SRM 

resource use 


introduction SRM-47 

AMODE 


See addressing mode 
APG management in SRM SRM-SO 
ASCB (address space control block) 

in 	SRM 

CPU management SRM-174 

I/O load balancing user I/O 

monitoring SRM-lSO 


individual user 

evaluation SRM-198 


service routine SRM-82 

storage management SRM-134 

user evaluation SRM-130 


swappable user evaluation SRM-194 

ASXB (address space extension block) 


in SRM 

I/O load balancing user I/O 

monitoring SRM-lSO 


control block overview 
SRM SRM-S9 

control swap-in SRM-116 

control swap-out SRM-118 

CPU affinity mask SRM-160 

CPU load balancing (SRM) SRM-4 

CPU load balancing in SRM SRM-SO 
CPU management algorithm in SRM SRM-SO 
CPU management in SRM SRM-174 


D 

DCTI (device connect time 
interval) SRM-lSO 

debugging hints in SRM SRM-S3 
deferred action processor SRM-ll.O 
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device allocation SRM-3. SRM-49 

device connect time interval 


See Dcn 

diagnostic techniques in SRM SRM-S3 

dispatching SRM-3 

display domain processing SRM SRM-6S 

DMDT (domain descriptor table) 


function SRM-124 

in resource monitor 


MPL adjustment processing SRM-186 

in storage management SRM-134 

in swap analysis SRM-124 


E 

ENQ/DEQ algorithm in SRM SRM-SO 
entry point block 

See RMEP 
entry point summary 

See specific module 

expanded storage SRM-3 

extended storage SRM-3 


F 

fast interface path SRM-78 

finding performance groups SRM-lOO 


I 


I/O load balancing (SRM) SRM-4 

I/O management algorithm in SRM SRM-49 

IEAIPSxx. member of SYSl.PARMLIB SRM-3 

IMCB (I/O management control block) 


in I/O load balancing user I/O 

monitoring SRM-lSO 


in I/O management SRM-lSO 

introduction 


SRM SRM-3 

IRARMCAP 


error processing SRM-124 

IRARMCBS 


diagnostic aids SRM-2l7 

entry point summary SRM-2l3 

function SRM-214 

module operation SRM-2lS 


IRARMCEL 

function SRM-112 


IRARMCEN 

function SRM-110 


IRARMCET 

function SRM-114 


IRARMCHM 

entry point summary SRM-163 


IRARMCPI 

function SRM-126 


IRARMCPM 

entry point summary SRM-173 

function SRM-174 

module flow SRM-6S 


IRARMCPO 

function SRM-128 


IRARMCSI 

error processing SRM-116 

function SRM-116 
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IRARMCSO 
function SRM-118 


IRARMCTL 
entry point summary SRM-107 

function SRM-108 

module flow SRM-6S 
processing of 
algorithms/actions SRM-4l 

IRARMCVL 
function SRM-130 


IRARMERR 

entry point summary SRM-8l 
module flow SRM-6S 

IRARMEVT SRM-ll 
entry point summary SRM-99 

function SRM-100 

module flow SRM-6S 

IRARMEV2 SRM-ll 
module flow SRM-6S 

IRARMFIP 
error processing SRM-79 

function SRM-78 

interface in SRM SRM-S 
module flow SRM-6S 

IRARMFPG 
entry point summary SRM-99 


IRARMGLU 

entry point summary SRM-72 

interface in SRM SRM-S 


IRARMHIT 
function SRM-200 


IRARMILO 
function SRM-1SO 

IRARMILl 
function SRM-lS4 

IRARMIL3 
function SRM-lS6 

IRARMILS 
function SRM-1S8 

IRARMIL6 
function SRM-160 


IRARMINT 
entry point summary SRM-72 

error processing SRM-74 

function SRM-74 

interface in SRM SRM-S 
module flow SRM-6S 

IRARMIOM 
entry point summary SRM-149 

module flow SRM-6S 


IRARMLPI 
function SRM-170 


IRARMMSP 
function SRM-168 


IRARMRMR 

entry point summary SRM-183 

module flow SRM-6S 

IRARMRMl 
function SRM-184 


IRARMRM2 
function SRM-186 


IRARMSFT 
function SRM-96 


IRARMSRV 
entry point summary SRM-8l 
function SRM-82 

module flow SRM-6S 

IRARMSTM 
entry point summary SRM-l32 
module flow SRM-6S 

IRARMST2 
entry point summary SRM-l33 
function SRM-134 

module flow SRM-6S 
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IRARMSWP 
entry point summary SRM-123 

module flow SRM-6S 

IRARMUPD 
function SRM-164 


IRARMWAR 
entry point summary SRM-207 

module flow SRM-6S 

IRARMWLM 
entry point summary SRM-19l 
module flow SRM-6S 

IRARMWLS 
entry point summary SRM-193 

module flow SRM-6S 

IRARMWM2 
function SRM-194 


IRARMWM3 
function SRM-198 


IRARMWM8 

function SRM-202 


IRARMWRl 

function SRM-208 


IRARMWR3 
function SRM-2l0 

K 

key 
to 	logic diagrams


in SRM SRM-70 

key to logic diagrams SRM-67, SRM-69 


L 

LCCA (logical configuration
communication area)

CPU management SRM-176 

logic diagrams

See method of operation
logic for SRM SRM-67 

LPBT (logical path control block table> 

in SRM SRM-1SO 

M 

management, storage
Auxiliary slot shortage

prevention SRM-47 

Page replacement SRM-47 

Pageable real storage shortage
prevention SRM-47 


Real page shortage prevention SRM-47 

SQA shortage prevention SRM-47 

Storage load balancing SRM-47 


MCT (storage management control table> 
in 	resource monitor 

MPL adjustment processing SRM-l86 
periodic monitoring SRM-184 


mean-time-to-wait SRM-3 

method of operation

for SRM SRM-67 

module flow 

SRM SRM-6S 

o 
OUCB (user control block> 

analysis SRM-SS 
important fields SRM-39, SRM-SS 
in 	control swap-in SRM-116 
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in control swap-out SRM-ll8 

in CPU management SRM-174 

in deferred action SRM-IIO 

in I/O load balancing user I/O

monitoring SRM-150 


in individual user 

evaluation SRM-198 


in select user 

swap-in SRM-126 

swap-out SRM-128 


in storage management SRM-134 

in swap analysis SRM-124 

in swappable user evaluation SRM-194 

in user evaluation SRM-130 

in user ready processing SRM-200 


OUXB (user extension block)
in I/O load balancing user I/O

monitoring SRM-150 


in individual user 

evaluation SRM-198 


in storage management SRM-134 

in swappable user evaluation SRM-194 

in user evaluation SRM-130 

in user ready processing SRM-200 


P 

page replacement (SRM) SRM-47 

page replacement in SRM SRM-47 

pageable real storage shortage

prevention in SRM SRM-47 


pages, active SRM-3 

parameter table 


See RMPT 

performance group descriptor

See WPGD 
periodic entry point scheduling SRM-114 

priorities, address space SRM-3 

process flow 

SRM mainline SRM-65 


R 

RCT (resource control table)
in resource monitor 

MPL adjustment processing SRM-186 

periodic monitoring SRM-184 


Real page shortage prevention

(SRM) SRM-47 


Auxiliary slot shortage prevention

(SRM) SRM-47 


real page shortage prevention in 

SRM SRM-47 


report service parameter list 
See RSPL 

residency mode 

in SRM SRM-7 


resource control table 
See RCT 

resource manager control table 
See RMCT 

resource monitor 
MPL adjustment processing in 

SRM SRM-186 

periodic monitoring SRM-184 


resource use algorithms in SRM 

introduction SRM-47 


RMCT (SRM parameter table)
in algorithm request SRM-l12 

in CPU management SRM-174 

in deferred action SRM-110 
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in periodic entry point

scheduling SRM-114 


in select user 

swap-in SRM-126 

swap-out SRM-128 


in storage management SRM-l34 

in swap analysis SRM-l24 

in swappable user evaluation SRM-194 

in transaction reporting SRM-202 

in user ready processing SRM-200 


RMEP (SRM entry point block)

algorithm and action invocation 
flags SRM-42 


in periodic entry point
scheduling SRM-ll4 

RMODE 
See residency mode 

RMPT (SRM parameter table)
CPU management SRM-l76 

RRPA (SRM recovery parameter area)

in user evaluation SRM-130 


RSPl (report service parameter list)

in SRM 


transaction reporting SRM-202 


S 

Safety net check SRM-96 

SDWA (system diagnostic work area) 


contents SRM-57 

SDWAVRA (SDWA variable recording area)


in SRM SRM-57 

search mask SRM-l60 

select user for swap-out


in SRM SRM-128 

selecting user for swap-in SRM-126 

selective enablement 

description SRM-l49 
modification SRM-149 

monitoring SRM-149 


selective enablement in SRM SRM-49 

serialization SRM-58 

set domain processing in SRM SRM-65 

set key processing in SRM SRM-6S 
SQA (service queue area)

shortage prevention SRM-47 

SQA shortage prevention SRM-48 

SRB (service request block)

in SRM control SRM-I08 
SRM (System Resource Manager)


method of operation SRM-67 

SRM (system resources manager)

action/algorithm scheduling SRM-41 

address space states SRM-39 

address space swapping SRM-45 

Adjust domain target MPls SRM-SO 
Adjust extended storage available 
thresholds SRM-SO 

Adjust the allocation of double frame 
pairs SRM-SO 

Adjust the system maximum think time 
for logical swapping SRM-SO 

Adjust the system MPl SRM-50 

alphabetical list of 

SYSEVENTs SRM-Il 
channel measurement monitor stop
routine SRM-l68 

channel measurement update
routine SRM-164 


collecting data for RMF SRM-2l0 
command processing module 
flow SRM-65 


control SRM-I08 
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SRM locks SRM-4l 
control block overview SRM-S9 
control blocks and queues SRM-39 


descriptions SRM-39 

introduction SRM-39 


control function 
introduction SRM-4l 

control swap-in routine SRM-ll6 
control swap-out routine SRM-ll8 
CPU management

algorithm SRM-SO 
APG management SRM-SO 
ENQ/DEQ algorithm SRM-SO 
load balancer swap
analysis SRM-SO 

CPU management routines SRM-174 

debugging hints SRM-S3 
deferred action processor SRM-110 

diagnostic techniques SRM-S3 
entry point summary

channel measurement SRM-l63 
control function SRM-107 

CPU management SRM-l73 
functional recovery
routine SRM-8l 

I/O management SRM-l49 
resource monitor SRM-183 

service routine SRM-8l 
storage management SRM-132 

swap analysis SRM-123 

SYSEVENT processor SRM-99 

workload activity

recording SRM-207 

workload manager SRM-l93 

error recovery SRM-S8 
finding performance groups SRM-lOO 
functions 

CPU load balancing SRM-4 

I/O load balancing SRM-4 

MPL target adjustments SRM-4 

storage management SRM-4 

swap analysis SRM-4 

time-slicing SRM-4 

workload management SRM-4 

workload reporting SRM-4 


I/O load balancing 
user I/O monitoring SRM-lSO 
user swap evaluation SRM-lS6 

I/O management SRM-49 

device allocation SRM-49 

selective enablement SRM-49 

swap analysis SRM-49 


I/O manaaement routines SRM-149 

identification of significant I/O 
users SRM-lS4 

indicators SRM-S3 
individual user evaluation SRM-198 

individual user indicators SRM-SS 
initialization for RMF SRM-208 

interface 

introduction SRM-S 
interface module 

IRARMFIP SRM-S 
IRARMGLU SRM-S 
IRARMINT SRM-S 

introduction SRM-3 

resource use algorithm SRM-47 


locking considerations for 
SYSEVENTs SRM-S 

major functions SRM-4 

measurement logic path block index 

routi ne SRM-17 0 
modification of processor I/O

enablement SRM-160 
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module/entry point cross reference 
objectives SRM-3 

periodic entry point
scheduling SRM-ll4 

processing of algorithms and 
actions SRM-4l 

recovery considerations SRM-S8 
recovery routine 1 SRM-58 

recovery routine 2 SRM-58 

resource manager control 
table SRM-S3 

resource monitor 
MPL adjustment processing SRM-l86 
periodic monitoring SRM-l84 

resource use algorithms
introduction SRM-47 


RMEP algorithm and action invocation 
flags SRM-42 


Safety net check SRM-96 

select user swap-in SRM-l26 
select user swap-out SRM-l28 
selective enablement 

monitoring SRM-1S8 
service routine SRM-82 

set display domain processing SRM-6S 
set domain processing SRM-6S 
set key processing SRM-65 

SRM lock SRM-4l 
storage management

auxiliary page shortage
prevention SRM-47 


page replacement SRM-47 

pageable real storage shortage
prevention SRM-47 


real page shortage
prevention SRM-47 


SQA shortage prevention SRM-47 

storage load balancing SRM-47 


storage management routines SRM-l34 
swap analysis SRM-4S, SRM-124 


introduction SRM-4S 
swappable user evaluation SRM-194 

SYSEVENT processor

introduction SRM-ll 
SYSEVENTs 

in SRM interface SRM-5 

system (RMCT) indicators SRM-53,


SRM-SS 
transaction reporting
algorithm SRM-202 


user (OUCB) indicators SRM-55 

user evaluation SRM-l30 
user ready processing SRM-200 

workload management functions 

overview SRM-50 

workload manager

introduction SRM-SO 
SRM control table 

See RMCT 
SRM entry point block 

See RMEP 
SRM parameter table 

See RMPT 
SRM tables and entry points SRM-59 

Storage Load Balancing SRM-48 

storage load balancing in SRM SRM-47 

storage management (SRM) SRM-4 

storage management algorithm in 

SRM SRM-47 

storage management control table 

See MCT 
swap analysis (SRM) SRM-4 

swap analysis in SRM SRM-4S, SRM-49,


SRM-124 
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swap transition flags SRM-4l 
swap-in

select user for SRM SRM-126 
swap-out

select user for SRM SRM-128 
swappable user evaluation in 

SRM SRM-194 
swapping SRM-3 
SYSEVENT 

in SRM 
swap analysis SRM-124 

list SRM-ll 
locking considerations SRM-5 
processor SRM-ll 

processor in storage 


management SRM-134 

SRM interface SRM-S 

SYSEVENTS 
address space SRM-5 

list of SRM-ll 

SRM service SRM-5 

system status SRM-5 

system diagnostic work area 
See SDWA 

system indicators in SRM SRM-53 
system queue area 

See SQA 
system resources manager

See SRM 
SYS1.PARMLIB (IEAIPSxx) SRM-3 

T 

tables and entry points in SRM SRM-59 
TCB (task control block)

in SRM 
I/O load balancing user I/O
monitoring SRM-150 

TCT (timing control table)
in SRM 

I/O load balancing user I/O
monitoring SRM-150 

test pending interrupt (TPI)
instruction SRM-1S8 

time-slice (SRM) SRM-5 
timing control table 

See TCT 
TRQE (transaction reporting queue

element)
in SRM transaction reporting SRM-202 

U 

useful fields in SRM SRM-S3 
user control table 

See OUCB 
user extension block 

See OUXB 

W 

WAMT (workload activity measurements 
table)


in SRM 

initialize for RMF SRM-208 

WMST (workload manager specifications
table)


in SRM 

in transaction reporting SRM-204 
user evaluation SRM-130 

working set SRM-3 
workload activity measurements table 

See WAMT 
workload management (SRM) SRM-S 

workload reporting (SRM) SRM-S 
workload management functions in 

SRM SRM-SO 
workload manager (SRM) SRM-4 
workload manager specifications table 

See WMST 
WPGD (performance group descriptor)

in SRM 
individual user 

evaluation SRM-198 


user evaluation SRM-130 
user ready processing SRM-200 

swappable user evaluation SRM-194 
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